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Humans have exquisite capabilities for dexterous manipulation, demonstrated by our abilityto perform complex tasks such as surgical operations, playing the guitar or even peelingan orange. Robots have to progress significantly in order to match human performance in
such tasks.
It is clear that humans rely heavily on a sense of touch for dexterous manipulation, as is
evident from trying to perform even the most simple of task with cold hands. Therefore, this
thesis proposes that: (i) touch is an essential sensory modality for robots and (ii) human touch is
an ideal model on which to base robot tactile perceptual systems.
This thesis demonstrates how aspects of human touch, namely multi-modality, can be applied
to tactile sensing in robots. Within a set of artificial sensory channels based on peripheral
afferents and their associated encoding for discriminative touch are developed and applied to
texture perception. Finally, biomimetic tactile sensors are applied to robot hands to aid grasping.
The success of these techniques provides evidence that human-inspiration is a fruitful ap-
proach to endowing robots with a sense of touch and is a concept which should be progressed into
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Imagine performing a simple task such as tying your shoelaces, threading a needle orremoving a screw. Now consider trying to perform such a task under conditions where yoursense of touch is limited, for example, with numbness from extreme cold. This comparison
demonstrates that tasks for which us humans are normally so adept can become near impossible
without the ability to ‘feel’ what we are doing. Just as human performance in such tasks is vastly
improved by a sense of touch, it is reasonable to assume that robots will also improve in-terms of
dexterity in similar task, in particular, where humans are to be replaced by robots.
There have been many approaches to endowing robots with a sense of touch over the last two
decades [1], yet these are often task specific or limited to single tactile dimensions such as shape
[2–4], orientation [5, 6] or hardness [7, 8]. We believe a more holistic approach to artificial touch is
required if robots are to achieve human levels of dexterity and tactile control. For example, human
touch is comprised of multiple sub-modalities each having evolved to fulfil specific roles [9] and
humans employ a range of exploratory procedures for actively stimulating these modalities [10].
Indeed, a new school of thought suggests that these sub-modalities are employed in combination,
with complex integration towards the end of the somatosensory pathway [11].
In this thesis we develop techniques in the area of robot touch that are based on a comprehen-
sive overview of the human peripheral somatosensory nervous system. We use an established,
optical, biomimetic tactile sensor, the TacTip [12, 13] and advance elements of its design. Specifi-
cally, we introduce additional sub-modalities in accordance with the range of tactile channels
employed by humans. We also develop novel methods of feature extraction inspired by our under-
standing of the properties of peripheral tactile afferents in humans and theories of how tactile
information is encoded within their response.
The remainder of this introductory chapter is organised as follows: In Section 1.1, we motivate
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the work within subsequent chapters. Research questions guiding our investigation are outlined
in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 presents a summary of the contributions of this thesis. Section 1.4
provides a list of publications resulting from our research. Finally, the overall thesis structure is
presented in Section 1.5.
1.1 Motivation
The natural world has been in existence for 4.5 billion years [14]. Throughout this time, biological
systems have evolved exquisite capabilities for interacting with their physical environment,
via the vehicle of natural selection [15]. It is no wonder, therefore, that engineers of today are
inspired by the natural world when designing artificial systems, a concept known as biomimetics
[16]. This concept is exemplified by the work of Leanordo da Vinci in his design of flying machines
inspired by the flight of birds [17]. We find the development of robots, too, has benefited from
biomimetics [18].
There are many ideas for what constitutes a robot, but one relatively common theme is their
practical use for performing tasks which have traditionally been carried out by humans [19].
Many of the areas in which we find it most desirable for robots to be deployed are those involving
physical interaction with the environment, such as assisted living [20], healthcare [21] and
manufacturing [22]. If the goal is for robots to perform human-like performance in these areas, it
is natural to model artificial systems on the relevant aspects of human biology. Humans have
evolved a refined sense of touch which is continuously implemented when physically interacting
with the environment. This motivates research in the field of artificial touch and demonstrates
why biomimicry is such a useful tool.
In particular, we are interested in sub-modalities of human touch that are defined according to
a discrete set of mechanoreceptors (the sensory end organs of afferent nerves) [9]. Sub-modalities
are leveraged, individually or in combination, for the effective sensation of key aspects of tactile
interactions [23], thus enabling human touch to be employed in an expansive range of tactile
dimensions. A bio-inspired approach to achieving this in robots is to engineer multi-modal tactile
sensors. We define multi-modality, in robot touch, as the ability to perceive discretely different
aspects of physical interactions; e.g., vibration vs. a high resolution static pressure field. This
does not necessarily have to be with discrete technologies, although this is most common, but it
can be achieved with advanced feature engineering or post processing techniques.
Research into robot touch often involves using single sensors [5, 6] or individual tactile fingers
[24] to progress technology on the fundamentals of tactile sensing. The overall goal, however, is
generally considered to be integration of tactile technologies with robot hands to benefit tasks
such as grasping [4] and manipulation [25]. To this end, we also consider how the biomimetic




The broad aims of this thesis are to progress the field of robot touch by presenting a set of
methods which are heavily based on theories of human tactile perception. Paying such close
attention to human touch has proposed benefits, such as providing a set of tools for comparing
robot performance to that of humans, reaching human-like dexterity in robotic systems and
serving as a possible tool for expanding our understanding of the natural world. Below are a set
of specific research questions which support this overarching aim:
(i) Can we develop an optical tactile sensor that provides tactile modalities, additional to the
the TacTip’s high-resolution low-speed marker output, for benefit in high-speed scenarios?
(ii) Can we effectively model natural SA-I and FA tactile channels with the TacTip?
(iii) Can we use methods from human studies to better understand the properties of the de-
veloped ‘artificial afferents’ and thus identify suitable tactile cues and encoding methods
within these channels?
(iv) Do these methods work in a practical application to robot perception; e.g., texture classifica-
tion, and how well do the results represent the performance of humans?
(v) Can we adapt the TacTip sensor for application with robot hands and does tactile sensing
aid robot grasping?
1.3 Contributions
In working towards answering the research questions above, we have contributed to the field of
tactile robotics in the following ways:
• Development of a cheap, dual-modal, optical tactile sensor, based on the TacTip (Chapter
3).
• Demonstration of effective and novel application of established biomimetic perceptual
algorithms [26] to extremely low resolution optical tactile images, without the need for
image processing. This has broad implications for reducing the cost and size of future
technologies (Chapter 3).
• Development of novel feature extraction techniques from the TacTip, modelled on human
tactile afferents, and presentation of a method for assessing the likeness of these ‘artificial
afferents’ to their natural counterparts (Chapter 4).
• Identification of viable tactile cues for speed invariant dynamic texture perception based
on induced vibrations (Chapters 4 and 5).
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• Development of a novel approach to robot texture perception, leveraging conventional
machine learning techniques with bio-inspired stimulation and tactile features (Chapter 5).
• Design of tactile fingertips for the integration with an industrial robot hand, The Shadow
Modular Grasper [27], and integration of tactile sensing with an existing grasp control
framework for the application of grasp adjustment (Chapter 6).
1.4 Publications
The following published works in peer-reviewed journals and conferences have contributed to
this thesis, and have been divided into two sections based on my input to each publication (main
author and co-author):
Main author
• Pestell, Nicholas, Luke Cramphorn, Fotios Papodopolous and Nathan F. Lepora. “A sense of
touch for the Shadow Modular Grasper.” IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters 4.2 (2019):
2220-2226.
• Pestell, Nicholas, Nathan F. Lepora. “Texture Perception with a Biomimetic Optical Tactile
Sensor.” Biomimetic and Biohybrid Systems. Living Machines. Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, 10928. Springer, Cham (2018): 365-369.
• Pestell, Nicholas, John Lloyd, Jonathan Rossiter and Nathan F. Lepora. “Dual-modal tactile
perception and exploration.” IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters 3.2 (2018): 1033-1040.
• Pestell, Nicholas, Benjamin Ward-Cherrier, Luke Cramphorn and Nathan F. Lepora. “Tac-
tile Exploration by Contour Following Using a Biomimetic Fingertip.” Biomimetic and
Biohybrid Systems. Living Machines. Lecture Notes in Computer Science 9793. Springer,
Cham (2016): 485-489.
Co-author
• Elkington, Michael P., et al. “Real time defect detection during composite layup via Tactile
Shape Sensing.” Science and Engineering of Composite Materials (2019).
• Elkington, Michael P., et al. “Layup end effectors with tactile sensing capabilities.” Proceed-
ings of the 4th Symposium on Automated Composite Manufacturing (2019).
• James, Jasper W., Nicholas Pestell and Nathan. F. Lepora, “Slip Detection With a Biomimetic
Tactile Sensor.” IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters 3.4 (2018): 3340-3346.
• Ward-Cherrier, Benjamin, et al. “The TacTip Family: Soft Optical Tactile Sensors with




The thesis contains six subsequent chapters, the contents of which are outlined below:
• Chapter 2: Here we review the literature surrounding both human and robot touch. We
draw analogies between physiology of human touch and tactile technologies in robots.
We also draw analogies between theories of how key tactile dimensions are encoded in
afferent response and methods of transduction and feature extraction in tactile robotics.
In particular, we focus on the tactile dimension of texture in both human and robot touch
as this is a primary application of our methods in subsequent chapters. We also provide a
brief review of the current state of the art in tactile sensing for robot hands.
• Chapter 3: We present a novel dual-modal optical tactile sensor with a design based heavily
on the TacTip. The sensor has two modes of operation which are inspired by high resolution
discriminative touch and high-speed contact detection and reflex action in humans. We
demonstrate the capacity for these modalities to be used in combination for autonomous
contour following.
• Chapter 4: Novel feature extraction techniques are developed which are modelled on
human SA-I and FA primary afferents. We also augment the TacTip with an additional
‘vibrational channel’ which is proposed as a potential analogue of the natural Pacinian
system. We visualise the data from these artificial channels under a range of stimulation
conditions with the aim of assessing how similar they are to their natural counterparts
as well as trying to gain an understanding for their capacity to be leveraged in a texture
discrimination task.
• Chapter 5: This chapter examines the capacity for the transduction and feature extraction
methods developed in Chapter 4 to be used for artificial texture discrimination. We employ
two types of data (static and dynamic), inspired by theories of human texture perception,
and compare different artificial encoding mechanisms (spatial and spatio-temporal) of
artificial SA-I and FA afferents, also inspired by human texture perception. Additionally,
we consider behaviourally relevant tactile cues of the vibrational channel that can realise
speed invariant texture perception and test the performance of these cues as predictors of
texture.
• Chapter 6: Here we present the design of a TacTip modification for integration with the
Shadow Modular Grasper. We describe how tactile sensing was integrated with a pre-
existing control framework and demonstrate the capacity for this system to be leveraged in
a grasp adjustment task on a set of three real-world objects.
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• Chapter 7: Finally, we summarise the outcomes of each chapter and address the specific
research questions stated above. We also discuss limitations to the research and suggest











This literature review is separated into two distinct sections: Human Touch in Section 2.1and Robot Touch in Section 2.2.
Our review of human touch begins with its physiology (Section 2.1.1), where we explain
sub-modalities and anatomy, particularly focusing on discriminative touch. We then go on to look
at how tactile information is encoded in peripheral afferents (Section 2.1.2), where we explain
some key tactile dimensions of discriminative touch and then review the literature surrounding
how these dimensions are encoded in primary afferents. We pay particular attention to the
dimension of texture as this is a subsequent focus in the thesis (Chapter 5).
In Section 2.2, we consider robot touch in relation to its natural analogue, human touch. For
example, we first review sensing technologies (Section 2.2.1) drawing the analogy to natural tactile
sub-modalities. We then consider the aforementioned key tactile dimensions of discriminative
touch in the context of robotics and highlight similarities of artificial transduction and feature
extraction to neural peripheral codes (Section 2.2.2). Again, we focus on the tactile dimension of
texture. Finally, we present a short review of the state of the art of tactile sensing for robot hands
(Section 2.2.3) since this may be generally considered the goal of robot touch.
2.1 Human Touch
Humans have an exquisite ability to perceive many different aspects of physical stimulation
via the somatosensory system. It is a complex modality involving a hierarchy of sub-modalities,
varied peripheral codes and cortical computations. It is therefore an active area of research in
terms of psychology, neuroscience and physiology.
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2.1.1 Physiology of Human Touch
In general, tactile sensation in humans and other animals is facilitated by physical transduction
of tactile stimulation through skin and other tissue via sustained pressure change or vibration.
Mechanoreceptors are sensory receptors which detect physical stimulation [28] and fire action
potentials which are transmitted through the nervous system towards the brain. An action
potential is a rapid rising and falling of cell membrane potential which drives a charge flow
within the nerve cell itself. This electrical signal is communicated to neighbouring cells via
neurotransmitters (chemical signals) which travel across synapses (between nerve cells). If the
amount of excitatory neurotransmitter crosses a threshold an action potential is produced in the
neighbouring cell [29]. Action potentials are referred to as ‘spikes’ owing to their abrupt form.
Fundamentally, information pertaining to the nature of tactile stimulation is ‘encoded’ within
some temporal aspect or aspects of a time-series of spikes known as a ‘spike-train’. These spike-
trains may be integrated in a complicated fashion either across populations of neurons (spatial),
over time (temporal) or over both dimensions (spatio-temporal) to encode tactile information.
Figure 2.1: Typical schema of mechanore-
ceptors within glabrous skin of the human
hand: Merkel cell complex (Ml), Ruffini end-
ings (R), Meissner’s corpuscles (Mr) and
Pacinian corpuscles (P). From [30].
Human touch is comprised of multiple sub-
modalities each having evolved for perception of
specific aspects of physical interaction [9]. In a
broad sense these sub-modalities can be cate-
gorised as; discriminative - associated with normal
classification and inference of external tactile qual-
ities and quantities, mediated by myelinated Aβ
afferent nerve fibres [9]; noxious touch - painful
touch, used to signify dangerous interactions, me-
diated by myelinated Aδ afferent nerve fibres [31];
affective - producing an emotional response, me-
diated by un-myelinated C afferent nerve fibres,
encompasses some forms of pain [32]; and propri-
oceptive - a kinaesthetic awareness of the body
[33], mediated by Ia afferent nerve fibres [34]. We
are primarily concerned with discriminative touch,
as has been the trend within the tactile robotics
community to date [35] although we will touch
briefly on noxious touch and consider its benefits
in robotics, a novel contribution of this thesis.
2.1.1.1 Discriminative Touch
Discriminative touch is divided further into four channels for perceiving different aspects of
physical interactions such as global deformation, stimulus shape and vibrations [23]. These
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are defined by afferent type: slowly adapting type I (SA-I), slowly adapting type II (SA-II),
fast adapting type I (FA-I or FA) and fast adapting type II (FA-II or PC). All sub-modalities of
discriminative touch are mediated by Aβ nerve fibres. This is a broad class of afferent nerve
fibres which are myelinated with intermediate to fast conduction velocities (15-100 ms-1) [9].
Adaptation rate refers to how quickly a mechanoreceptor reduces spiking response to sus-
tained stimulation. FA and PC afferents will quickly adapt to a sustained stimulus and thus only
fire at the onset or under a changing stimulus. For example, these afferents might continuously
respond to vibrations but very quickly stop firing after application of sustained pressure. For
this reason, they are sometimes referred to as phasic. In contrast, SA-I and SA-II afferents are
tonic [36] meaning they continue to fire for some time under sustained pressure [30]. Fig. 2.2
demonstrates the adaptation rate principle of SA and FA afferents.
The physiological novelty within these sub-modalities arises primarily from their associated
mechanoreceptors (the sensory end-organ of Aβ nerve fibres) and their innervation densities
within the skin. In some afferent types, mechanoreceptors of a particular class are innervated
by single afferent nerve fibres, and in others, afferent fibres branch extensively to innervate
multiple mechanoreceptive units. Thus, each afferent corresponds to a particular tactile channel
and each afferent has an effective receptive field owing to the arrangement of its associated
mechanoreceptors [11]. There are four classes of cutaneous mechanoreceptors found in glabrous
(hairless) skin. These are Merkel cells, Ruffini endings, Meissner’s corpuscles and Pacinian
corpuscles [37], which are innervated by SA-I, SA-II, FA and PC afferents respectively. Fig. 2.1
shows the typical schema for the relative locations and densities of these four mechanoreceptors
within glabrous skin of the human hand. We concern ourselves exclusively with sensing in the
human hand and specifically fingertips, as these are the primary tools that humans use to explore
the world through touch.
SA-I afferents
Numerous Merkel cell units are formed on the end of extensively branched single SA-I afferent
axons, and each afferent can innervate as many as 150 Merkel cells [9]. In glabrous skin, Merkel
cells are found at the bottom of epidermal ridges (large protrusions of the epidermis into the
dermis, see Fig. 2.1) [38]. Studies have demonstrated that the morphology of these ridges could
be important for the function of these SA-I afferents: the epidermis is up to 10,000 times stiffer
than the underlying dermis, thus the ridges may focus strain energy density propagating through
the epidermis [39]. Gerling et al. (2010) analysed two finite element models, with and without
intermediate ridges, when undergoing stimulation with gaps and solid indenters and found
that forces were concentrated at the tips of the ridges, at the site of Merkel cell complexes,
while the no-ridges model diffused strain energy density throughout its underlying tissue [40].
Furthermore, the axis of epidermal ridges align with those of papillary ridges, colloquially known
as the fingerprint, and the epidermal ridges follow the movements of papillary ridges [41]; thus
the overall structure acts as a mechanical lever for the transmission of touch stimuli to underlying
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Merkel cell units. Experiments have estimated that the innervation density of SA-I afferents to
the fingertip is (∼ 80cm−2) [30] and that they have small, well-defined receptive fields [42]. In
combination with psychophysical analysis [43], the size and density of SA-I afferent receptive
fields, as well as their adaptation rate, has lead to the hypothesis that SA-I is the receptive
afferent for mediating fine surface structures such as textures and shapes and for localising point
contacts; i.e., spatial acuity.
Figure 2.2: The four types of cutaneous mechanoreceptors clas-
sified on the basis of their adaptation rates and receptive field
types. Figures depict mechanoreceptor activity (bottom) and
stimulus pressure profile (top). From [30].
SA-II afferents
SA-II afferents innervate Ruffini
endings. Unlike SA-I afferents,
their axons do not branch, and
studies suggest a single SA-
II mechanoreceptor supplies
each afferent [9]. The spindle
shaped receptor resides within
the dermis (see Fig. 2.1) [37].
They have a significantly lower
density within the fingertip
than SA-I afferents (∼ 10cm−2)
and also have comparatively
large receptive fields with soft
boundaries [30]. Along with
SA-I afferents, they are slowly adapting and in fact can continue to fire up to a minute af-
ter the onset of sustained pressure [44]. Unlike SA-I afferents, they are unlikely to be employed
for perception of fine spatial detail [44], owing to their low innervation density, large receptive
fields and low sensitivity to small deformations [45]. It is believed, instead, that these afferents
may be responsible for providing information on skin stretch, shear and relative motion between
held objects and the skin [30]. They are seen mostly densely innervating areas of the skin sur-
rounding joints and have been shown to be maximally activated at certain joint angles [46], thus
a continuum of these receptors is thought to mediate joint position (proprioception) which is
essential for motor control [44].
FA afferents
FA afferents innervate Meissner’s corpuscles. Each afferent can branch, though not as extensively
as SA-I, to innervate multiple Meissner’s corpuscles [47]. They are classified as type-I afferents
because they share many characteristics with SA-I afferents: they typically have small well
defined receptive fields [48] and they provide a high innervation density to the fingertip (∼
140cm−2) [42]; in fact this is higher than SA-I innervation density. These geometric properties
have lead many to propose that, along with SA-I afferents, FA could mediate information about
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spatial details of skin deformation [30, 42, 44]. These afferents are classed as fast adapting
meaning that they are quick to stop firing after the onset of sustained pressure (see Fig. 2.2).
They are particularly sensitive to velocity of skin deformation [30] and thus tend to fire whenever
skin is deforming. They are particularly sensitive to vibrations in the frequency range between 5
and 40 Hz, often referred to as ‘flutter’ [49], and are thought to mediate slip information [50]. FA
afferents have also been implicated in low threshold contact detection, where single impulses in
one or very few afferents is hypothesised to signal contact [51]. Meissner’s corpuscles are typically
found between epidermal ridges and the smaller limiting ridges [52] (see Fig. 2.1). The purpose
of these ridges for FA function is unclear [53], though it has been proposed that the epidermal
ridges may amplify deformation aiding acuity, similar to their affect on SA-I function [41].
PC afferents
The sensory end-organs of PC afferents are Pacinian corpuscles (FA-II mechanoreceptors). PC
afferents are not branched and terminate with a single Pacinian corpuscle [9]. Studies have
estimated the innervation density to the fingertip to be greater than that of SA-II (∼ 20cm−2)
[42], whilst other experiments have reported PC afferents as the smallest group [44]. In any
case, it is known that type-II afferents together constitute a minority innervating the fingertip
(30%) [49]. As well as their sparse innervation density PC afferents also share characteristics
with SA-II afferents in terms of receptive field size, for which PC afferents have the largest of
the four cutaneous afferent types [54]. As with SA-II afferents, they also have receptive fields
with obscure borders [30]. Pacinian corpuscles are located deep in subcutis, deeper than the
other classes of mechanoreceptors (see Fig. 2.1) which has been offered as an explanation for the
large receptive fields of PC afferents [9]. They are the 2nd class of FA afferents and in fact are
preferentially sensitive to accelerations and higher order derivatives of skin deformation [30]
(see Fig. 2.2). FA and PC afferents can be distinguished in terms of their vibratory thresholds
[55]: whilst FA afferents are sensitive to vibrations between 5 and 40 Hz [49], PC afferents show
particular sensitivity to much higher-frequency transience, 50 - 500 Hz [44]. At peak frequencies
(100-300 Hz) PC afferents have demonstrated extremely low amplitude thresholds (1 µm) [56]
and interestingly, at lower frequencies (20 Hz) the response of PC afferents is less than FA and SA
counterparts [49]. This has lead to the hypothesis that Pacinian corpuscles mediate information
about microtextures during dynamic sliding motions [49], and, indeed, many experiments have
found evidence supporting this hypothesis: [57, 58].
It has been proposed that the presence of papillary ridges are critically linked to the role of
Pacinian corpuscles in the perception of microtextures [59]. Scheibert et al. [59] found that the
presence of an artificial papillary and epidermal ridges on an artificial tactile sensor acted as a
band-pass filter, where filtering occurred around a critical frequency which was likely to lie in the
range at which Pacinian corpuscles are preferentially sensitive. In comparison, a smooth tactile
sensor actually acted as a low pass filter, rapidly attenuating microtexture induced vibrations.
The relative amplification of the fingerprint structure was ∼100.
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Along with FA afferents, PC afferents have also been implicated in signalling low threshold
contact detection [51] and also in detecting contact events for lifting and placing objects [44].
2.1.1.2 Proprioceptive Touch
Proprioceptive touch is the system which provides awareness of location of and movement within
the body. It is essential for movement as it provides sensory feedback which is used in cortical
motor control mechanisms [60]. Proprioception is mediated by proprioceptors which are a class of
mechanorecptor located within muscles, tendons and joints [61].
There are three main sensing responsibilities attributed to proprioception: muscle dynamics,
limb load and joint position. These a separated according to the mechanisms which enable their
sensation. Muscle dynamics (contraction velocity and static length) are detected by receptors
which lie within the muscle known as spindles [34]. Contraction velocity is encoded within type
Ia afferent fibres and muscle length is encoded within type II afferent fibres [34]. Limb load is
sensed via the Golgi-tendon organ, a mechanoreceptor which encodes muscle tension via the
Ib afferent fibre [62]. Golgi-tendon organs are comprised of encapsulated fibres located at the
interface of muscles and tendons [63]. Joint position is encoded primarily by Ruffini endings [30]
which are located within the dermis layer of the skin [37] and are found most densely innervating
areas of the skin surrounding joints [46] (for more information on Ruffini endings, see section
2.1.1.1, SA-II afferents).
2.1.1.3 Noxious Touch
Noxious touch is the feeling of pain. Pain is used abundantly in nature to protect animals from
harmful situations. Pain pathways have shown exquisite plasticity, a feature which enables
humans and animals to learn to avoid danger [31]. There are two major classes of nerve fibres
which mediate pain: myelinated Aδ fibres mediate acute, localised ‘fast’ pain while a sub-set of
un-myelinated C fibres mediate ‘slow’ pain. Both of these fibre types are classed as high threshold
mechanoreceptors, meaning that they do not respond to light touch [9]. An acute, potentially
localised pain can be experienced when stimulus intensity is raised above a threshold that excites
Aδ fibres. When pain is raised further and/or sustained, C fibres will begin to fire, providing the
sensation of dull pain [64]. C fibres may also be responsible for pain resulting from inflammation
[31]. These two fibre types are classified mainly on the basis of their communication speeds: Aδ
fibres transport signals between 5 and 30 ms-1 while C fibres transport signal significantly slower
at 0.2-2ms-1 [9]. In glabrous skin, both Aδ and C fibres branch at the interface of the dermis and
the epidermis and terminate with free nerve endings. It appears common for C fibres to protrude




Affective touch encompasses a subsection of the somatosensory system that elicits an emotional
response; e.g., positive emotions, such as love, when experiencing social touch from another
human. Affective touch is thought to be an essential tool for social communication [32] and
maternal touch has been found to shape the developing “social brain” of an infant [66].
Despite being considered part of the somatosensory system, affective touch is thought to
have an entirely distinct neural mechanism. Recent evidence suggests that affective touch is
mediated by low threshold mechanorecptive C tactile afferents (CT), in particular, CT afferents
are responsive to “slow brush stroking” which is also the socially preferred type of touch [67].
Furthermore, slow brush stroking is shown to activate the insular cortex, an area of the brain
which considered as a pathway from sensory systems to the emotional systems of the frontal lobe
[68].
2.1.2 Encoding of Tactile Information
In neuroscience it is common to refer to two distinct phases of perception: encoding and decod-
ing [69]. Encoding refers to how stimuli are represented as spike trains in the peripheral and
central nervous systems [70]. Conversely decoding refers to extracting percepts from neural
code; i.e., mapping back to the stimulus. One of the primary goals within computational neuro-
science is to develop mathematical models of encoding and decoding which can explain perceptual
behaviour in nature [71]. Holdgraf et al. (2017) [72] describes an encoding model as one in which
‘stimulus features are used to model brain activity’ and a decoding model as one in which ‘neural
features are used to generated a stimulus output’.
When referring to a single neuron, a stimulus may be encoded with either a rate code or a
temporal code. Central to this distinction is the concept of an encoding window, which is the
duration of time that the spike train is used to convey information about the relevant stimulus
feature or “the duration of a neuron’s spike train assumed to correspond to a single symbol within
the neural code” (Theunissen and Miller (1995); pg 149 [73]); i.e., the length of spike-train which
is required to convey the stimulus. A rate code is one in which relevant stimulus information is
“correlated only with the average number of spikes within the encoding window”. A temporal
code is one in which “information is correlated with some aspect(s) of spikes within the encoding
window” [73] (Theunissen and Miller (1995); pg 159 [73]) . This could be precise inter-spike timing
or high-frequency firing rate fluctuations [74].
When considering populations of neurons, more abstract encoding mechanisms exist. These
are referred to as intensive or spatial. A stimulus is encoded intensively if the relevant infor-
mation is contained within firing rate of a single fibre and makes no use of relative locations of
responding neurons. Contrastingly, a stimulus is encoded spatially if the relevant information is
contained within the spatial modulation of firing rates; i.e., the relative locations of responding
neurons is important [43].
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Generally, a neural code is referred to as purely spatial if each neuron within the population
mediates information in its firing rate only. It is possible that spatial and temporal mechanisms
exist in combination (spatio-temporal code) [75] where stimulus information is contained
in the modulation of spike trains across spatial and temporal dimensions within an encoding
window.
It is also useful at this stage to draw the distinction between cues and encoding. When using
the term cue, we are referring to behaviourally relevant properties of the stimulus; i.e., physical
properties that are linked to the relevant percept. These may be, for example, spatial; e.g., shape
of tactile stimulus during static touch, or temporal; e.g., frequency of physical vibrations during
texture or slip detection. To highlight the distinction from encoding is important because spatial
cues may be encoded intensively, spatially or indeed temporally in the spike trains of activated
neurons, the same is true of temporal cues. Theunissen and Miller (1995) [73] also draw this
distinction, using the term temporal coding (as opposed to temporal encoding) in reference to
where a temporal cue is encoded in neuron firing: “encoding of temporal aspects of a stimulus
signal is commonly referred to as temporal coding and could theoretically be implemented through
either a rate-encoding scheme or a temporal-encoding scheme”.
We also find that, in some cases, kinaesthetic mechanisms are hypothesised as an approach
of mediating tactile stimuli. These broadly involve using efferent information [76]; i.e., impulses
travelling away from the CNS, which command motor control, to encode properties of stimuli
involved during haptic exploratory procedures [23]. It also often involves integration of these
signals over time in higher order cortical processes in order to perceive traced shape formed by
motor commands [77].
2.1.3 Key Tactile Dimensions
Lederman and Klatzky (2009) [23] describe a set of principal tactile dimensions. For touch
researchers, it can be helpful to consider individual tactile dimensions in a discrete manner since
it is likely that they are encoded, and therefore decoded, in diverse ways. In [23], Lederman and
Klatzky make the distinction of ‘where’ vs. ‘what’ tactile sensory systems, an idea inspired from
vision [78], and separate principal tactile dimensions according to which system they belong.
The ‘what’ system is associated with function and is essentially the process of identification. It
encompasses perception of surface properties such as weight, geometry, temperature, compliance,
orientation and texture. The ‘where’ system is associated with guidance of action. It involves
perceiving where on the body a stimulus has been applied or perceiving where in space, external
to the body, a stimulus is being touched [23]. Lederman and Klatzky provide evidence for the
where-what hypothesis, notably in [79], where the authors report that haptic exploration tasks
for object recognition activated inferior parietal areas, known for tactile feature integration
and naming, whereas haptic exploration tasks for object localisation activated superior parietal
regions, known to be used for spatial processing.
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Research into encoding of tactile dimensions in humans typically involves psychophysical
experiments, where human sensation is measured or recorded in response to controlled tactile
stimulation [80] and/or neurophysiological experiments where the activity of peripheral afferents
or cortical neurons are measured in mammals such as cats, mice and primates, in response
to controlled tactile stimulation. Monkeys, in particular, are believed to have similar neural
processing in the somatosensory system as humans, from peripheral to intermediate levels of
the central nervous system [81] and their mechanoreceptive afferents are known to have similar
innervation densities in the fingertips to that of humans [82]. By comparing how human sensation
scales with stimulus dimensions to the scaling of candidate peripheral codes with the identical
stimulus dimensions, researchers can gain insight into likely mechanisms of encoding key tactile
dimensions.
We will now briefly review psychophysical and neurophysiological literature which aims at
understanding encoding of the aforementioned tactile dimensions [10].
We find the tactile dimension of texture to be of particular interest since, as we subsequently
outline, it likely depends upon multiple sub-modalities (afferent types) and encoding mechanisms
depending upon the scale (coarse-fine) of the stimulus [23]. As such, whilst perhaps being
relatively unimportant for manipulation as compared with dimensions of geometry or orientation,
we find that it provides a useful representation of the holistic nature of human touch within a
single tactile dimension. Therefore, we are interested in studying this aspect of texture perception
in robotics and so pay particular attention to literature on human texture perception in the
present section.
2.1.3.1 Compliance
Tan et al. (1992, 1993) [83, 84] demonstrated that just noticeable differences (JNDs - defined
as the amount that this stimulus intensity must change for the a participant to notice the
difference on a defined portion of the trials [85]) for compliance were reduced when participants
passively touched stimuli versus active exploring them, alluding to a combination of kinaesthetic
and cutaneous modes for compliance perception. Further to this idea, Srinivasan and LaMotte
(1995) [86] found that human participants were able to accurately estimate compliance of soft
objects using cutaneous touch alone, whereas estimating compliance of a rigid stimulus (spring
loaded plate) required the addition of kinaesthetic perception. The authors hypothesise that a
spatial code of SA-I and FA firing could be employed for compliance perception when contacting
soft objects because the pressure distribution, area of contact and shape of contact interface
all depend on object compliance. Conversely, with a rigid stimulus under a given force, the
pressure distribution and the geometry of the contact interface will be unaffected by the stiffness
of the spring. In a subsequent study LaMotte (2000) [87] examined human performance for
discriminating softness through the use of a handheld stylus. As with previous studies, LaMotte
found that performance was worse when active touch was not permitted, alluding to the use of
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kinaesthetic cues. Interestingly, discrimination was better when participants used tapping as
opposed to pressing with the stylus. The authors attribute this to tapping motions enhancing the
salience of temporal cues of the inferred change in force; e.g., harder objects produce a greater
magnitude and rate of change of force when tapped.
2.1.3.2 Weight
Weber (1834/1978) [88] stated that two modes exist for weight perception, similar to compliance
sensing, these are kinaesthetic and cutaneous. A subject of ongoing debate is the degree to which
efferent information is employed in the perception of object weight, that is, motor commands sent
to muscles during active exploration; e.g., lifting or hefting an object. Waller (1887) [89] found
that weight discrimination (defined loosely as the difference in weight the participant was able
to perceive with ‘certainty’) was vastly improved when, opposed to reflex lifting (contraction by
‘kathodic excitation’), the participant was allowed to voluntarily lift the stimuli, thus, indicating
a bias for efferent information in the discrimination of weight. Similarly, Brodie and Ross (1984)
[76] found that discriminative performance (JND) was relatively poor under passive conditions,
intermediate under conditions of reflex contraction and best when participants actively lifted
stimuli. Brodie et al. were conservative with their interpretation of these results, stating only
that “where and how efferent and afferent information are combined to give the weight of the
object is not yet known. It would seem improbable, on the basis of the results obtained, that the
weight of lifted objects was based solely upon efference copy with no reference to afferent input”.
2.1.3.3 Geometry
Geometric properties broadly encompass the shape of an object. More specifically, the curvature
of an edge or surface can be considered on two scales: small shapes that can be perceived
with a single fingertip and larger shapes which require kinaesthetic inputs realised via haptic
explorations such as edge tracing or grasping [23].
For the former, much of the research has been into the specific roles of each type of cutaneous
afferent: Goodwin et al. (1997) [90] observed that, in humans, both fast adapting afferents (FA
and PC) showed respectively little and no response to indentation with spheres. SA-I and SA-
II, however, demonstrated a graded response to curvature, both increasing their firing rates
as curvature increased. The authors also found that spatial event plots (SEPs, produced by
stimulating each afferent at systematically varied locations across its receptive field [91]), for
SA-I afferents only, reflected the curvature of the stimulus. This lead the authors to conclude
that SA-I afferents may mediate a spatial code for stimulus curvature by using the liberal
interpretation of SEPs [91]: “the single neuron SEP approximates a spatio-temporal neural image
of the stimulus as it would appear distributed across a population of similar neurons”.
Srinivasan and LaMotte (1987) [92] found that only SA-I afferents responded in a way that can
mediate information about gradient of step change in stimulus height. A paired psychophysical
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study showed that only SA-I afferent firing could account for the observed discriminability of
gradient, meaning that psychophysical performance matched that which would be predicted
by a rate code for gradient of step change in SA-I afferents. In a subsequent study [93] the
authors found that FA afferents exhibited graded response to bars of varying curvature when
dynamically stimulated. The authors summarise the findings of this series of studies thus:
“Spatial parameters of primarily SAs in a spatially distributed population of fibres govern the
recognition of the overall object shape as a distribution of curvatures; Intensive parameters of
only SAs under static indentations, and both SAs and RAs (FAs) under stroking, are important
for discriminations of small differences in curvatures of objects belonging to the same category of
shape.”
For edges with very small radii of curvature, the curvature may relate more significantly to
the psychological dimension of sharpness [94] which may be regraded as an important local geo-
metrical feature for shape perception [95]. Kent et al. (2014) [96] suggest that, whilst sharpness
may be a specific case of curvature, there may be additional non-spatial mechanisms involved in
its perception. This is implied by improved sharpness discrimination when actively exploring
edges in the direction parallel with the finger compared with perpendicular exploration. From
texture perception studies, parallel exploration is likely to more readily activate FA and PC
afferents (thought to encode texture temporally) [59]. This led Kent et al. to suggest that edge
sharpness encoding may share similarities with texture encoding when humans employ active
exploration.
Kinaesthetic encoding of geometry has been extensively researched over the last 40 years.
It is believed that exploration policies guided by aforementioned sensation of local geometry
are used, whilst kinaesthetic information of hand and finger movements are integrated in the
cortex to form cognition of global shape. Suggestion of this process was made as early as 1978
by Iwamura and Tanaka [77] who observed activation of SI neurons in area 2 of the monkey
somatosensory cortex during manipulation. Subsequent experiments involving imaging of human
brain activity have provided evidence for this hypothesis [97–100].
2.1.3.4 Temperature
For an in-depth review of temperature encoding and other neurophysiological processes surround-
ing temperature sensation, we refer the reader to [101]. It is obvious that thermal sensation is
important for self preservation: to avoid extremes in either hot or cold. Temperature has also been
shown to be useful in discriminative touch: humans are better at discriminating when objects
have distinct thermal conductivity [102]. Early research into the encoding of temperature alluded
to fibre specificity, where warmth is encoded in un-myelinated C-fibres and cold is encoded in
myelinated Aδ-fibres [103–105]. LaMotte and Cambell (1978) [106] and Johnson et al. (1979)
[107] compare psychophysical magnitude estimates in humans with peripheral afferent response
in ‘warm’ C-fibres of primates and provide evidence for coding of warmth by simple impulse count
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in single fibres and integration of response by a simple additive process in the central nervous
system. More recently, Wang et al. (2018) [108] studied hot and cold encoding in root ganglion
neurons of anaesthetised mice and found that, whilst warmth was encoded by cumulative impulse
as in [107], cold was encoded in a combinatorial fashion, based on co-activation of specific neurons.
2.1.3.5 Orientation
In a tactile context, we refer to the tactile dimension of orientation as the angle of a known object
with respect to the skin. For instance, the ability to discriminate the angle of a stimulus edge
relative to the fingertip.
An influential study by Johnson and Phillips (1981) [43] was designed to test hypotheses of
neural coding of spatial details. In a grating orientation discrimination study, participants were
asked to identify relative orientation of two gratings presented in a single trial. Chance-level per-
formance in grating orientation tests was observed at grating periods that match centre-to-centre
spacing of SA-I and FA afferents (∼1 mm) [42, 109]. In contrast, in two other presented experi-
ments, a two-point discrimination (2PD) test and a gap detection test, above chance-level was
Figure 2.3: Normalised subjectiveive magnitude estimates
of roughness for dot spacings ranging from 1.3 to 6.2 mm
and dot sizes 0.5, 0.7 and 1.2 mm, made under conditions
of passive stimulus scanning under human fingertips. The
dashed line shows six examples of stimuli that yielded the
same normalised magnitude estimate (from Connor et al.
(1990) [110], adapted by Johnson et al. [111]).
observed when two-point spacing
and gap width were well bellow
1 mm which authors attribute to
varying stimulus areas and edge
content (single SA-I and FA affer-
ents have shown intensive sensi-
tivity to edges [112]) in 2PD and
gap detection respectively, thus
enabling intensive encoding. By
extension the suggestion is that a
purely spatial code of orientation
is leveraged in the grating orien-
tation study.
Since Johnson and Phillips’
study, many experimenters have
used grating orientation as a
tool for measuring tactile spatial
acuity [113, 114]. Notably, Van
Boven et al. (2000) [115] used it
to show that blind Braille read-
ers exhibit superior tactile spatial
acuity over sighted participants .
The idea that stimulus orien-
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tation is exclusively mediated by a spatial code is challenged by Pruszynski and Johansson
(2014) [116] who demonstrated that single SA-I and FA afferents innervating the human finger
can signal edge orientation both intensively and temporally. By recording afferent firing whilst
scanning edges of different orientations passed the receptive fields of individual afferents, the
authors observed that single afferents showed both intensive and temporal relationships to edge
orientation. The authors hypothesised that this was a consequence of non-concentric sensitivity
profiles.
2.1.3.6 Texture
Texture is considered a macrostructure, comprised of a consistent arrangement of individual
smaller scale shapes. For example, sandpaper is comprised of many tiny glass particles in a
roughly periodic arrangement. Properties such as the size and spatial arrangement of these
glass particles across the entire piece of sandpaper comprise its texture. On the basis of these
properties, human participants may objectively discriminated textures or describe them in terms
of subjective dimensions such as roughness or smoothness.
Figure 2.4: Spatial event plots (SEPs) of discharge from a
single monkey SA, FA (RA) and PC afferent when passively
stimulated with moving dot arrays (top) (from Connor et al.
(1990) [110]).
Objective vs. subjective Prop-
erties of Texture
It is important to distinguish be-
tween objective and subjective
textural properties. A participant
can distinguish one texture from
another, to perceive an objec-
tive property of the stimulus. In
contrast, such as roughness or
smoothness are subjective prop-
erties since they do not neces-
sarily relate to objective proper-
ties of the stimulus. Johnson et
al. (2002) [111] explain that the
neural codes which mediate ob-
jective and subjective properties
are likely to be different. This is
succinctly demonstrated in Fig.
2.3, (from Connor et al. (1990)
[110], adapted by Johnson et al.
[111]) showing that magnitude
estimates of roughness increase
with dot spacing up to ∼3 mm,
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above which magnitude estimates begin to fall. Despite the non-monotonic relationship be-
tween roughness and dot spacing, human participants are able to distinguish between dot arrays
spaced by 2 and 5 mm which have the same perceived roughness (dotted line) [111].
Roughness Estimates of Coarse Textures
Between 1989 and 2001, a number of studies were carried out with the aim of understanding
perceptual roughness of relatively coarse textures and in particular the scaling of this subjective
dimension with physical stimulus properties such as gap and ridge width of moving stimuli.
For example, Sathian et al. (1989) [117] and Cascio et al. (2001) [118] found that roughness
estimates of gratings (spatial periods ∼1-4 mm) had a positive relationship to gap width and a
negative relationship to ridge width (exemplifying the difference between subjective (roughness)
and objective (ridge and gap widths) stimulus properties). By varying the speed of stimulation,
Cascio et al. observed that the effect of ridge width could be entirely explained by the associated
change in frequency, whereas scanning speed had no effect on the relationship between gap
width and roughness, suggesting that the effect of gap width on roughness is explained by purely
spatial cues. Both studies found that gap width was more strongly related to roughness than
ridge width, indicating that spatial cues dominate subjective roughness estimates on the scales
used.
Goodwin et al. (1989) [119] measured the mean response per grating spatial period in SA-I,
FA and PC afferent fibres innervating a monkey’s fingerpad using similar stimuli to those in
[117]. Whilst manipulating stimulus speed to maintain consistent frequency, response in all
three fibres increased with increasing groove width and remained consistent with changing ridge
width. Combined with the psychophysical findings of Cascio et al. (2001) [118], these results
indicate that roughness, on the scales used here, may be coded intensively in all three fibre types.
Although, importantly, these studies do not provide evidence for or against a spatial code for
roughness and indeed the stimuli used do not prohibit an intensive code by virtue of variation in
stimulus area.
Unlike the monotonic relationship to spatial period seen by Sathian and Cascio, Connor et al.
(1990) [110] found that perceived roughness exhibited an inverted U-shaped function (see Fig.
2.3). This difference may have arisen from the type of texture used: Conner et al. used a tetragonal
array of dots rather than the gratings of Sathian and Cascio. Furthermore, the spatial periods
used by Connor et al. (∼1-6 mm) transcended those used by Sathian or Cascio. Connor et al. also
reports results of readings from SA-I, FA and PC peripheral afferents in monkeys under the same
stimulation conditions. Unlike Goodwin et al. (1989) [119], they found a simple intensive mean
rate code could not explain the relationship between dot spacing and roughness. The authors
propose instead a spatial variation code which relies on the liberal interpretation of an SEP [91];
i.e., the SEPs shown in Fig. 2.4 are an approximation of a ‘moving image’ transmitted to the
CNS in populations of SA-I and FA afferent fibres. Spatial variation code uses pairs of afferent
fibres (positions in the SEP) to provide information about gradients in firing rates across the
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skin surface. Spatial variation in SA afferents correlated most closely with perceived roughness
followed by FA and finally PC.
Meftah et al. (2000) [120] observed that roughness increased monotonically with spacing
between raised dots (1.5-8.5 mm) of consistent diameter and, coherent with the findings of
Sathian and Cascio [117, 118], roughness estimates were unaffected by speed (hypothesising
that dot spacing is equivalent to gap width and dot diameter to ridge width). Meftah et al. was
uncompelled, however, by the spatial variation code put forward by Connor et al. [110], suggesting
it is unlikely that the “precise and fine-grained” spatial detail is preserved from periphery to SI
cortex because this relies on “exquisite point-to-point somatotopy” and evidence suggests that, in
fact, the somatosensory pathway converges from periphery to SI cortex [121, 122]. The authors
proposed an alternative model to explain speed-invariance of roughness with varying gap width:
the signal from a speed only SI neuron is subtracted from the signal of an SI neuron which is
sensitive to both speed and spatial period (directly relayed to SI cortex from periphery) thus
resulting in a neuron with a graded response to spatial period. Meftah et al. state that SI neurons
of these three types have been observed in the SI cortex [123, 124].
Figure 2.5: Log roughness estimates vs. sandpaper particle
size for static touch (filled circles) and dynamic touch (open
circles) (from Hollins and Risner (2000) [57]).
Duplex Theory
In his classic text The World
of Touch (1925) [125], David
Katz hypothesised that coarse
textures (large distance between
microstructures) are readily dis-
cerned with spatial characteris-
tics of the stimulus and can be
mediated with a static touch,
whereas, to discern fine textures,
participants must employ a dy-
namic touch, inducing vibrations,
the properties of which provide
cues for discriminating said fine
texture, an idea which he dubbed
‘duplex theory’.
Duplex theory is based on the
limit presented by the physical
resolution of primary afferents in the human finger; i.e., the spatial form of receptive fields.
In theory, any observed bound on static texture perception is a consequence of the same process
theorised to pose the limit on the aforementioned grating orientation test [43], where chance-level
performance was observed at grating separations that matched SA-I and FA afferent spacing
(∼1 mm) [42, 109].
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The evidence of aforementioned experiments into roughness scaling in coarse textures [90,
110, 117, 118, 120] suggests that subjective roughness of moving bumps and gratings, on the
scales used, depends, in part, on spatial properties of the stimulus. And the speed-invariance
of roughness observed under certain conditions might provide evidence for a spatial variation
code [110]. However, these studies do not directly allude to the validity of Katz’s duplex theory
[125] primarily because the stimulus scales do not significantly transcend the theoretical spatial
resolution of any tactile channel [42, 109].
An influential study by Hollins and Risner (2000) [57] was the first to truly investigate
duplex theory. The authors implemented magnitude estimate tests for texture perception of fine
(9µm) to coarse (350µm) sandpapers under conditions of static touch and passive scanning. The
results of this experiment are seen in Fig. 2.5. The gradient of these curves are an indication
of the discriminability under both stimulation conditions. It was concluded that for textures
with particle sizes <100µm perception was hindered by the elimination of movement which
supports Katz’s duplex theory. Interestingly, the coarsest textures used by Hollins and Risner had
average spatial periods well below that which could theoretically be perceived with a spatial code
predicted by Johnson and Phillips [43]. The authors suggest that, when textural elements range
between 100 and 500µm, rather than information being spatially coded, SA-I firing might be
sensitive to total volumetric displacement (intensive encoding) which does, however, still depend
on spatial properties of the stimulus. In fact, this agrees with the theory proposed by Johnson
and Phillips to explain the disparity in performance between grating orientation and two point
discrimination and gap detection experiments [43]. Despite the influence of this work, the authors
do, however, concede that their findings fall short of demonstrating that vibrational cues are the
primary source of information for fine textures as predicted by Katz.
Perception of Fine Textures
Bensmaia and Hollins (2003) [126] directly investigated the plausibility of vibrations for mediat-
ing information about periodic fine surface textures (spatial periods: 16-416µm). Specifically, they
consider two candidate cues which apply to the Pacinain system: (i) frequency of vibrations and (ii)
total spectral power (intensity) weighted by the sensitivity of the Pacinian system. Participants
performed free magnitude estimates of roughness during passive scanning whilst the vibrations
elicited in the fingertip were simultaneously measured. The effect of changing scanning speed
was not significant on perceived roughness as predicted by the frequency based cue, however,
roughness estimates were closely matched by the effect of speed on Pacinian-weighted power.
In a follow up study Bensmaia et al. (2005) [127] measured participant’s ability to discriminate
vibrations delivered by a vibrating platform. The authors found that pairs of stimuli with the
same Pacinian-weighted power were readily discriminable suggesting, in fact, that the Pacinian
system conveys more than just intensive information about vibration. The authors constructed
a model of the Pacinian system which comprised of a set of ‘frequency tuned mini-channels’.
Spectral dissimilarity between stimulus pairs was computed by performing the sum of the
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difference in activation of each mini-channel. The devised spectral model was a better predictor of
the psychophysical data, leading the authors to conclude that the Pacinian system simultaneously
conveys temporal and intensive information about fine textures. Using a similar experimental
arrangement as in [126], Bensmaia and Hollins (2005) [128] found that a similar spectral model
as defined in [127] was particularly efficient in predicting the perceived dissimilarity of natural
textures, indicating that intensive and temporal features of vibration are important in mediating
more complex vibrations.
More recently, Weber et al. (2013) [129] conducted an impressive study which sought to
consolidate the findings on texture perception of aforementioned literature. The authors used
an extensive set of 55 textures including periodic gratings and dots and some natural surfaces
with non-periodic structure. The spatial scales of these textures spanned a range which includes
the scales of textures used in all of the aforementioned literature. Readings were taken from
SA-I, FA and PC fibres innervating the fingerpads of rhesus macaques whilst stimulating by
scanning the textures across their receptive fields. The authors found that SA-I afferents were
responsive to coarse but not fine textures and SEPs demonstrated that only textures with spatial
periods of greater than ∼1 mm elicited a spatial structure indicative of the texture suggesting
that SA-I afferents may mediate textural information in relation to the coarsest textures only.
FA and PC responses were highly repeatable and temporally patterned and the frequency
composition of afferent response matched that of skin vibration. It was found that spike trains of
FA and PC afferents convey sufficient information to identify individual textures. The measured
spike trains of FA and PC afferents scaled with speed which the authors cite as evidence for
roughness perception based on spectral structure of the elicited vibrations because evidence
suggests perceived roughness is invariant to speed [120, 130]. A parallel psychophysical study
was conducted where participants performed magnitude estimates of roughness under the same
stimulation used for afferent recordings. The spatial variation code devised by Conner et al.
(1990) [110], suggested that spatial variation in SA-I response was a relatively poor predictor
of roughness (R2=0.64 and 0.35 for coarse and fine textures respectively). Temporal variation,
however, yielded good results for FA and PC afferents, R2=0.88 and 0.76 respectively. Importantly,
good performance was still observed when the coarsest textures were removed.
speed-invariance of Fine Texture Perception
We have seen that coarse textures are likely encoded spatially in populations of SA-I and FA
afferents and that these spatial representations are robust to scanning speed [110]. Likewise, the
effect of scanning speed is not significant on perceived roughness of fine textures [126].
Boundy-singer et al. (2017) [131] investigated the degree of speed-invariance of texture percep-
tion of natural surfaces. Participants were passively stimulated by 24 natural surfaces, presented
at 4 different scanning speeds (40, 80, 120 and 160 mms-1). Participants were asked to rate pairs
of presented textures in terms of dissimilarity. In agreement with previous experiments, speed
had no significant effect on perceived dissimilarity. The authors propose two competing models
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for the observed speed-invariance of texture perception: (i) Speed is corrected for by dividing the
frequency of each component by a perceived scanning speed. This hypothesis assumes speed can
be accurately signalled a in neuron response which is not known; (ii) A more compelling theory is
that cortical computations are capable of extracting harmonic structure from neuron firing. This
idea is inspired by auditory timbre invariance, where it has been shown that, whilst scanning
speed shifts frequency composition of spike response, the harmonic structure is preserved [132],
thus harmonic structure is a viable code for texture [133]. By harmonic structure, we mean the
relative frequencies of fundamentals, harmonics and other significant parts of the signal; i.e.
the relative positions of peaks and troughs in the frequency spectra. The overall shape of the
frequency spectra (includes amplitudes) is not necessarily invariant since harmonics may move
in and out of filter bands depending on the scanning speed.
Texture is clearly a complex tactile dimension: literature suggests that it requires the use
of multiple tactile channels (SA-I, FA and PC) and numerous neural codes have been theorised
with complex relationships to stimulus scale and nature of contact (static, passive or active).
To summarise, the overarching idea is that spatial properties of coarse stimuli are encoded
in modulation across populations of SA-I and FA afferents (spatial code) whether this is with
a static [43] or dynamic touch [110, 117, 118, 120]. Fine textures have microgeometry which
is too small (<∼1 mm) to be resolved spatially. Information about fine texture is mediated in
vibrations, requiring dynamic touch, [126] and is likely coded in the harmonic structure of FA and
PC afferent firing [129]. Some evidence also suggests an intermediary mechanism of intensive
encoding in SA-I afferents relying on overall skin displacement resulting from static touch for
textures with microstructures in the range of 100 and 500µm [57]. Texture sensing exhibits
perceptual constancy with speed regardless of the stimulus scale and therefore the encoding
mechanism [131].
2.2 Robot Touch
Put simply, robot touch is a sensory modality providing robots with the ability to gain an
understanding of the palpable world through physical interaction.
Although touch has clear benefits for robots, engineers have a long way to go before this
sensory channel provides the level of practicality offered by other modalities; e.g., vision and
audition. It seems possible that this discrepancy is a consequence of a lack of tactile sensing
hardware, the development of which is in its relative infancy; e.g., in vision, photographic
cameras, which can near perfectly capture the visual world as viewed by the human eye, were
first developed in 19th century [134], whereas the earliest tactile sensors were in the 1970s
[135]. Another plausible explanation is the complexity of its natural analogue. We have seen that
within human touch, there exists a number of discriminative sub-modalities of different afferent
types (Section 2.1.1.1), each thought to mediate varying stimulus properties; e.g., shape [90], skin
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Figure 2.6: Prominent tactile sensors. Left to right: iCub fingertip, TakkTile, TacTip, GelSight
and BioTac.
stretch [30] and vibration [126]. Furthermore, it is believed that a number of peripheral neural
codes; e.g., intensive, spatial and temporal (Section 2.1.2), are leveraged in combination with
relevant sub-modalities depending on the tactile dimension being perceived. In many cases, the
nature of this encoding is an active area of research.
2.2.1 Technologies
In general, a tactile sensor must transduce its physical deformation to a representative electronic
signal such that the signal can be decoded to produce an understanding of the stimulus. A vast
range of transduction technologies have been explored in the past and, at present, the prominent
tactile sensors operate with contrasting principles [1, 136]. This again attests to the idea that, as
a sensory modality, touch is an actively developing research field: a single technology, shown to
surpass all others, has thus far proven elusive.
When selecting a transduction technology the engineer must carefully consider which tactile
dimension they wish to sense: hardware trade-offs commonly include spatial resolution, sensitiv-
ity, bandwidth and hysteresis (as well as more practical considerations such as cost and size). It is
such properties that lead us to draw the analogy between transduction technologies and natural
tactile sub-modalities of discriminative touch. For example, a technology offering high resolution
may be ideal for transducing information about detailed spatial structures as is the case with
SA-I afferents in human touch [112], owing to its high innervation density and localised receptive
fields. Likewise, a technology offering a high sample rate would be considered analogous to the
PC channel due to its sensitivity to high frequency vibration [127] and may therefore be ideal for
perceiving fine textures via dynamic touch.
Capacitive Sensors
Capacitive sensors consist of two oppositely charged electrodes separated by a compressible
dielectric. As the sensor experiences changes in external pressure the gap between the electrodes
changes, thus altering the capacitance which is measured [1]. Capacitive technologies are often
used to construct small, high bandwidth array, based devices with moderate resolution [137, 138].
One such sensor, which has found wide application is the iCub fingertip [139, 140] (see Fig. 2.6).
This sensor is comprised of 12 small capacitive taxels integrated on a single device providing
a moderate sample rate of 50 Hz. The sensor is surrounded by a soft 3-layer composite fabric
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wrapping and is roughly the shape and size of a human fingertip. The PR2 humanoid robot
provides an example of another common capacitive based tactile sensor [141]: a flat 3x5 array
of capacitive taxels is located on each finger of the robot’s two-fingered grippers. Each tactile
fingertip is considerably larger than that of the iCub and thus the spatial resolution is lower.
Additionally, the sample rate is approximately half that of the iCub tactile fingertip.
The taxel arrays of the iCub fingertip and PR2 robot gripper are limited to measuring normal
forces, whereas tangential shear is an important aspect of many tactile interactions. A capacitive
based tactile sensor has been demonstrated to measure tangential shear with a creative physical
design of individual silicone “nibs” each associated with one electrode in a 6x6 array [142].
This sensor could additionally measure at 300 Hz, which, in combination with shear sensing
capabilities, make it an ideal candidate for slip detection.
Capacitive technologies are often a more expensive option and therefore have often been
employed in commercial tactile sensors where the demand is for small form factor. In general,
drawbacks associated with capacitive technologies are hysteresis, susceptibility to electronic
noise and a non-linear response.
Piezoresistive Sensors
Piezoresistive sensors work by measuring the change in resistance of a deformable semiconducting
material. The flexible semiconductor has an associated band-gap which is modified under stress
and results in a variable resistance [143]. An early example of the use of resistive technologies
in touch was demonstrated by Shimizu et al. (2002) [144]: a primitive sensor was developed
for detecting object compliance using a single piezoresistive chip. More sophisticated array
based piezoresistive tactile sensors have been developed for compliance sensing; Drimus et al.
(2011,2014) [145, 145] and tactile servoing; Li et al. (2013) [5], where the sensor was capable of
transducing information about edge orientation, encoded in the spatial arrangement of taxel
activation (see Fig. 2.11).
Piezoresistive technologies are one of the best candidates for fabricating tactile ‘skin’ either by
screen printing on flexible substrates [146, 147] or fabrication as small microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) embedded onto flexible circuit boards [148]. These MEMS devices can also
provide high sample rate (∼300 Hz). For example, in the work of Oddo et al. (2011) [149] where
resistive devices were used for detecting vibration in texture perception experiments.
As with capacitive technologies, piezoresistive methods do not naturally enable shear sensing,
however, similar to [142] shear sensing was enabled by fabricating physical “cantilevers” of
piezoresistive material [150]. Also, piezoresistive sensors tend to exhibit non-linearity, particu-




The piezoelectric effect is the accumulation of charge in certain materials when participant to
mechanical stress. Stress causes re-orientating of molecular dipole moments which has a net
effect on the total polarization. The piezoelectric effect is seen in quartz and man-made ceramics
and polymers. The generated charges are directly proportional to the applied mechanical stress
[152]. An often-cited benefit of these devices is their excellent high-frequency response [153],
which makes them an ideal candidate for detecting vibrotactile stimuli [154]; e.g., for fine textures
or slip events [155]. The majority of flexible piezoelectric sensors are made from polymer called
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) [155–157] and are commonly used for medical applications such
as minimally invasive surgery [158–160], owing to their flexibility and small form factor and have
also found application in tactile skin [161]. Piezoelectric materials, however, exhibit response
drift as the piezoelectric effect becomes less sensitie over time [162]. They are also sensitive
to temperature, since elevated temperatures cause an additional drop in internal resistance
and sensitivity, thus temperature diodes are sometimes incorporated for calibration [163]. A
fundamental limitation of these technologies is that they are only applicable to dynamic sensing;
i.e., they do not respond to static load or deformation [35].
Barometric Sensors
We class barometric sensors as tactile devices which leverage cheap commercially-available
MEMS pressure sensing units (barometers) [164]. At its core, the individual MEMS barometric
device is generally piezoresistive: a silicon diaphragm deforms under changing pressure and
the output resistance is measured. In tactile sensors, sustained pressure or vibration at the
contact interface propagate through a medium and is measured by the MEMS device. Typically
the pressure sensing device is embedded within a deformable silicone which aids propagation
of pressure waves and also provides a soft surface which is amenable to interactions such as
grasping and manipulation. A commonly used barometric tactile sensor is the TAkkTile [165] (see
Fig. 2.6) which consists of a set MEMS pressure sensors on a PCB strip embedded within PDMS
silicone, this particular sensor has seen application with robot hands [166]. Barometric tactile
sensors have also been incorporated with flexible circuit boards for the development of tactile
skin [167]. The main benefits of these sensors are high sample rate [1] and extremely low cost.
Conversely, a significant drawback of is poor spatial resolution owing to the size of each individual
unit. Recently, however, ingenuitive post processing has enabled superresolution, allowing acuity
to transcend physical resolution [164]. These devices are also generally of relatively low accuracy
and suffer from drift and temperature sensitivity (owing to their piezoresistve basis) and critically
are unable to measure shear. However, barometric sensors may be an effective solution for low-cost
applications.
Optical Sensors
Optical tactile sensors encompass a range of sensor technologies with the common feature that
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light is used to transduce tactile information. For example, fibre-optics [168, 169], waveguides
[170] or, more typically, photosensitive arrays (cameras) [171, 172]. In general, the camera-based
tactile sensor operates by capturing images of a deformed surface which is often referred to as a
‘skin’. Therefore, the inside of the skin should provide some reference feature such as shadows
[172] or markers, for example the TacTip [12, 13] (see Fig. 2.6). Alternatively, deformation of the
skin can be inferred using stereo vision techniques [173], for example, the GelSight [174–176]
(see Fig. 2.6) which provides detailed tactile images of 3D shapes and textures (see Fig. 2.10) and
has recently been miniaturised for integration with robot hands and grippers [177].
A significant benefit of optical devices compared with all of the aforementioned technologies
is their ability to naturally sense shear forces: skin movement perpendicular to the optical axis
(tangential shear) is easily imaged by the camera. Consequently, however, these devices struggle
with measuring entirely normal forces as the distance of the skin from the camera is more difficult
to detect.
Camera based optical tactile sensors are generally cited as possessing high spatial resolution
owing to the associated resolution of photosensitive arrays, although, in practice physical reso-
lution of these devices also depends on the mechanics of the skin which can act as a low-pass
filter.
These devices are traditionally thought of as bulky or cumbersome due to the requirement
of containing an entire camera system, although recent improvements in affordable miniature
cameras [178] and intelligent lensing techniques [177] has somewhat dispelled this label. Optical
tactile sensors also require consideration of optics of the camera system; e.g., focal length, view
angle etc. which present limitations on the shape and size of the entire unit or sensing surface.
The sample rate of such devices is defined by the frame-rate of the camera system and thus
can be increased but often at the trade-off of added size, resolution or cost [179].
In contrast to the general approach of imaging a deformable skin with a camera, the Pap-
illArray [180] is an example of a unique optical tactile sensor design. The sensor is designed
specifically to measure static friction and detect incipient slip by using an innovative 3x3 array
of pinhole cameras. Physical papillary constructed of individual silicone pillars contain a light
source at the tip of the pillar and a pinhole aperture at the base. A 2x2 photo-diode associated
with each pinhole is used to transduce the 3D force in the relevant pillar. The method employed
by PapillArray is significant since it naturally enables both shear and normal force sensing.
Multi-modal sensors
As discussed in Section 2.1, tactile sensing encompasses the perception of a range of tactile
dimensions and, indeed, the human fingertip is equipped with multiple tactile channels for the
transduction of these dimensions. In response, an approach taken by some engineers is to develop
multi-modal tactile sensors with multiple distinct technologies for the purpose of sensing a range
of tactile dimensions. These devices commonly consist of an array based technology for encoding
spatial properties of the stimulus and an additional low-resolution, high-frequency technology for
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detecting vibrotactile or slip information.
A prominent multi-modal tactile sensor, known as the BioTac (see Fig. 2.6) contains an
array of 19 sensing electrodes for high spatial resolution was developed by Wettels et al. (2008)
[181]. The artificial fingertip is bordered by a flexible surface which is grounded. In between
the sensing and grounded electrodes is a conductive fluid. External forces deform the fluid,
resulting in a distributed pattern of impedance changes containing information about shape
and force of contact [181]. The BioTac is also equipped with a single ‘hydro-acoustic pressure
sensor’, which is essentially piezoresistive in nature [182]. This sensor directly measures the
pressure within the conductive fluid and can be used for measuring high-frequency vibrations for
texture discrimination perception [183]. Finally, a thermistor provides temperature sensation
[7]. The entire sensor is roughly the size and shape of the human fingertip and is coated with an
elastomeric skin with a fingerprint like structure [182].
Other less prominent multi-modal tactile sensors have been developed. For example, a
multi-modal tactile skin [184] containing individual hexagon shaped pads each with a PCB
equipped with multiple discrete sensors for temperature, acceleration, and proximity sensing.
A multi-modal MEMS tactile skin is presented in [185] which can measure temperature with
a nickel resistance device (RTD), thermal conductivity with a gold heater and nickel RTD pair
and hardness using a strain-gauge. A compliant fingertip, containing a microelectromechanical
magnetic, angular rate, and gravity system (9-DOF MEMS MARG), was used for detecting
vibrations, and a deep MEMS pressure sensor, for detecting normal force, both embedded in
silicone, is demonstrated in a surface categorisation experiment [186]. An optical tactile sensor
[187] leverages an optical computer mouse chip to detect contact for high speed reflex and, in a
separate mode, high resolution optical sensing was enabled at a lower frame-rate for accurate
force estimation.
The weaknesses of multi-modal tactile sensors are generally associated with the core technolo-
gies used for individual modalities. For example, many of the aforementioned multi-modal sensors
feature barometric MEMS devices which can’t measure shear and tend to suffer from tempera-
ture drift. Additionally, there are associated drawbacks with including additional technologies to
accomplish multi-modality in terms of added size, complexity and cost.
2.2.1.1 The TacTip
The research presented in this thesis is underpinned by previous work towards developing the
TacTip (see Fig. 2.6). We leverage the TacTip’s core sensing principles, manufacturing and some
of the algorithmic work in terms of feature extraction and perception. Here we provide a brief
overview of the history and key sensing principles to which we refer in subsequent chapters.
More detailed description of the design and manufacturing processes are provided in subsequent
chapters.
Chorley et al. [12] developed the TacTip in 2009, with an application to tactile edge sensing,
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Figure 2.7: Left: epidermal ridges in the human
skin. Right: corresponding pin in the TacTip.
From [13].
taking inspiration from the concept that mor-
phology of epidermal ridges in the human
fingertip is important for operation of Merkel
cells (Fig. 2.7) (Section 2.1.1.1: SA-I) [39].
The TacTip uses markers to provide an
‘optical signature’ of the tactile deformation
of its skin [12, 13]. Although many varia-
tions exist, in its most generic form, the Tac-
Tip consists of a deformable ‘skin’ which is
hemispherical in shape and filled with a soft
transparent gel. Traditionally, the skin is con-
structed from a moulded black silicone rubber
[188], however, more recently, it has been made using multi-material 3D-printing [189]. On the
inside of the skin, an array of small ‘pins’ protrude inwards and, on the end of each pin, a
contrasting white marker is either painted or 3D-printed. The pins are inspired by the hypothesis
that contrastingly stiff epidermal ridges, in human touch, focus strain energy of skin towards the
cite of Merkel cell complexes [39, 40]. Thus, markers are considered analogous to SA-I afferents.
These markers are illuminated with a set of LEDs. Tactile information is transduced via lateral
movement of the pins which are imaged using a standard USB camera. Examples of images
captured by a TacTip camera are provided in Fig. 2.12.
Since the original study, the TacTip has gone through many design iterations [13] including
integration with robot hands [25, 190] and novel shapes for the application to endoscopy [191].
A move from moulded to 3D-printed skin was notable for providing faster prototyping of new
designs.
2.2.2 Encoding of Tactile Information
We believe that, as with human touch [23], it is useful to consider distinct tactile dimensions in
robotics. We have seen that, depending on the tactile dimension being perceived, humans use
different afferent types and employ a range of encoding mechanisms (Section 2.1.3). Here we
aim to demonstrate that a distinction can be made between the same key tactile dimensions
in robotics and, in-fact, it is useful to consider these tactile dimensions since it offers insight
towards the best methods for transducing and encoding tactile information.
In analogy to human touch, trandsuction methods (sensor types) can be considered similar
to afferent types in human touch. For example, a sensor that offers high spatial resolution
with low sample rate; e.g., optical, could be viewed as analogous to the SA-I channel due to
its high innervation density and preferential response to static stimulation. Once tactile data
is collected, engineers generally perform some type of manual or automatic feature extraction
from the transduced tactile data. We consider this process to be analogous to peripheral neural
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encoding since in both cases the purpose is to robustly represent aspects of the data that are
relevant to the tactile dimension being perceived in such a way that the percept can be easily
extracted or decoded. In neuroscience a decoding model involves using neural features to generate
a stimulus output [72]. In general, this description also aptly describes the process in robotics.
More specifically, extracted features are mapped to a stimulus output via a model, usually
a supervised machine learning algorithm; e.g., linear regression, Gaussian process or neural
network.
Following, we review literature on robot touch relating to key tactile dimensions which mirror
those in Section 2.1.3. We demonstrate that since the cues overlap with those in human touch,
there are also many similarities in terms of transduction and encoding.
2.2.2.1 Weight
Perhaps surprisingly, the explicit perception of object weight has rarely been considered in
robotics. A reason for this may be that, in practice, robots are seldom concerned with weight
as a distinct dimension but rather, weight is an implicit object feature related to higher-level
functional tasks such as object identification, grasp stabilisation and manipulation; i.e., an
object’s mass may be encoded in artificial tactile or proprioceptive signals (joint torques), (as is
the case with humans: see Section 2.1.2), and in achieving higher-order functions robots may
implicitly leverage this encoding. This is particularly the case for modern end-to-end techniques;
e.g., Calandra et al. (2017) [4] who used cutaneous tactile information from the GelSight to
predict grasp success with a CNN and later, Calandra et al. (2018) [192] where re-grasp policies
were learned straight from visuo-tactile data. Further examples of end-to-end techniques for
re-grasp are found in Li et al. (2014) [193] and Chebotar et al. (2016) [194] where the tactile
Figure 2.8: Examples of kinaesthetic shape re-
construction using the TacTip (from Lepora et
al. (2019) [6]). Red points mark robot position
and short pink lines depict the perceived edge
orientation.
data consists of readings from the BioTac’s
19 impedance electrodes which are likely to
implicitly encode object weight either inten-
sively or spatially.
It is thought that human weight percep-
tion incorporates both cutaneous and kinaes-
thetic modes [76]. In robotics, it is common
to use kinaesthetic or proprioceptive sens-
ing for object recognition tasks which likely
use object mass as an identifier. For example,
Sinapov et al.(2011) [195] used joint torque
sensor data of a robot arm whilst performing
exploratory behaviours; e.g., shaking, lifting
and dropping, to identify 50 common household objects.
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2.2.2.2 Geometry
The definition of geometry for human touch, stated in Section 2.1.2, is also a pragmatic definition
for robots. It is the curvature of an edge or surface and can be considered on two scales: small
shapes that can be perceived with a single fingertip (cutaneous sensing) and larger shapes which
require kinaesthetic inputs realised via haptic explorations such as edge tracing or grasping [23].
In robots, kinaesthetic geometry perception is generally manifested in closed-loop tactile con-
trol such as surface exploration or contour following using proprioceptive sensing and kinematics
to trace the cutaneous sensor’s location thus creating a map of the object’s surface or edge. This
concept is exemplified in an early study by Goldberg and Bajcsy (1984) [3]: a fingertip of resistive
electrodes, controlled with a Cartesian robot, actively explores object surfaces and can thereby
reconstruct object shape. More sophisticated control has been employed by Li et al. (2013) [5]
and Martinez-Hernandez et al. (2013) [24] where edge orientation was perceived using array
based sensors and leveraged as a process variable in PID-like control. Lepora et al. (2017,2019)
[6, 189] used a CNN trained on TacTip images to regress over edge orientation and PID control
to follow the edge of volute, circle and spiral shapes; resulting trajectories are shown in Fig. 2.8.
Aquilina et al. (2019) [196] developed a method for kinaesthetically realising object geometries
with the TacTip that works with continuous sliding rather than taps as seen with previous work
[24, 189] and Driess et al. (2019) [197] demonstrate how low resolution force sensing can be used






Figure 2.9: Tactile images collected
with 16x16 resistive tactile array (from
Hillis (1982) [2]).
In the cutaneous modality, it is thought that hu-
mans encode overall geometry spatially in SA-I re-
sponse (Section 2.1.2). Similarly in robotics, array
based sensors are typically used to produce ‘tactile im-
ages’ of the stimulus, which, by the spatial modulation
of array response, naturally encode information about
shape. An early example of this concept is provided
by Hillis (1982) [2], who developed a resistive array
of 256 taxels. Hillis did not perform any classification,
although the resulting tactile images, shown in Fig. 2.9,
demonstrate that this approach preserves much of the
geometric information. Considering the spatial event
plot (SEP) seen in Fig. 2.4 as an image transmitted to
the CNS in populations of SA and FA afferent fibres,
we regard the tactile images such as those shown in
Fig. 2.9 as an artificial analogue. 38 years later, tactile
images are still the standard method of transducing




As with weight, cutaneous robot sensing of geometry is explicitly performed in few studies.
Two examples of where geometry is explicitly sensed are provided by Roscow et al. (2016) [198]
and Cramphorn et al. (2017) [199], where in both cases, edge sharpness was perceived using
the TacTip. Marker positions create a tactile image from which sharpness was decoded with a
likelihood model which treats each marker dimension independently, thus maintaining a spatial
code. This, therefore, exhibits noteworthy similarities with theories of encoding of geometric
information in humans, particularly the overall object shape under static conditions [91, 92].
Again, sharing a characteristic with weight, The geometry of an object is a key characteristic
for higher-order tasks such as object identification, grasping and manipulation. Thus, it is implic-
itly sensed in many robot experiments. The trend in object recognition has been towards using
image processing techniques to extract hand crafted features which encode spatial properties of
the tactile imprint [172, 200–205].
The recent success of CNNs in image classification tasks has lead researchers in robot touch
to consider these methods with tactile images. CNNs have a benefit over more traditional image
processing methods for feature extraction in that they can automatically learn to identify suitable
spatial features for the required task. In one of the first applications of CNNs to robot touch,
Kwiatowski et al. (2017) [206] predicted grasp success on natural objects of a parallel jaw gripper
equipped with two low-resolution (7x4) capacitive tactile arrays using a CNN trained on the raw
labelled tactile images. The authors report an improvement of ∼10% over a study using the same
equipment with unsupervised feature extraction [207]. The GelSight is an obvious candidate
for the application of CNNs to encode geometric features owing to the high resolution images it
produces (Fig. 2.10). This is demonstrated by Calandra et al. (2017,2018) [4, 192] who predicted
grasp success and effective re-grasp with a parallel gripper. Bauza et al. (2019) [208] has also
shown that CNNs trained with GelSight images have the ability to map from tactile images to
local shape geometries.
Figure 2.10: Tactile images collected with the GelSight (right) on natural objects (left) (from
Calandra et al. (2018) [4])
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2.2.2.3 Temperature
Thermal sensing is not often considered in robotics and is generally included only as an auxiliary
modality in multi-modal systems. For example, Dahiya et al. (2011) [163] developed a multi-modal
tactile sensing chip consisting of a 5x5 piezoelectric electric array and two temperature diodes,
which, the authors claim, can be used to measure ambient as well as contact temperatures. Gupta
et al. (2017) [209] present a flexible piezoelectric tactile sensor where the addition of barium
titanate nano particles increased temperature sensitivity of the piezoelectric device. Gupta et al.
demonstrated that capacitance changed with applied pressure and also contact temperature.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, humans employ thermal sensations to better identify objects
[102]: materials such as metal have high thermal conductivity, thus feel cold, and therefore are
easily discriminated from, for example, fabrics. Employing this concept, Xu et al. (2013) [7] used
a single BioTac tactile sensor to classify 10 natural surfaces by fusing sensations from three
distinct modalities. Temperature measurements from a thermistor embedded in the fingertip
were used to determine thermal conductivity of each object. Combined with compliance and
vibrational measures in an active exploratory framework, an impressive classification accuracy
of 99% was achieved, however, a large contact time (15 s) was required to allow for heat flow.
2.2.2.4 Compliance
Compliance is an important perceptual dimension for robots: it is a salient characteristic for
object identification and affects affordance for robot environment interaction. We have seen, in
Section 2.1.2, that human compliance sensing of deformable objects involves a cutaneous modality
thought to mediate information about shape of contact [83, 84]. The ability to actively explore the
stimulus also permits a kinaesthetic mode which is believed to facilitate compliance through the
relationship between displacement and applied force [86].
The principle of kinaesthetic compliance sensing was succinctly applied to robots by Shimizu
et al. (2002) [144] who simply measured displacement of diaphragm pneumatically driven into
compliant objects with a known force. Contrastingly, Drimus et al. (2011,2014) [145, 145] used
only cutaneous data from an 8x8 piezoresistive array to identify fresh fruit from old, observing
that contact area increased for old fruit due to increased compliance.
Both Su et al. (2012) [210] and Xu et al. (2013) [7] employ the BioTac for compliance sensing,
leveraging both kinaesthetic and cutaneous modalities. Kinaesthetic modalities were realised
by Su et al. by measuring applied force under fixed displacement and equivalently by Xu et
al. through measuring displacement under constant load. In both cases, spatial properties of
the output of the BioTac’s impedance array were used to encode cutaneous information about
compliance. Combined kinaesthetic and cutaneous compliance sensing is also demonstrated by
Kappasov et al. (2018) [211] who distinguished natural rigid items from compliant versions of
the same object; e.g., fresh vs. stale fruit. Kinaesthetic sensing was realised through closed-loop
exploration by way of affordance, defined by force measurements from a tactile array. Spatial
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properties of contact shape were encoded in the statistics of the tactile image; e.g., standard
deviation.
An example of a modern tactile sensor, the GelSight, being used for compliance perception
is seen in the work of Yuan et al. (2016) [212]. Hand-crafted features, derived from the tactile
image, relating to change in contact area and normal force were identified and used in an
optimised numerical model to estimate object hardness. The authors acknowledged that the
identified features co-varied with object surface geometry. To address this issue, in a subsequent
study, rather than hand-crafted predictors, Yuan et al. (2017) [8] leveraged a CNN to learn
spatial features. Generalisation was improved, however, the model still showed a large drop in
performance when tested on novel shapes.
In combining kinaesthetic and cutaneous sensing, the work of both Xu [7] and Kappasov
[211] show clear similarities with human compliance sensing. Yuan et al. (2016,2017) [8, 212]
omits any kinaesthetic sensing and notes poor generalisation across novel shapes. Considering
that sensor deformation co-varies with hardness and object shape, it seems plausible that both
cutaneous and kinaesthetic modalities are required in order to fully isolate the dimension of com-
pliance. Indeed the work of Tan et al. (1992, 1993) [83, 84], showed that human participants had





moments (blue) from a
tactile image collected
with 16x16 piezoresis-
tive taxel array (from Li
et al. (2013) [5]).
As with both weight and geometry, perception of stimulus orientation
is not usually considered as a stand-alone task in robotics but its use
is frequently found in higher-order tasks. In particular, kinaesthetic
reconstruction of object geometry often involves an intermediary step
of inferring stimulus orientation relative to the sensor. It has been
suggested that, in humans, tactile perception of orientation is primar-
ily facilitated by a spatial code in primary SA-I afferent firing [43].
In robotics, we also observe that orientation is generally represented
by spatial features extracted from tactile images which we consider
analogous to spatial encoding.
For example, Li et al. (2013) [5] used image moments to extract
orientation of an object edge from the tactile image produced with
a 16x16 piezoresistive taxel array and the image moment was used
as process variable in closed-loop control. An example of the tactile
image and the feature extraction is displayed in Fig. 2.11. Kappasov
et al. (2019) [213] extended this approach to extract orientation in 3D.
Tactile images were gathered with 6x14 piezoresistive tactile array. Edge orientation about the
sensor’s z-axis was computed using PCA on the tactile image and the orthogonal orientation was
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computed from the difference between centre-of-pressure and the centre-of-contact region. These
orientations were used as process variables in a controller similar to the one used in [5].
The work in both [5] and [213] are examples of expert feature engineering since the encoding
of orientation is so transparent that it can be directly related to the percept meaning control
may be performed in feature-space. In contrast, most other approaches to using orientation in
robot exploration involve first decoding the extracted features into the percept of stimulus edge
orientation, thus performing control in percept-space; e.g., Martinez-Hernandez et al. (2013)
[24] and Lepora et al. (2017) [189]. In the former, no manual feature extraction was performed:
raw sensor readings from an iCub fingertip were used to perceive edge orientation using a
probabilistic approach based on a histogram method of training data. In [189], TacTip marker
positions were extracted using image processing and used to construct an a posteriori distribution
over edge orientation classes using a similar measurement model as [24].
Lepora et al. (2019) [6] progressed the approach in [189] to use features automatically learned
with a CNN. Examples of these raw tactile images, labelled with edge orientation, are shown
in Fig. 2.12. In contrast to the tactile image shown in Fig. 2.11, the edge orientation is not self-
evident, however, it is nonetheless encoded in these images, as is demonstrated by the ability to
accurately following contour edges. Also with the TacTip, Aquilina et al. (2019) [196] exemplifies
adept feature engineering: by using carefully selected shear invariant PCA features, the authors
demonstrated that edge orientation could be accurately perceived even during sliding motions
using Gaussian process regression, culminating in robust and accurate contour following using
continuous sliding contact.
Figure 2.12: Examples of labelled TacTip tactile
images from tapping on a disk edge (from Lepora
et al. (2019) [6]).
As with [5] and [213], Li et al. (2014) [214]
demonstrate how features extracted from
high resolution tactile images can be directly
related to object orientation. Feature descrip-
tors were extracted from GelSight images and
compared to a previously constructed tactile
map to locate and orient a detailed planar
surface (USB connector). By realizing the con-
nectors pose relative to the robot, automatic
robust insertion of the cable into a USB plug
was performed.
The aforementioned literature on robotic orientation demonstrates that high-resolution tactile
images naturally encode orientation in a spatial manner (as in humans) and that roboticists
must consider high-level encoding that preserves this structure via either supervised feature
learning [6], or extracting carefully considered hand-crafted features that either relate directly to




The distinction between coarse and fine texture perception is not as prominent in robotics as
in human studies: the majority of robot experiments manifest as surface identification experi-
ments; i.e., to discriminate or classify natural surfaces such as fabrics. These are less easy to
categorise, but in general have microgeometry that might be considered fine; i.e., too small to
be spatially resolved by human touch (<∼1 mm) [42, 43, 109]. Therefore, rather than dividing
robot studies according to stimulus scales, we choose instead to consider the transduction and
encoding mechanisms. As with other tactile dimensions, the development of modern transduction
techniques (sensors) has affected the available methods for perceiving texture and in recent years
the progressions in deep learning has set the trend towards automatic feature detection.
Temporal Encoding of Texture
Temporal encoding of texture is the most common approach to robot texture perception. Generally,
the chosen sensor provides low-dimensional, high frequency time-series data collected via sliding
relative to a stimulus. From raw time-series data, engineers have leveraged many novel features
to encode texture, typically using frequency components of the signal.
Mukaibo et al. (2005) [216] and Yi et al. (2017) [153] found that basic encodings based on
peak frequency and simple statistical features derived from a spectral analysis of time-series
data collected with strain gauges and a piezoelectric sensor, respectively, were good predictors of
textures. These studies were however limited to simple artificial structures.
When testing with more complex structures, Edwards et al. (2008) [217] found that simple
numerical features extracted from the frequency spectrum of audio data collected with a micro-
phone sensor; e.g., modal power, were relatively poor predictors of texture compared with PCA
features of the frequency components. Sinapov et al. (2011) [147] used even more complex stimuli
in the form of 20 natural micro-textures; e.g., corduroy, leather and wood. Transient information
was retained by using the acceleration phase which was encoded in a coarse spectral histogram
(spectrogram), thus retaining both frequency and temporal structure. Good accuracy was achieved
using an SVM to decode texture. Both of these studies indicate that harmonic structure might be
important for discriminating stimuli that are more complex than artificial gratings. Similarly,
Johnsson and Balkenius (2011) [218] found that spectrogram bins of tactile data collected on
natural surfaces with a microphone were suitable features for clustering samples based on
surface type.
The work of Ho et al. (2012) [219] appears to confirm that harmonic structure may be
important for natural surfaces: probabilistic approaches and autoregression feature extractors
applied to raw sensor data were ineffective for discriminating three natural surfaces (photo
paper, denim and tape paper). Instead, an extensive set of statistical features (mean, variance,
standard deviation, entropy and energy) were extracted from the discrete wavelet transform
of each signal and an artificial neural network employed to decode these features achieved
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classification accuracy of 90%. Although the features used by Ho et al. did not directly encode
harmonic structure, information relating to the distribution is contained in statistics such as
variance, standard deviation and entropy.
Fishel and Loeb (2012) [183] conducted an impressive study where 117 natural textures
Figure 2.13: Left: cross-wavelet
transforms during active rubbing of
five textiles. Small arrows indicate
relative phase of signal from sensors
S1 and S2. Right: structure of each
textile imaged by optical microscopy.
The arrow represents rubbing direc-
tion [149].
were classified with an accuracy of ∼95% using cutaneous
vibrotactile data collected from the BioTac’s piezoresis-
tive pressure sensor. In contrast to previous studies with
natural texture, simple numerical features of the induced
vibrations were employed. Each feature was directly re-
lated to a subjective percept of human texture perception:
as proposed by Bensmaia and Hollins (2005) [220], sig-
nal power was understood to encode roughness and the
spectral centroid was believed to relate to fundamental fre-
quency therefore encoding fineness. The actuator current
required to maintain consistent sliding speed was implied
as a proxy for the subjective terms stickiness and slippery-
ness - dynamic friction. These perceptual dimensions have
been shown to be orthogonal in human perception [221],
which may explain the success of this technique in spite
of the relatively simple feature set.
In contrast to aforementioned literature, Dallaire et
al. (2014) [222] used features extracted from time domain
data. This, the authors suggest, encodes phase informa-
tion which can allude to more complex structures of the
stimulus. A MEMS accelerometer (800 Hz sample rate)
detected vibrations when slid across natural textures at
constant velocity and individual samples were constructed
by segmenting time-series data into 1 s intervals. 7 numer-
ical features were extracted; e.g., variance, skewness and
sum of high frequency components, which were hypothe-
sised as relating to vertical movement, irregularities and
hardness respectively. An SVM trained on these features
achieved an impressive classification accuracy of 99.95%.
Spatial Encoding of Texture
As described in Section 2.1.2, humans are thought to
utilise spatial codes in SA-I and FA afferent response
mediated by static touch for all but the finest textures.
Examples of spatial encoding with static touch for texture
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perception is observed in robotics, although, in general these studies are not put into the context
of stimulus spatial scales and other modes of texture perception (duplex theory [57]).
The GelSight has often been applied to natural surface identification via static contact owing
to the high resolution of tactile images. In fact, the spatial resolution of the GelSight far exceeds
that of human tactile sensing and consequently the GelSight has been shown to perform well at
identifying textures based on spatial codes where humans would likely require vibrational cues.
For example, Li and Adelson (2013) [223] demonstrate classification of 24 natural fine-grained
surfaces; e.g., wood, sandpaper and denim were classified to an accuracy of ∼99%. ‘Local binary
patterns’ (LBP), originally designed for image classification [224], were used to extract statistical
features. A histogram of statistical features was constructed for each texture and classification
was performed using the Hellinger distance as a similarity metric. Li et al. developed a method
of encoding textural structure at different scales by extracting the same statistical feature after
downsampling the image through a Gaussian pyramid, thus LBP regions of the same size would
capture increasingly larger portions of the original tactile image. This technique is similar in
purpose and principle to the max pooling operation in convolution neural networks.
As is the trend with other tactile dimensions, more recently CNNs have been leveraged to
learn relevant spatial features. These techniques are particularly applicable to tactile images of
texture collected with the GelSight. For example, Luo et al. (2018) [225] used the two parallel
CNNs based on AlexNet [226] to learn features from tactile and vision data for the classification
100 natural fabrics. Outputs from the final dense layers were fused using maximum covariance
analysis that maps the feature vectors to a shared latent space in which the covariance between
them is maximised. Fusion results were ∼90% vs. ∼85% for vision or tactile alone.
Spatio-Temporal Encoding of Texture
Spatio-temporal methods utilise the interaction between spatial and temporal modulation of
sensor response. These methods require sufficient spatial and temporal resolution of the sensor
in order to capture the relevant information.
The work of Oddo et al. (2011) [149] demonstrates a spatio-temporal method whilst also
cementing the idea that harmonic structure and/or temporal aspects of induced vibrations are
required for more complex stimuli. Vibro-tactile data collected with a high frequency (300 Hz)
low resolution (2x2) resistive array was shown to encode spatial period of artificial gratings
in the frequency carrying maximum power. However, data collected on natural textures was
less structured. The authors implement a complex encoding of cross-wavelet transforms (XWTs)
(see Fig. 2.13) which provides a time-varying frequency spectrum as well as relative phase
between pairs of taxels, thereby offering a spatio-temporal encoding. XWTs were qualitatively
and consistently different between textures (see Fig. 2.13), suggesting that information contained
in time-varying frequency spectrum could be employed to discriminate natural textures.
Yuan et al. (2018) [227] compared spatio-temporal with purely spatial methods. A single
GelSight was mounted on one finger of a parallel jaw gripper and time series data were collected
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during grasping with the aim to classify 11 textural properties of 153 clothing items. Properties
included thickness, softness and durability and some semantic properties such as wash method.
CNNs were used as spatial feature detectors. For the time-series model, the output of the CNN
for each frame was input into an LSTM of 9 units. Only marginal improvements were observed
when using time series data, indicating that very little salient information is contained within
the temporal aspect of data collected during squeezing. This is perhaps not surprising considering
that temporal aspects thought to be useful for texture perception in humans are related to
induced vibration.
In an early study into the power of deep learning for texture perception, Baishya et al. (2016)
[228] used 3D spatio-temporal data collected with flexible piezoresistive sensor from Tekscan of
4x4 taxels (750 Hz) during sliding, to classify 6 natural materials: metal, rough plastic, foam,
paper, wood and smooth plastic. Their method learned spatio-temporal features via a slightly
unconventional application of convolutional filters where the input data was first flattened in
the spatial domain to produce 2D samples and asymmetric 2D filters were spatial vs. time in
dimensionality. Good generalisation is observed with the CNN approach, with accuracies of 91%
achieved on novel surfaces. The authors stated that structure in the spatial response of the tactile
sensor might be less than that of temporal response justifying their application of convolutions to
the time domain. This seems plausible given the spatial resolution of the sensor and the spatial
scales of the natural textures used. An interesting comparison can be made to the work of Yuan
et al. [227] where clearly the majority of salient information was contained in spatial aspects of
the data. This difference is likely due to the resolution of the sensor data (high in [227] and low
in [228]) and the type of tactile contact: where Yuan et al. used squeezing, Baishya et al. instead
permitted vibrational cues via sliding contact.
An extensive comparison of pressing vs. sliding and hand-crafted vs. learned features for
texture classification was performed by Taunyazov et al. (2019) [229]. Capacitive taxels on the
iCub humanoid robot’s forearm were used to acquire spatio-temporal data from pressing and
sliding on 23 natural textures. Two types of hand crafted feature were employed: (i) static features
consisted of standard deviation and mean across 60 taxels in a single frame and (ii) dynamic
features were frequency based statistics as in [183], extracted only from the sliding touch data.
Separate SVM models were trained with static features during presses and dynamic features
during sliding, achieving accuracies of 61 % and 77 % respectively and 88 % in combination. Two
SVM-LSTM models were trained with static features collected for each frame of the pressing
and sliding data achieving accuracies of 61 % and 86 % respectively and 96 % in combination.
These results suggest that a large portion of salient information is coded within simple statistics
(dynamic features) based on vibrations induced with sliding, however, significant information
is also contained in complex harmonic or phasic information which is unlikely to be retained
in the dynamic feature set, however, may be decoded from the raw time signal used with the
multi-layer LSTM model. Finally, two CNN-LSTM models were trained with raw data from the
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touch and sliding modes, achieving accuracies of 85 % and 86 % respectively and, in combination,
an accuracy of 98 % was obtained. Clearly only moderate improvements were observed when
using learned spatial features attained with a CNN. It seems likely that this is a consequence
of using a tactile sensor with low spatial resolution where most of the salient information is
contained with temporal aspects of the data.
speed-invariance of Robotic Texture Perception
As stated, we are particularly interested in texture perception since it provides a broad represen-
tation of the entire tactile system in humans (Section 2.1.3). For fine textures, where dynamic
touch is employed, we have seen that encoding enables speed-invariant perception [126] and
therefore alludes to a scientifically important characteristic of the neural code. Thus, we consider
this an important aspect to achieve in robot touch which models human sensing: if we are able
to achieve speed-invariant texture perception it may provide insight into mechanisms of speed-
invariance in human touch. Additionally, where robots are to replace humans, it is natural to
endeavour towards the same capabilities.
An important aspect of human texture perception is its apparent invariance to scanning speed.
To our knowledge, it has not been explicitly studied in robotics. However, the work of Romano and
Kuchenbecker (2014) [230] alludes to this phenomenon. Vibrotactile data was collected by tracing
a 3-axis accelerometer (10 kHz sample rate), held by a PR2 humanoid robot, across 15 natural
textures whilst varying contact force and speed. The general approach was to encode frequency
data in a coarse set of frequency bins and an SVM was used to decode texture class. The basic
method yielded poor results which the authors attribute to novel test conditions resulting from
varied speed and normal force. The authors combated this by providing speed and normal force
as two extra features to the SVM which improved recognition rate to ∼61%. The authors then
proposed a non-uniform scaling of the frequency bins which modelled the logarithmic scaling in
human perception [220]. Interestingly, this further improved performance by 3.4%.
2.2.3 Tactile Sensing for Robot Hands
Arguably, the primary function of tactile sensation in humans is for manipulation. Indeed, the
highest density of discriminative afferents are believed to be located in the fingertip [42]. Thus,
there is a natural inclination for roboticists to leverage artificial tactile sensing, particularly in
the form of artificial fingertips when working with robot hands for high-order functional tasks
such as object identification, grasping and manipulation. For an in-depth review of tactile sensing
in robot hands, we refer the interested reader to a review paper by Kappassov et al. (2015) [1].
An early study by Kawasaki et al. (1999) [231] set a high benchmark for subsequent work
towards endowing robot hands with a sense of touch. The authors presented a sophisticated,
16-DOF, anthropomorphic hand, the Gifu hand II. The hand was equipped with 624 resistive
tactile pads distributed across all five fingers and the palm. The authors show varied tactile
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Figure 2.14: Examples of robot hands endowed with the modern tactile sensing technologies
shown in Fig. 2.6. Left to right: iCub hand with iCub fingertips, OpenHand T42 underactuated
gripper with TakkTile sensors, OpenHand Model O with TacTip sensors, Baxter hand with single
GelSight sensor and the Shadow Robot hand with BioTac sensors.
profiles generated when grasping different shaped objects thus demonstrating that the objects
are likely to be discriminable based on tactile information. The observed discernibility is owing to
the high spatial resolution offered by the large number of tactile pads.
Since this influential study, a sense of touch has been used to aid many high-level tasks
performed with robot hands, such as grasping [4, 192, 206, 207, 232], pose estimation [233, 234],
object identification [140, 208, 235, 236], and manipulation [237, 238]. In grasping, there is a
trend towards success prediction, slip detection, grasp stabilisation and effective re-grasp, all of
which are significantly aided by, or arguably require, cutaneous tactile sensing. For the majority
of grasping tasks, even in modern examples, it is sufficient to use simple two fingered, parallel
jaw grippers, with tactile sensors on one or both of the fingers. For example, Kwiatowski et al.
(2017) [206] used an under-actuated parallel jaw gripper from Robotiq, equipped with a 7x4
capacitive tactile array on each finger. A CNN, trained on raw tactile images was used to predict
grasp success on natural, previously unseen, objects with an accuracy of ∼90%. In the same
year Calandra et al. (2017) [4] fused vision and cutaneous tactile information to predict grasp
success using a Weiss WSG-50 parallel gripper, and two GelSight sensors, one for each finger.
Also using a CNN, trained on raw tactile images, the authors achieved comparable accuracies on
novel objects. We argue that, in both cases, grasp success signatures rely on spatial information,
for example, where on the sensor the object is grasped, the contact area and the relationship
between contacts of the two fingers. These features are likely to be captured by the array based
capacitive sensor in [206] and the high-resolution GelSight in [4].
Slip detection and friction estimation in robotics is extensively reviewed by Chen et al.
(2018) [239] in terms of both its fundamental principles and application with robotic grippers. In
particular, the authors argue that slip detection and friction estimation are essential for stable
grasping and manipulation. There is some contention surrounding the nature of slip and ‘incipient
slip’ (a phenomenon believed to precede the actual slip event by fractions of a second [240]),
with some researchers subscribing to the idea that vibrotactile features are key for effective slip
detection [241, 242], thus requiring sensors with high sample rates, whilst others observe that
lower frequency sensors can achieve detection of object slippage via spatial signatures [243],
therefore requiring higher resolution tactile sensors, or simple changes in tangential load [244].
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Object identification with robot hands is naturally performed by combining cutaneous and
proprioceptive data. For example, Schmitz et al.(2014) [140] leveraged joint angles, high resolution
cutaneous sensing and 6 axis force torque sensors in each finger of the TWENDY-ONE hand to
classify natural objects in one of the first applications of deep learning to tactile sensing. Spiers
et al. (2016) [236] used an adaptive, under-actuated 2-fingered gripper equipped with 16 low
resolution TakkTile sensors, where tactile and proprioceptive data were fused to identify grasped
objects using random forests. In contrast, Vásquez et al. (2016) [235] used a simulated 5-fingered
anthropomorphic hand to classify generic shapes using only proprioceptive data and, Bauza et al.
(2018) [208] used cutaneous-only sensing of tactile images from the GelSight to perform surface
reconstruction from multiple grasps with a parallel jaw gripper using CNNs.
In-hand manipulation could be considered one of the final frontiers of robotics. There have
been attempts at demonstrating robot dexterous in-hand manipulation which make use of touch.
For example, in [237] where tactile sensors were used with the Shadow 5-fingered anthropomor-
phic hand to translate on object to a desired pose, and in [25], where a two fingered robot hand
equipped with a single TacTip style sensor was used for in-hand rolling. These demonstrations of
in-hand robot manipulation have been somewhat surpassed recently by the accomplishments of
OpenAI, described in a manuscript by Andrychowicz et al. (2018) [245]. The authors used deep
reinforcement learning, trained with vast amounts of real and simulated data to demonstrate
high-levels of dexterity when manipulating a Rubik’s cube with a single Shadow anthropomorphic
hand. Tactile sensing was omitted from their research since it is notoriously difficult to simulate.
Instead the authors used only vision and proprioceptive information. The shear quantity of infor-
mation required in [245] demonstrates the significance of the challenge of in-hand manipulation
and the fact that touch was omitted demonstrates the potential significant improvements still: as
argued by Chen et al. (2018) [239], the ability to estimate or simulate friction has the potential
to vastly improve performance and/or training. However, researchers have a long way to go
before touch sensing can be seamlessly integrated with such systems owing to the problem of its
simulation. It is likely that, in the future, more sophisticated algorithms, perhaps derived from
biological systems, will be more data efficient thus negating the requirement for simulation and
enabling researchers to more easily leverage the modality of touch.
2.3 Conclusions
Robot touch is considered an important technology, as is evident from the quantity of research
within the field. It also clearly presents many challenges as is demonstrated by the variety of
approaches taken both algorithmically and in terms of hardware.
Our philosophy, as with many other researchers, is that human touch can provide valuable
guidance of how to engineer artificial systems to suit the task at hand. In particular, we have
presented human and robot touch in parallel, drawing analogies of sub-modalities with trans-
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duction methods, and peripheral neural codes with feature extraction. We propose that through
considering specifically these similarities, the development of artificial touch systems may develop










HIGH-RESOLUTION AND HIGH-SPEED DUAL-MODAL OPTICAL
TACTILE CONTROL
In this chapter we present a novel dual-modal optical tactile sensor which is a developmentof the TacTip. The TacTip’s high resolution sensing is adapted to work with a low resolutioncamera system and an additional high-speed modality is enabled, capable of operating at
significantly higher frequencies.
The work presented in this chapter has been published in the following peer-reviewed
publication (a contribution statement is included):
• Pestell, Nicholas, John Lloyd, Jonathan Rossiter and Nathan F. Lepora. “Dual-modal tactile
perception and exploration.” IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters 3.2 (2018): 1033-1040.
Contribution statement: N. Pestell realised the concept and wrote the manuscript with
advice from J. Rossiter and N. F. Lepora. N. Pestell developed the dual-modal tactile sensor
hardware and software and performed experiments. N. F. Lepora developed the biomimetic
perceptual algorithm for high-resolution sensing and J. Lloyd developed the robot code,
both of which were adapted by N. Pestell to work with the novel dual-modal tactile sensor.
3.1 Background
The TacTip is heavily based on the morphology and function of Merkel cells [12, 13]. In particular,
marker positions provide a high-resolution, non-adapting signal which is ideal for perception
of highly-detailed, static stimuli via spatial mechanisms, such as edge location and orientation
[6, 188].
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As described in section 2.1.1.1, the human tactile system is comprised of multiple channels to
enable the perception of all key tactile dimensions (Section 2.1.3). Broadly speaking, the TacTip
lacks the capacity for sensing with high-speed which is useful for responding to dynamic stimuli.
To this end, here we aim to endow the TacTip with an additional ‘high-speed’ modality which we
argue provides benefits for low threshold contact detection and reflex action.
We have designed and built a tactile sensor using a small image tracking chip (ADNS-
3080 [246]) as an image acquisition system which offers both a high (temporal) speed (single
value at ∼2000 Hz) and high (spatial) resolution sensing mode (30x30 pixel image, ∼3 Hz). The
manufacturing cost of this sensor is low (∼£100) and the body is completely 3D-printed, making
the manufacturing process relatively simple. We also implement a novel approach to high-
resolution sensing based on using raw pixel values as features without the need for any image
processing, distinct from past work with 3D-printed optical tactile sensors [12, 25, 26, 189, 247,
248]. We draw the distinction between multi-modality and dual-modality, where the former
defines sensing where more than one mode can be used at the same time. In contrast, the sensor
presented here offers dual-modality which means that each mode must be used in isolation.
Contact detection is an important aspect of the human somatosensory system. It is crucial
for manipulation and many higher order control processes. By comparing psychophysical and
neurophysiological thresholds, Johnansson et al. (1979) [51] demonstrated that FA and/or PC
afferents are responsible for low threshold contact detection and were able to rule out both SA-I
and SA-II afferents for this purpose. Interestingly, the authors suggest that, if FA afferents are
responsible for contact detection, contact is signaled by a single impulse produced by one or very
few FA afferents [51]. This demonstrates the extremely low spatial resolution of the contact
detection signal.
An additional artificial tactile modality that is able to quickly detect low threshold contact
forces, similar to FA and/or PC afferents may be a useful aspect of robot touch. Based on the
hypothesised biological mechanism for contact detection [51] an artificial analogue is not required
to posses high-spatial resolution and, given a fixed bandwith, can therefore take advantage of
increased sample-rate. Indeed, it is known that FA and PC afferents are responsive to significantly
higher-frequnecies than either SA-I or SA-II afferents [44, 49]. We therefore argue that the
engineered high-speed modality offers characteristics and function that are similar to FA and PC
afferents.
As well as contact detection we also draw the loose analogy of the high-speed modality to
that of reflex action in nature. In reflex action the tactile signal bypasses the brain and directly
informs motor control to avoid potentially dangerous situations in as short a time as possible
[31]. These types of stimuli are detected by free nerve endings and are quickly transported along
myelinated Aδ fibres [9]. Because the high-speed mode offers faster sensing at a low spatial
resolution it may offer benefits towards fast motor control for avoiding potentially damaging
situations.
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This kind of approach is taken by Knoop and Rossiter (2013) [187]. Here, a dual-mode
compliant optical tactile sensor estimates force with two distinct modes: (i) a high-resolution
‘explore mode’, where image processing is used to infer motion of the sensor skin from a sequence
of images from which force is accurately estimated and (ii) a high-frequency ‘reflex mode’ is used
for quick reactions and rough estimation of force. A single optical device is used for acquiring
images which can return data with high frequency at a cost of resolution or vice versa.
The performance of the presented sensor is tested in a number of tasks aimed at understand-
ing the capacity for the developed high-speed mode for depth modulation which we argue is
a proxy task for reflex action and, additionally, the high-resolution mode for edge perception.
Finally, we combine the use of the two modalities into a single task of following the contour of a
previously unseen object using the high-speed mode to first detect contact of the object, similar to
a hypothesised function of the natural FA and/or PC channel [51], modulate to the correct depth
and locate the edge of the object. Subsequently the robot switches to the high-resolution mode for
perceiving edge angle and radial position. These percepts are then used in a control framework
for contour following.
In [187] the sensor is used purely as a force estimator, whereas, in the presented study we
use both modalities to perceive multiple dimensions (angle, radial position and depth) and use
the perceived state to control the motion of a robot in a closed loop exploration task.










Figure 3.1: Side-by-side comparison of the Tac-
Tip (left) and the developed dual-modal tactile
sensor (right).
The presented sensor, shown in Fig. 3.2, is
an evolution of the TacTip [? ]. We adopt the
core bio-inspired approach to transduction
(Section 2.2.1.1) and many of the fabrication
methods from a series of publications with
the TacTip [249]. We aim to address the need
for cheap tactile sensing with multiple modal-
ities by replacing the CCD webcam used in
the TacTip with a tracking image sensor sim-
ilar to that used in [187]. We take a com-
pletely novel approach to extracting informa-
tion from the image, where no-image prepro-
cessing is used to reduce dimensionality: raw
pixel values from a 30x30 pixel image are
used as features for classification of tactile
stimulation.
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Figure 3.2: Computer modelled cross-section
view of the sensor assembly. The two main com-
ponents are (i) the 3D-printed body, housing the
ADNS-3080 image tracking system and the PCB
LED ring and (ii) the 3D-printed tip with a com-
pliant sensing surface and pins.
The presented sensor, shown in Fig. 3.1
(right), is comprised of two main components:
a compliant tip and a rigid body, housing the
optical sensing element and electronics. The
two components interlock via a bayonet fit-
ting.
The tip is 3D-printed and consists of an
outer ‘skin’ (Tango Black+ (Shore A 26-28))
and a rigid bayonet fitting (Vero White). Both
elements are printed as a single part. The
skin is deformable, enabling transduction of
tactile information; it has the added feature
of making the sensor compliant which is im-
portant when interacting with delicate or
unknown objects. The inside surface of the
skin (Fig. 3.4) features a concentric pattern
of white dots (Vero White) on the end of short
pins (Tango Black+). Once printed, the space
between the inside of the skin and an inserted
acrylic lens is manually filled with a clear sil-
icone gel (RTV27905, Techsil UK (∼Shore OO
10)). The gel provides stiffness to the tip which helps to minimise hysteresis whilst still enabling
compliance. The overall diameter of the tip is ∼27 mm which is a ∼33% reduction from previous
TacTip versions [12, 247].
The sensor body (ABS thermoplastic) is 3D-printed. It is responsible for housing the image
tracking system. The selected shaft length (∼38 mm) and diameter (∼23 mm) were chosen in
order to enable a full view of markers whilst minimising the shaft length which was underpinned
by the focal length and view angle of the image tracking system. It also features a bayonet mount
for easy replacement of modular tips and houses a PCB ring of six LEDs for illuminating the
inside of the tip.
3.2.1.1 Camera System
The principal novelty of the presented sensor is the optical sensing element. Where the TacTip
features a standard camera system, we use a tracking image sensor, ADNS-3080, Avago Technolo-
gies [246], designed for use in optical computer mice. The sensor combines an image acquisition
system (IAS) which uses Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) technology to
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(A) (B)
Figure 3.3: (A) Photograph of the ADNS-3080 chip mounted on a breakout-board (left) and
adjustable lens mount and lens cap which fixes to the reverse side. (B) A block schematic diagram
of the ADNS-3080 chip, showing I/O pins and image processor (IAS and DSP) [246].
acquire a 30x30 pixel image, and a digital signal processor (DSP), which processes the images to
generate a series of statistics into a single chip [250].
A DSP is a specialised microprocessor. They are designed for a bespoke task, usually to carry
out fast arithmetic operations with low power consumption, unlike typical microprocessors which
are intended for more general applications. The speed of DSP operations are achieved by using
an instruction set which is considerably smaller than those used for general microprocessors; e.g.,
X86 and ARM, and is optimised for performing the intended arithmetic operations. A common
function of a DSP is to process, in real-time, a digital signal (e.g., video or audio) post analogue to
digital conversion. Typical processing operations include fast Fourier transform, finite impulse
response (FIR) filtering and convolutions. Due to their low power consumption DSPs often find
applications in mobile technologies such as mobile phones [251].
The frequency of the IAS has a default of 2 kHz and is programmable to a max value ∼6.4 kHz.
Importantly, the sensor has two modes of operation: high-speed statistic mode, where a single
value is available at the IAS frequency; and frame capture mode, where the sensor sends each
pixel value of the 30x30 pixel image over the serial interface in sequence, thus the frame rate
which is ∼900 times lower than the high-speed statistic mode. Details of how we leverage these
two modes to enable multi-modal tactile sensing are provided in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
The presented sensor uses an ADNS-3080 on a breakout-board with an adjustable lens (focal
length = 4.2 mm, view angle = 86°). A photograph of the ADNS-3080 chip and breakout-board is
shown in Fig. 3.3 and a block diagram of the ADNS-3080 chip components is shown in Fig. 3.3.
3.2.1.2 Interfacing
To retrieve data from the ADNS-3080, it is interfaced with an 8-bit 16 MHz microcontroller,
Arduino Nano, via a synchronous serial port connection (serial peripheral interface, SPI). For
the purpose of conceptualising hardware interfaces, the tactile sensor is considered to be simply
comprised of the ADNS-3080 and the Arduino Nano (see Fig. A.4; Appendix A). We interface the
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(A) (B) (C) (D)
Figure 3.4: Computer models of four alternate pin layouts (top row) and respective tip images
captured by the ADNS-3080 below. Tip-A features the same pin size and spacing as the latest
TacTip version - diameter ∼1 mm, spacing ∼3 mm; Tip-B - diameter ∼1 mm, spacing ∼4 mm;
Tip-C - diameter ∼1 mm; spacing ∼4.5 mm; Tip-D - diameter ∼1.7 mm, spacing ∼4.5 mm.
tactile sensor with an external PC through an asynchronous serial transmission via the Arduino’s
serial port and a virtual COM port on the PC.
For a detailed explanation of the interfacing procedure, including hardware diagrams and
communication protocols, please refer to Section A.1.1 of Appendix A.
3.2.2 Alternate Pin Layouts
In previous work, the pin layout used with TacTip has proven effective for discrimination tasks
[248]. However, in this study, rather than use pin positions, we apply the novel approach of using
raw pixel values as tactile features and consider that the pin arrangement used in previous work
may not be so well suited to this technique. When using pin positions each pin is tracked from
rest to its position under stimulation, this means that each varying stimulation is likely to map
to a very unique set of pin positions. This is not the case when using pixel values: each pixel
remains fixed and therefore its value may have a more ambiguous relationship to the nature of
the stimulation. For example, drastically differing stimulation could result in similar values for
one, or a number of pixels, if different pins are imaged by the same point on the CMOS array,
thus the data is ambiguous. We therefore hypothesise that a less dense pin layout will result in
fewer pin overlaps and a possible improvement of tactile perception, however, this may come at
a trade-off with spatial resolution: it is likely that more markers enables a better capacity to
transduce fine spatial detail.
Four alternate pin layouts are considered, shown in Fig. 3.4. Tip-A features a pin spacing of
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∼3 mm and pin diameter of ∼1 mm, these dimensions were chosen to match the latest TacTip
version. Tips-B and C have the same pin diameter as the latest TacTip version but with increased
pin spacing of ∼4 and ∼4.5 mm respectively. Finally, Tip-D has a pin spacing of ∼4.5 mm but with
an enlarged pin diameter of ∼1.7 mm. The patterns are arranged as projections from the equator
of the sensing hemisphere onto the inside surface of each tip. In this way the pin spacings are
even as viewed from the camera. The bottom row of Fig. 3.4 shows each tip as imaged by the
ADNS-3080.
3.3 Robotic System and Software Structure
A high-level block diagram of the overall software structure is shown in Fig. 3.5.
We communicate with the sensor via a virtual COM port on the PC (Section A.1.1.2; Appendix
A) with a Python class, set up as a sensor-client, which implements the PySerial library [252].
This class contains methods for triggering read-write operations on the Arduino-ADNS system
(Fig. A.4; Appendix A). A server script runs on the Arduino, in a continuous loop, which checks
for incoming read-write triggers on the serial port and then executes the required read-write
operation with the ADNS-3080 by implementing the Arduino SPI library. Arduino code for the
dual-modal sensor has been open sourced and is available on GitHub [253]. The relevant tactile
data is then sent back to the main PC via the serial port.
We enable the sensor to interact with its environment with the use of a six degree-of-freedom
robot arm (IRB 120, ABB Robotics) to which our sensor is mounted as an end-effector. The arm
can precisely and repeatedly position the sensor with an absolute repeatability of 0.01 mm. A
custom 3D-printed mount is bolted to the rotating (wrist) section of the arm to which the sensor
is attached via a bayonet mechanism.
Figure 3.5: Diagram of high-level software structure for the robotic system.
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For controlling the arm we leverage the open_abb open source software project [254]. open_abb
provides a Python client API in the form of a robot class from which we can instantiate a robot
object and call methods which perform operations such as Cartesian moves, joint moves, setting
the speed etc. open_abb also provides a server script written in RAPID, the ABB controller native
language. This runs on the ABB control unit in a continuous loop. When we call methods on our
robot object, commands are sent, over a network, to the RAPID server via TCP and placed on
a software buffer. The RAPID script will process the data within this buffer and command the
robot accordingly.
High-level programming for different routines and tasks is performed in MATLAB: Python
client methods for recording from the sensor and controlling the robot arm are called from a
MATLAB experiment script. In this way, sensing and motor control are synchronised and closed-
loop control policies can be implemented. Between retrieving data and implementing a control
strategy an intermediate tactile perception algorithm is used to map sensor observations onto
relevant state variables (e.g., position, orientation). This is also written in MATLAB. Details
of the perception are provided in Sections 3.4.1.1 and 3.5.1 for high-speed and high-resolution
modes respectively.
3.4 High-Speed Sensing
Figure 3.6: Sensor mounted as an end-effector
on the robot arm used for experiments. The two
stimuli used are also shown: circle (right) and
non-uniform volute (left).
The ADNS-3080 is used in high-speed mode
to enable the first distinct modality (mode-
HS). The illuminated dots on the inside of
the sensing surface provide visual features
which the IAS detects. The DSP uses sequen-
tial frames to generate statistics based on the
motion of these features when the sensing
surface experiences stimulation. The statis-
tics are: motion detection, relative x and y
movement, shutter opening and closing times,
maximum pixel value and surface quality
(SQUAL) and are described in Table 3.1.
To retrieve statistics, the ADNS-3080 is
sampled in ‘burst mode’. Burst mode enables
a faster rate of data transfer when sending
or receiving data from multiple registers by
continuous data clocking from a sequence of registers rather than addressing each register in
order. A detailed description of burst mode operation is provided in Section A.1.2 of Appendix A.
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Table 3.1: Description of the six image statistics from the ADNS-3080 available in burst mode
[246].
Description Register
Motion Motion since last report or PD,
MSB = 0 - No motion,
MSB = 1 Motion occurred, data ready for reading in Delta_X
and Delta_Y registers.
0x02
Delta_X X movement is counts since last report. Absolute value is
determined by resolution. Reading clears the register.
0x03
Delta_Y Y movement is counts since last report. Absolute value is
determined by resolution. Reading clears the register.
0x04
SQUAL Surface quality is a measure of the number of features present
in the image. Surface quality is typically maximized when the
imaged surface is at the optimum distance from the imaging
lens (the nominal Z-height).
0x05
Shutter_Upper Units are clock cycles. Read Shutter_Upper first, then
Shutter_Lower. They should be read consecutively.
0x0e
Shutter_Lower 0x0f
Maximum_Pixel Maximum Pixel value in current frame. Minimum value =
0, maximum value = 63. The maximum pixel value can vary
with every frame.
0x07
Of course, one could attain similar statistics on image sequence data using a PC, however, by
leveraging the on-board processing provided by the ADNS-3080’s DSP component, we are able
to gain tactile data at a considerably higher frequency because relatively few bytes of data are
transferred per frame compared with sending a whole image. We argue that the low-resolution
high-speed nature of mode-HS will provide benefits for fast low threshold contact detection in
a similar fashion to a hypothesised function of FA and/or PC afferents [51]. We also argue that
both of these aspects may have benefits for providing an analogue of natural reflex action [31] in
robotics, e.g, for providing a fast signal when normal pressure has exceeds a threshold value that
could potentially damage the sensor.
Figure 3.7: Surface quality statistic plotted against depth of compression on a flat stimulus for
the four pin layouts shown in Fig. 3.4. The raw data (shown in grey) was recorded at constant
depths with a 0.25 mm separation for 5 seconds at each depth. The red markers show the mean
value at each depth and the line is a Gaussian regression fit.
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3.4.1 Task: Contact Depth Control
Here we consider the task of controlling the contact depth, z: we require the robot to follow a
target trajectory where position is modulated by measurements from the high-speed mode of the
tactile sensor.
One of the most common ways in which the TacTip becomes damaged is over exertion of
normal force which causes the tip to rupture. We therefore argue that the contact depth control
task is a valid proxy for reflex action since it demonstrates the ability to sense and respond to
potentially adverse conditions. To avoid damage it is important that the overall system performs
with as little latency as possible. The speed of sensing is an important aspect of this system and
therefore we intend to examine the capabilities of our high-speed sensing methods in this area.
3.4.1.1 Data Collection and Calibration
For the four alternate pin layouts shown in Fig. 3.4, image statistics were collected for 5 second
intervals at constant compressions on a flat stimulus. Nz = 20 depths were used spanning -5 mm
≤ zi ≤ 0 mm. Measurements are taken relative to the where the sensor tip makes initial contact
with the stimulus. An average value at each step is then used to fit a Gaussian process regression
(MATLAB, fitrgp) which is used as calibration in the depth control task.
Of the 5 statistics, only surface quality provided a useful response. All other measures
were unresponsive when exposed to tactile contact which is consistent with observations made
previously [187]. Fig. 3.7 shows the surface quality (blue) plotted against contact depth for the
four considered pin layouts. Also displayed is the average value for surface quality at each step
(blue markers) and a Gaussian process regression (black line), fitted to the average values. The
sensor exhibits a highly non-linear relationship between surface quality and contact depth with
Tip-A. Tips B-D exhibit a general relationship of decreasing surface quality with increasing
contact depth. We note that only Tip-D does not show a monotonic relationship and between
Tip-B and Tip-B, Tip-B shows the largest range in measured surface quality within the sensor
depths used.
Pin layout clearly has a large influence on the high-speed sensing modality. Surface quality
is a measure of the number of features present in the frame [246]. It appears to be maximised
when pins are at the optimum distance from the lens and reduces as the pins move out of focus.
We suggest that Tip-B has the best balance between pin spacing, number of pins and pin size
for the surface quality algorithm to detect each pin as a separate feature. The ADNS-3080 may
struggle to separate the pins of Tip-A as separate features, whilst tips C and D have fewer pins,




To test the depth perception, a task is executed where the robot is required to follow a sinusoidal
target trajectory in z whilst remaining in constant contact with the flat stimulus used for
calibration. The control is a closed-loop system using only tactile feedback from mode-HS to
modulate the z-position of the sensor.
Before each step move in z, one sample from the high-speed mode is taken, after which we
estimate the depth according to the calibration curve. The robot then modulates its z-position
using a control policy, π, by performing a relative move from the current perceived depth towards
a target, which is defined by sinusoidal trajectory in z,
(3.1) ∆zi =πi[zdec]= (ztarget,i − zdec),
zdec is the perceived depth and ztarget,i is the target at step i. Here we use just one sample for
predicting the depth in order to minimise the reaction time and benefit from the high sampling
rate provided by mode-HS.
3.4.1.3 Results
Figure 3.8: Sensor trajectory in z (blue) and tar-
get (red) vs. time. Blue markers show the sensor
position at each step.
We used Tip-B and the surface quality statis-
tic for this test since this combination was
found to produce the best predictor of depth
(Fig. 3.7). Results are shown in Fig. 3.8.
The sensor successfully follows the target
to within ∼1.1 mm and a mean absolute dis-
crepancy of 0.37 mm. Divergence from the
target is mainly observed at the maximum
z-position which may be explained by hys-
teresis: magnified by a fast step rate, the com-
pliant tip requires time to equilibrate after
each step. Also, sensor noise (see Fig. 3.7)
may have a negative impact on accuracy of
the prediction. The effect of noise would be
reduced by using the mean of multiple samples at each step, as with training. This, however,
would compromise sensing speed which is the significant quality of mode-HS. It is worth noting
that the step-rate here is defined, not only by the sensor bandwidth but, more directly, by latency
in the robot control system (which, as can be observed from Fig. 3.8, is inconsistent): a finite
amount of time is required for the client to send control commands over a network to the robot
server and for the robot to execute that command. With a more sophisticated control system,
including a differential term in the controller to avoid overshoot, the step-rate and the frequency
of the target trajectory could be increased although this was not a focus of the present work and
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we stress that the use of mode-HS minimises the response time and a lower speed sensor would
reduce the step rate further.
The surface quality statistic is dependant on the shape of deformation and therefore the
stimulus; i.e., the z-position relative to the top of a stimulus does not map to surface quality
in the same way for all stimuli. Therefore, it is most likely that the method would need to be
re-trained if using stimuli other than a flat surface.
3.5 High-Resolution Sensing
In this modality (mode-HR), we make use of the whole 30x30 pixel image (see Fig. 3.4). A higher
resolution of tactile sensing, compared with mode-HS, is attainable because of the increased
dimensionality. This comes at a cost of sample rate (∼3 Hz), which is significantly lower than
mode-HS because each pixel, represented by a single byte, is sequentially piped over serial
interface to the Arduino.
White markers, located on the tip of each pin, provide optical output for transduction of
tactile information, whilst the pins provide amplification of the signal. This is analogous to
the interaction between Merkel cells and intermediate ridges within the human fingertip [199],
where intermediate ridges help to focus the stress of contact as well as magnifying the signal [39].
The dots move relative to the optical system, due to tactile stimulation, resulting in pixel change.
The raw values of all 900 pixels (6-bit resolution) are used as features for tactile perception. This
is a completely novel approach compared to past work with the TacTip, where pin deflections
were used.
3.5.1 Task: Location and Angle Perception
For high-resolution sensing, using mode-HR, we implement a biomimetic perception algorithm
previously shown to achieve superresolved acuity with the TacTip [26]. These methods have
successfully been applied to a contour following task [189], and here we re-implement the same
methods, applied to a different sensor and a different representation of the data (pixel values
instead of pin deflections).
3.5.1.1 Data Collection
For each of the four alternate pin layouts show in Fig. 3.4 we collect two distinct datasets; the
first is used for training and the second for testing through offline validation. The robot makes
successive taps onto the stimulus edge and records 5 frames with the sensor held statically at
the bottom of the tap (∼2 mm of compression of sensing surface) for 2.5 s. Over the 5 frames, pixel
values for all Ndims = 900 are recorded yielding a total of 4500 sensor values. The stimulus used
was a 3D-printed circular object (diameter = 107 mm) with a 90° edge, shown in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.9: Change in pixel intensity for 100 selected pixels, plotted in different colours, against
angle (top) and radial distance (bottom) for the four pin layouts shown in Fig. 3.4. The values are
plotted as relative to the values at class zero for both angle and radius, (θ = 0, r = 0), above and
below respectively. The pixels are selected for each plot to display maximum variance.
All dimensions are measured in the sensor frame, the origin of which is located at the sensor’s
lowest point (see Fig. 3.11). For each dataset, taps are performed at a discrete set of angles and
radial positions relative to the stimulus edge (the same for both sets). We use Nθ = 9 angles
spanning −40°≤ θi ≤ 40° and Nr = 21 radial positions spanning −10mm≤ r l ≤ 10 mm centred on
the edge of the stimulus, yielding a total of Nθ,r = 189 positions per dataset.
Data collected with mode-HR for the four tips are shown in Fig. 3.9. Here we show the change
in pixel intensity, relative to values at θ = 0° and r = 0 mm above and below respectively, for 100
selected pixels, shown in different colours (pixels selected to display maximum variance). The
amount of variance that each pixel value exhibits may be an indication of how useful that pixel
is as a predictor. The plots show significant variation in pixel values across the sample range,
suggesting that, in general, pixel values may be suitable predictors of θ and r. However, the
relationship between (r,θ) and pixel values, sk for a given pixel, k, is a complex multidimensional
function, sk = fk(r,θ), where sk co-varies with θ and r simultaneously. Thus, we cannot draw a
hypothesis from Fig. 3.9 with regards to relative perceptual performance of each tip over the
entire range of percepts (r,θ). Likewise, this result is for data collected on a circular edge only:
for other shapes the function, fk, will likely be very different.
3.5.1.2 θ and r Decision Making
For decision making, we adopt a standard ‘histogram’ likelihood model [248]. The data, d, is
considered as a time series of sensor values,
(3.2) d = {sk( j) : 1≤ j ≤ Nsamples,1≤ k ≤ Ndims},
j denotes the time sample and k denotes the sensor dimension (pixels). After each test tap, Nθ,r
likelihoods are calculated, one for each position, using a measurement model of the training data.
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logPk(sk( j)|r l ,θi)
NsamplesNdims
,
constructed by assuming that all pixels and samples are independent, where r l and θi are
competing radial and angle position hypothesis respectively. The probabilities, Pk(sk( j)|r l ,θi)
are found with a histogram method applied to training data for each class. The samples, sk, are
binned into equal intervals Ib, 1 ≤ Ib ≤ Nbins over their range (here with Nbins = 100). This is
transformed to a probability distribution by normalising over the total number of samples in
each class membership.




where n(b) is the total number of sample counts in bin b. Using a constant offset, ε<< 1, avoids
taking the log of zero.
A decision regarding the sensor state is made each time new sensory data becomes available.
The decision is made according to a maximum-likelihood criterion.














Likelihoods, P(d|θi) and P(d|r l), are found by marginalising the joint likelihood over radial
position and angle respectively. We opted to use separate likelihoods instead the joint likelihood
because on θ predictions, for example, it is likely to be more accurate due to averaging across the
r dimension.
3.5.1.3 Results
Table 3.2: Mean angle and radial er-
rors in an offline perception task. Val-
ues were computed ignoring the ra-









To test the perception, we perform offline validation, com-
puting average angle and radial errors, eθ and er, with
10,000 samples randomly selected from the test set.
We computed error values as absolute discrepancies
in perceived angle and radius with the ground truth,
averaged over multiple test runs, as a function of angle
and radial position; eθ(θ, r)= 〈| θdec−θ |〉 and as a function
of radial position; eθ(r)=∑Nθi=1 eθ(r,θi)/Nθ.
All four tips achieved good perceptual accuracy. These
error values are shown for tips A and B in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Angular perception errors, with angle and radial position, eθ(θ, r) (top) and with
radial position, eθ(r) (bottom) for tips A and B. Above errors are a heat map: 70° (black) - 0°
(white).
We note that there is near perfect angle perception at
positions r ≥−8 mm. Below -8 mm the sensor taps are in free space, hence perceptual performance
here is determined by chance. Error bars show the standard error in the mean.
Tip-B experiences some loss of perceptual accuracy as contact is further onto the stimulus.
We interpret this as a consequence of the edge signal becoming reduced with respect to normal
deformation as a result of the tip pressing on the flat top of the stimulus. Average angular and
radial errors, for all four tips, were below 2° and 0.1 mm respectively. These values are shown in
Table 3.2. We omitted results at positions r <−8 mm since these taps were in free space.
3.5.2 Task: Contour Following
In the presented exploration task, the robot is required to follow the edge of an unknown object
using only tactile feedback. Tactile contour following requires both sensitive and robust perception.
It is therefore an ideal task to measure the performance of the high resolution sensing modality.
3.5.2.1 Data Collection and Training
For training the robot, we use the same training dataset as in Section 3.5.1.1. The procedure for
building the likelihood model is described in Section 3.5.1.2.
3.5.2.2 Control
We implement a ‘tactile servoing’ approach for robot control throughout the contour following
task which was previously developed for implementation with the TacTip [189]. Here we have
adapted the methods for application with this specific sensor.
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The robot is controlled through a perception-action cycle. The sensor is tapped onto the
stimulus edge where 5 frames are recorded. The stimulus edge angle and radial position, are
then perceived, in the sensor frame, according to the procedure described in Section 3.5.1.2. This
perception informs the actions to select via a deterministic control policy.
The method for controlling the robot involves an action selection policy, where the robot
attempts to maintain an optimal position for perception. For the purpose of tactile contour
following, action selection defines two procedures: (i) tactile servoing over θ, which aims to
maintain a constant angle, θfix, relative to the stimulus edge and (ii) tactile servoing over r,
where the sensor relocates perpendicularly to the perceived edge towards a pre-set fixation radial
displacement, rfix. The two policies are described by the following two equations respectively:
(3.7) ∆θ =πθ[P(d|r l ,θn)]= bgθ(θfix −θdec)ci,






Figure 3.11: Diagram of dimensions in control
algorithm. Sensor frame co-ordinates axis are
shown as dashed lines; θdec is the perceived edge
angle in the sensor frame; r, perpendicular to
the perceived edge, is servoed over to maintain
a centralised position of the edge in the sensor
frame; q, perpendicular to r, is the exploratory
direction.
where gθ and gr are the angular and radial
gain factors respectively (set to 0.5 or 1 in
previous work [189] as these were found to
achieve good results with the same shape and
exploration step size through experimenta-
tion.) and [.]l and [.]i shows that the action
is rounded down to the nearest class. Here
the fixation points are chosen as the centre
of the perceptual ranges, θfix = 0 and rfix = 0.
The perceived angle and radial position, θdec
and rdec respectively, are obtained from the
decision making process described in Section
3.5.1.2. Hence, by performing a sequence of
perceptions followed by informed actions we
implement a perception-action cycle. Fig. 3.11
shows how dimensions r, θ and q relate to the
sensor frame and stimulus.
Supplementary to action selection is an
exploration policy. Also defined by perception,
the robot moves the sensor in a direction tan-
gential to the perceived edge angle by a fixed
amount, ∆q, here we use 3 mm as with [189].
It is via this exploratory move, that the robot
traces the edge of the stimulus object.
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Figure 3.12: Integrated proportional controllers for θ and r. eθ and er are the angular and radial
position errors respectively.
The procedure described in Equations 3.7 and 3.8 can also be interpreted as two parallel
proportional controllers. A diagram of this interpretation is shown in Fig. 3.12.
In this interpretation, the control loop is implemented once per tap and followed with the
exploratory move, ∆q. The perception blocks are implementations of the decision making pro-
cedure described in Section 3.5.1.2. Angle and radial error values, eθ and er, are computed as
the discrepancy of perceived values from their respective pre-set fixation points. The servo block
transforms control signals, ∆θ and ∆r, from the sensor frame into the robot base frame and
performs relevant point-to-point Cartesian moves via the robotic system described in Section
3.5.1.2.
3.5.2.3 Results
To test the ability of our sensing methods, the robot is required to follow the contour edge of a
circular object (diameter = 110 mm) using the same training dataset as used in Section 3.5.1.3.
A radial fixation point centred on the range, rfix = 0 was chosen. This location is validated
Figure 3.13: Trajectories for a contour following task around a circle (diameter 110 mm) (blue
curve) for four pin layouts. Radial and angular gains are 0.5.
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by the results from the perception task (Section 3.5.1.3), since perceptual performance was good
here. We performed the task with all four tips and the results are shown in Fig. 3.13.
Good performance was found with radial and angular gains gr, gθ = 0.5 and exploration steps
q = 3 mm. All four tips successfully completed the task and the circular edge is followed to a high
degree of accuracy. Visual inspection of the trajectories shows minimal variation in performance
between the tips. In terms of sensor trajectory (how closely the sensor followed the circular edge),
Tips B, C and D were all comparable and very good, whilst Tip-A performed noticeably worse
than the competition.
Table 3.3: Mean positional
error for the four alternate








The mean positional error for each tip in the contour following
task is shown in Table 3.3. These were computed as the mean
of the Euclidean distance of the sensor from the desired circular
trajectory at each tapping position. The perceptual accuracies ap-
pear to confirm the performance in contour following. Interestingly,
this result counters the angular perception results from Section
3.5.1.3, suggesting that, whilst Tip-B may under-perform when
perceiving angles that have previously been observed, this tip was
able to generalise to unseen stimulus resulting in better contour
following.
3.6 Combined Modality Control
Figure 3.14: Trajectory for contour following task
on a non-uniform volute (blue curve). Radial and
angular gains are set to 0.5.
To demonstrate the benefits gained from
dual-modality we design a task where the
robot uses both modes. Tip-B was chosen for
this task: as in Section 3.4.1.3, it was found
to be the most suitable for use with mode-
HS, and shows comparable performance with
other tips for perception in mode-HR (Sec-
tion 3.5.1.3) as well as contour following tasks
(Section 3.5.2.3).
The robot must follow the edge of a previ-
ously unseen stimulus, trained only with the
circle shape used for previous experiments.
A non-uniform volute shape (see Fig. 3.6) is
used, where the radius of curvature varies
from 20 mm to 50 mm.
Low threshold contact contact detection
is believed to signalled by one or very few FA
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afferents and/or PC afferents [51]. Mode-HS
shares characteristics with the possible signals thought to encode contact detection: high speed
and spatially coarse. We use mode-HS, therefore, to detect contact on the volute shape whose exact
position is unknown to the robot. First, the robot moves the sensor down to a rough approximation
of the centre of the test object. The surface quality measure is monitored and initial contact is
detected by applying a threshold criterion.
To successfully apply training data to contour following with this unseen object, the sensor
must attain the same relative height. This is achieved with the use of mode-HS. After contact is
detected, the sensor height is modulated to the correct depth according to Equation 3.1; i.e., by
applying contact depth control (Section 3.4.1). The robot then locates the edge of the test object
by monitoring surface quality whilst moving in the x, y-plane. The edge is detected when surface
quality rises above a threshold.
Once the edge is detected, the robot switches to mode-HR and follows the contour according
to the procedure described in Section 3.5.2.2. Results of contour following on the volute, with an
automated dual-mode approach to depth and edge location, are shown in Fig. 3.14. A video of the
robot performing combined modality control is available on YouTube [255].
The robot successfully detects initial contact and locates the edge of the volute using mode-HS.
The robot then correctly follows the contour, suggesting that the depth is modulated accurately
and general training data can be applied to the methods in order to follow the contour of an
unknown, non-uniform shape using the second modality.
3.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented a novel, dual-modal, optical tactile sensor, without image processing
or a high-resolution imaging system. The sensor was tested in a series of tasks, aimed at assessing
its ability to use a high-speed modality for contact detection and depth modulation and a second,
high-resolution modality for perceiving angle and radial position relative to an edge. We examined
the robustness of the high-resolution perception in a tactile contour following task, using the
methods developed in [189]. Finally, we presented a task requiring both modalities, where the
robot follows the contour of a previously unseen object, where the exact object location and depth
was unknown by first detecting contact, modulating to the correct height and locating the edge
using the high-speed modality before switching to the high-resolution mode for contour following.
The sensor achieved good accuracy in both the depth control and angle and radial position
perception tasks. The high-resolution sensing was robust enough for successful contour following
around the circle and this generalised to the non-uniform shape after using the high-speed
modality to find the object’s height within the robot’s base frame and locate the edge.
The presented high-resolution mode was leveraged for contour following with comparable
accuracy to the TacTip using the same methods for control and perception [189]. This is a
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very interesting result since the high-resolution mode used here features a significantly lower
resolution camera system (30x30) than the TacTip (640x480). This has significant implications
for camera-based optical tactile sensing, potentially reducing manufacturing costs and aiding
miniaturisation.
We compared the performance of four alternate pin layouts in the depth control, perception
and contour following tasks. Interestingly, there was little variation in performance between
the four pin layouts within the high-resolution mode when perceiving angle and radial position.
This was a surprising result; however, our study was limited to concentric patterns of pins which,
whilst necessary for the TacTip, could be replaced by an arbitrary pattern in the case where raw
pixel values are used as features. Hence, further study may elicit a more optimal pin design.
The pin layout had a large influence on the high-speed sensing modality: Tip-B showed the most
sensitivity in the image quality statistic to tactile stimulation. Image quality is a measure of the
number of features present in the frame [246]. It appears to be maximised when pins are at the
optimum distance from the lens and reduces as the pins move out of focus. We suggest that Tip-B
has the best balance between pin spacing, number of pins and pin size for the image quality
algorithm to detect each pin as a separate feature. The ADNS-3080 may struggle to separate the
pins of Tip-A, for example, as separate features, whilst tips C and D have fewer pins, yielding a
lower overall value in image quality.
Here we focus on using the high-speed mode for contact detection, similar to to a hypothesised
function of FA and/or PC afferents [51] and a depth control sensor which is necessary to achieve
robust tactile sensing in unknown environments. It is known that in nature reflex action serves
to minimise the time taken to respond to dangerous situations [31]. We argue that depth control
via the high-speed modality provides a valid demonstration of the ability to perform artificial
reflex action since it demonstrates the ability to sense and respond to adverse conditions of high
pressure due to normal forces.
Previously we made the distinction between multi-modality (multiple modes can be used at
once) and dual-modality (each mode must be used in isolation). The presented sensor is dual-
modal which presents a significant drawback compared with other multi-modal tactile sensors;
e.g., the BioTac [7, 182, 256] and other less prominent multi-modal fingertips [168, 186, 257]
and tactile skins [184, 185]. Whilst these sensors have the benefit of multi over dual-modality,
there are few examples in which both modalities have been leveraged concurrently, and fewer
still where tactile sensing is required for real-time applications. In particular, the BioTac has
been extensively employed in ‘uni-modal’ tasks [183, 194, 210, 258, 259] where only one of its
three modes is used. There are some cases where the multiple modalities of the BioTac [7, 260]
and other multimodal fingertips [186] have been leveraged for object recognition tasks, however,
object recognition does not necessarily require simultaneous sensing from multiple-modalities:
each modality can be used sequentially and subsequently fused; i.e., in a dual-modal fashion.
In-fact, even in real-time control tasks, where multi-modal sensing may be useful, the BioTac
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has been used in a dual-modal fashion to estimate force for grasp control and sequentially detect
slip events [244].
True multi-modality has been leveraged in real-time control tasks in relatively few cases.
For example, a multi-modal tactile skin, is used in a human-robot interaction experiment where
pressure and proximity measurements are fused to allow a robot arm to react to external contact
[261]. Grip force and slip events are simultaneously monitored by using pressure arrays and
accelerometers within the PR2 parallel jaw gripper in a human-inspired grasp control framework
[262].
It is difficult to directly compare the aforementioned studies with the presented work due
to the differences in the testing scenarios and the intended function of the different modalities.
It is intuitively obvious that multi-modality has benefits over dual-modality, however, we have
seen that in only very few cases true multi-modality is leveraged. Furthermore, we believe it is
highly-likely that the presented sensor surpasses aforementioned multi-modal sensors in terms
of spatial resolution, owing to its camera-based optical tactile sensing. Also, the presented sensor
is an extremely low cost option for dual-modal tactile sensing compared with the presented
multi-modal alternatives.
It is worth considering the work of Knoop and Rossiter (2013) [187], which uses similar
technology to that developed in the present study to perform an approximate and fast force esti-
mation in ‘reflex-mode’ (analogous to mode-HS) and a more accurate but slower force estimation
in ‘explore-mode’ (analogous to mode-HR). Essentially, the work in [187] demonstrated that an
extremely low cost and low resolution image acquisition chip could be used for dual-modal force
sensing. The work presented here can be seen as a significant development where we demonstrate
that the same style of image acquisition chip can also be used for approximate and fast robot
control in high-speed/reflex mode and, additionally, accurate and robust control is achieved using
the high-resolution/explore mode which is comparable with more expensive and higher-resolution











ARTIFICIAL TACTILE AFFERENTS FROM MARKERS & VIBRATIONS
In this chapter we present three hardware modifications to the TacTip: (1) a novel markerarrangement, designed to more closely mimic the density of SA-I and FA afferents in thehuman fingertip; (2) an artificial fingerprint for the purpose of vibration amplification; (3)
an additional modality, a vibrational channel, which we suggest as an analogue of the natural PC
channel.
We propose a novel method for extracting features from the TacTip camera image, designed
to model rate response of natural SA-I and FA afferents.
Finally, we perform a set of experiments designed to understand the likeness of our artificial
channels to their natural analogues and assess their capacity for mediating tactile information
pertaining to texture.
4.1 Background
As reviewed in Section 2.1.1.1, humans possess four discrete tactile afferent types for discrimi-
native touch. The properties of these primary afferents, in terms of morphology and response
characteristics, have evolved for the perception of a diverse range of tactile dimensions (Section
2.1.3). It is thought that each tactile dimension is mediated in a specific way, employing differ-
ent combinations of afferents and varied encoding within their populations. We suggest that,
for robots to achieve the competency seen in human touch, engineers must consider all tactile
dimensions. One approach to developing the hardware capacity for this is to develop sensors that
model natural tactile afferents.
Many of the available tactile sensors are inspired by the tactile channels of human touch. For
example, TacTip markers have been proposed as analogous to Merkel cell complexes (SA-I) [12];
Romano et al. (2011) [262] loosely mimicked SA-I, FA and PC channels from capacitive array
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outputs of 5x3 taxels and accelerometers; and the BioTac [256] has been suggested to possess
artificial channels analogous to SA-I and PC. In some cases, natural tactile channels are directly
modelled to produce spike based outputs; e.g., using biological models of SA-I [263, 264] and FA
[264, 265] neurons, in a subset of tactile sensors described as ‘neuromorphic’.
Unlike the aforementioned studies with bio-inspired tactile sensors [12, 256, 262], where the
technology is inspired by biology, here we attempt to directly model firing rate of SA-I and FA
natural tactile channels deriving this ‘artificial code’ from TacTip marker positions. Additionally,
we directly compare outputs of our artificial SA-I and FA afferents with natural analogues under
the same stimulation conditions.
Our approach is also different to neuromorphic tactile sensors in that we do not attempt to
model the precise output of biological neurons; i.e., spike trains. As mentioned, the continuous
output of our artificial afferents are proposed to model firing rate in their natural counterparts;
i.e., we assume a rate code for single neuron firing of SA-I and FA afferents. By assuming this
abstract model of neural code, our approach is simpler than neuromorphic methods and is more
easily applied to conventional machine learning models for decoding spatio-temporal signals.
We make a number of modifications to the TacTip. Most notably, the TacTip is augmented
with an additional modality, vibration channel, via a microphone. We propose this may form an
analogue of the natural PC channel since it is sensitive to the types of tactile cues to which the
PC channel is most responsive; e.g., high frequency vibrations [44].
We are primarily interested in touch sensing mediated through physical interaction with
the environment. Therefore, we do not consider SA-II afferents (Ruffini endings), as these are
generally believed to be primarily responsible for proprioceptive sensing via mediating informa-
tion about skin stretch [44, 46]. Indeed, SA-II afferents are rarely considered in aforementioned
studies into human sensing of key tactile dimensions (Section 2.1.3) although some evidence
suggests that those located around the nail-bed are responsible for sensing shear force direction
[266].
We perform three experiments with the aim of ascertaining the degree of likeness of artificial
tactile channels to their natural analogues. Firstly, we qualitatively assess the response of three
engineered channels to simple sustained and transient normal pressure at different speeds. We
then compare output of artificial SA-I and FA afferents to neurophysiological readings from mon-
key SA-I and FA afferents when stimulated with ridges of varying widths, and edges of varying
separation. Finally, we examine the response of all three artificial channels to scanning with
raised bump textures of varying bump diameter and separation with the aim of understanding




Unlike in the preceding chapter, where the dual-modal sensor was heavily inspired by the TacTip,
here the presented sensor is an extension of it. Thus, in this chapter the sensor is referred to as a
TacTip. We also reiterate the difference between dual-modality and multi-modality. Where,
in the previous chapter, the presented sensor was dual-modal, here the work is towards enabling











Figure 4.1: Exploded view of the modified TacTip
design. The dimension (70 mm) refers to the ‘un-
exploded’ size.
Here we describe the design and manufacture
of the latest iteration of the TacTip, an estab-
lished sensor on which the novel contribution
in this chapter is built upon. For a conceptual
overview, including biomimicry, please refer
to Section 2.2.1.1 of the literature review.
The TacTip (see Fig. 4.1) is fully 3D-
printed and comprised of two primary sec-
tions: a rigid body, printed in ABS by a Fortus
PolyJet printer from Stratasys and a soft tip
printed by a multi-material FDM printer, Ob-
jet, also from Stratasys. Modularity enables
us to easily experiment with different tip de-
signs, additionally, the tips can be easily sub-
stituted if damaged rather than replacing the
whole sensor. The two elements are fastened
via a bayonet mounting system.
The tip is comprised of two materials
printed as a single part: a rubber-like ‘skin’
(Tango Black+ (Shore A 26-28), Stratasys)
and rigid rim (Vero White, Stratasys). On the
inside surface of the skin, a set of flexible pins are printed in Tango Black+. On the tip of each pin
a Vero White marker is printed. The generic TacTip has 127 markers forming a regular hexagonal
pattern (see Fig. 2.12). A clear acrylic lens is glued to the inside of the rim which creates a cavity
between the inside of the skin and the lens. The cavity is injection filled with a clear silicone gel
(RTV27905, Techsil UK (∼Shore OO 10)). The gel provides a stiffness to the tip which helps to
minimise hysteresis whilst still enabling compliance.
The TacTip body’s primary function is to house electronic components and to serve as a mount
for auxiliary robotic systems; e.g., robot arms. To capture images of the white markers, we use
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a 1080p USB camera (ELP cctv), capable of capturing frames at up to 100 Hz. It is fastened to
the body via 4 M3 screws. The length of the shaft (∼20 mm) is chosen to provide full view of the
markers through the wide-angle lens. At the base of the shaft is a PCB ring containing a set of 6
white LEDs which illuminate the markers for detection by the camera.
4.2.2 Modifications





Figure 4.2: Cut-away view of the modified Tac-
Tip.
In accordance with the aforementioned moti-
vations, we facilitate multi-modality for the
TacTip by leveraging acoustic vibrations that
occur within the gel during dynamic stim-
ulation. To detect these vibrations, a small
electret microphone [267] (diameter = 6 mm)
is fitted to the inside of TacTip’s Vero White
rim (see Fig. 4.2). During assembly, the mi-
crophone is press fitted into a cavity prior to
fixing the acrylic lens. The microphone’s ca-
bling is routed through a hole in the side of
the tip. After glueing the lens, the tip is filled
with silicone gel as normal (Section 4.2.1).
The Gel is in contact with the mic.
In principle, a physical interaction be-
tween the TacTip’s ‘skin’ and the stimulus will induce vibrations which propagate through
the silicone gel. Which are converted to a voltage by the microphone.
An electret microphone is a type of electrostatic capacitor-based microphone. Within the
microphone, a pair of parallel charged plates have an inherent capacitance which varies according
to the distance between the plates. One plate is able to move as a consequence of local pressure
changes thus producing a variable potential difference across the capacitor. Output from these
devices is typically on the order of millivolts.
For interfacing with a PC we amplify this signal to line-level (Vpp = ∼2 V) using an inverting
op-amp circuit. The gain was adjusted such that minimal clipping occurred during intended
styles of stimulation to the TacTip. The pre-amplifier circuit is housed in a grounded die-cast
enclosure (see Fig. 4.4) to minimise the effect of electrical noise. The amplified signal is connected




Rather than the traditional hemispherical shape, here we have opted for a flat skin. The rationale
behind this modification was to reduce the physical distance between the point of interface with
stimuli and the microphone. We believe that acoustic vibrations are likely to attenuate as they
travel through the silicone. Therefore, by moving the skin closer to the microphone, we hope to
maximise the level of signal that is detected. In practice, after the tip has been filled with gel the
skin is no longer completely flat, but rather forms a slight ‘bulge’.
4.2.2.3 Marker Layout
The TacTip design here uses 361 markers rather than the usual 127 which is likely to improve
spatial resolution. Additionally, the pins are arranged in a simple 19x19 square array with a
separation of ∼1.5 mm (see Fig. 4.2), rather than the traditional hexagonal pattern. We use a
regular square array so that information encoded in the relationship between movements of
neighbouring markers (spatial coding) can be more easily identified.
4.2.2.4 Artificial Fingerprint
As described in Section 2.1.1, there are a number of theories as to the purpose of epidermal
ridges and fingerprints. In particular, Scheibert et al. propose that the human fingerprint may
amplify the vibrations produced at the interface of the skin and stimulus which could be beneficial
for texture perception [59]. It is therefore interesting to investigate the affects of an artificial
fingerprint when tasking our robot to perceive texture.
Researchers have previously observed enhanced edge localisation performance on small
scale features such as sharp edges with the TacTip when endowed with an artificial fingerprint
[199]. Here we leverage the design concepts realised by Cramphorn et al. (2017) [199] and
produce a similar modification to our multi-modal design. Fig. 4.3 shows a comparison of the
standard ‘smooth-tip’ with the modified ‘fingerprint-tip’ version. Two main design modifications
are implemented to mimic i) a fingerprint and ii) epidermal ridges. i) The outside of the skin is
augmented with small nodules (diameter ∼2 mm) which form the physical analogue of papillary
ridges (fingerprint). The nodules are made from the same material as the skin and thus are
also compliant. The pattern nodules on the skin exterior mirrors that of the pins on the interior:
nodules are located directly below every second pin. ii) Each pin contains a rigid Vero White ‘core’
that is mechanically fused with its respective white marker. The cores extend through the pin
to approx ∼0.5 mm from the outside surface of the skin. The purpose of the cores is to enhance
the stiffness contrast between the pins and the silicone gel. This stiffness contrast is designed to
mimic the proposed function of the stiffer epidermal ridges [39] (analogue of TacTip pins) which
reach down into the softer dermis layer terminating in a Merkel cell complex (analogue of TacTip
markers) (see Fig. 2.1). Both nodules and cores are printed in the same single part as the rest of
the tip.
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nodule
core
Figure 4.3: Left: Modified smooth tip. Right: fingerprint tip.




Figure 4.4: TacTip mounted as an end-effector
to the ABB robot arm, collecting data on a set of
grating stimuli.
A high-level block diagram of the overall soft-
ware structure is shown in Fig. 4.5.
We interface with the TacTip via a Python
Sensor class which contains methods for
recording video data from the USB cam-
era and vibration data from microphone.
For recording video data, we utilise the
v4l2capture library [268] which is an open-
source Python extension for capturing video
using the video4linux2 driver (using this sys-
tem we attain a maximum frame rate of
∼90 fps). We leverage the open-source sound-
device Python module [269] for recording au-
dio data, which provides bindings for the Por-
tAudio open-source, audio I/O library written
in C.
We enable the sensor to interact with its environment with the use of a six degree-of-freedom
robot arm (IRB120, ABB Robotics) to which our sensor is mounted as an end-effector (see Fig.
4.4). The arm can precisely and repeatedly position the sensor (absolute repeatability 0.01 mm).
A custom 3D-printed mount is bolted to the rotating (wrist) section of the arm to which the sensor
is attached via a bayonet mechanism.
For controlling the arm we leverage the open_abb open source software project [254]. open_abb
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Figure 4.5: Diagram of the robotic system: high-level software structure and abstract hardware
interfaces.
provides a Python client API in the form of a Robot class which provides methods to perform
operations such as Cartesian moves, joint moves, setting the speed etc. open_abb also provides
a server script written in RAPID, the ABB controller native language. This runs on the ABB
control unit in a continuous loop. When these methods are implemented, commands are sent,
over a network, to the RAPID server via TCP and placed on a software buffer. The RAPID script
will process the data within this buffer and command the robot accordingly.
For collecting data, we produce an experiment script. Written in Python, it instantiates a
robot-client object of the Robot class and a sensor object of the Sensor class. Importantly, each
time we require either video or audio data, a separate thread is created for each channel, this
enables us to asynchronously record tactile data whilst simultaneously moving the robot by
calling methods on the robot-client object.
4.4 Artificial Afferents
It has been proposed that marker positions are analogous to SA-I mechanoreceptors (Merkel cells)
[12] and, more recently, that marker velocities could represent FA mechanoreceptors (Meissner
corpuscles) [270]. Traditionally, x and y marker positions have been employed as tactile features
with the TacTip and recently raw images have been used to train convolutional neural networks
for automatic feature detection [6]. In contrast to these techniques we develop a more bioinspired
method for feature extraction that aims to model SAI and FA channels, with the intention that
these features closely mimic readings from equivalent natural tactile afferents. Additionally, we
have engineered a novel tactile vibrational channel which is inspired by the Pacinian system in
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human touch.
In the human tactile system, groups of, or single, mechanoreceptors of an individual type
are innervated by single afferent nerve fibres. Thus, each afferent corresponds to a particular
tactile channel (SA, FA or PC) and each afferent has an effective receptive field owing to the
arrangement of its associated mechanoreceptors and the characteristics of the mechanoreceptors
themselves (Section 2.2).
The firing rate of these afferents is sometimes considered a fundamental neural code for single
afferents (rate code) and may be the building block upon which more complicated coding regimes;
e.g., spatial, are abstracted (Section 2.1). It is this concept which motivates implementation of a
novel feature extraction technique: a single value per tactile channel should be attained that is
analogous to afferent firing rate, such that abstract biological coding regimes (e.g., spatial and
temporal) may be more closely mimicked. It is possible that in nature precise inter-spike timing
is important for encoding many tactile stimuli including texture [271]. We are unable to model
this type of coding regime due to the form of the data provide by the camera system, specifically
its discrete sample rate. This limitation is discussed in more detail in the Concluding Remarks,
Section 4.8.
4.4.1 SA-I Afferents
SA afferents refer to a class of afferents with slow adaptation rates (see Section 2.1.1.1). That
is, they respond to sustained pressure or deformation of the skin as their associated mechanore-
ceptors (Merkel cells) are tonic. Type-I implies that the afferents densely innervate skin regions
and exhibit small receptive fields relatively with well defined borders [30]. They are therefore
associated with high spatial acuity.
In our approach, SA-I firing for each channel is modelled as the Euclidean distance of a
marker from its at-rest position. Consider a sustained stimulus, the deformation of the tip will
remain consistent and therefore so will the positions of the markers. Thus, response, computed
as Euclidean distance, is slowly-, or in practice, non-adapting. Just as biological afferents have
receptive fields that are spatially arranged on the skin, the artificial afferents are spatial arranged
in a 2D array according to their corresponding marker’s rest position. There are nmarkers = 361
channels, where nmarkers is the number of markers within the TacTip. This yields a density of ∼40
afferents per cm2. We consider the arrangement of markers to be indicative of high innervation
density, thus, modelling type-I mechanoreceptors. In biology, the exact locations and shapes of
receptive fields of individual afferents in a population are used in combination with their firing
rates to spatially encode stimulus percepts [43]; i.e., the spatial modulation of afferent firing
provides a spatial code for the stimulus. In drawing this analogy, we cement the idea that in robot





As with SA-I, FA afferents are associated with type-I mechanoreceptors, accordingly, they densely
innervate the skin [42]. Therefore, in terms of arrangement of receptive fields, can be modelled
by some physical quantity associated with TacTip markers.
In contrast to SA-I, FA afferents are rapidly adapting, meaning their firing tends to rapidly
decrease when subject to sustained stimulus. In fact, it is believed that these afferents are
particularly sensitive to the velocity of the skin within the receptive field [30] and thus tend to
fire whenever skin is moving. We model this behaviour as marker speed, which is inherently
transient; i.e., will be zero when the stimulus is sustained and positive when the stimulus changes.
This model is similar to most transduction models of FA firing, where the first derivative of
pressure is used as the primary input to some biological neuron model [265, 272, 273].
4.4.3 Vibrational Channel
PC afferents are rapidly adapting of type II. Their innervation densities are considerably lower
than that of SA-I and FA afferents [44] and each afferent is terminated by a single Pacinian
corpuscle which are sparsely located deep in the subcutis (see Fig. 2.1). Consequently, they
have large receptive fields with obscure boundaries. PC afferents are sensitive primarily to
high frequency vibrations (50-500 Hz) and show extremely low amplitude thresholds (1µm) at
frequencies in the range of 100-300 Hz [56].
We have augmented the TacTip with an additional acoustic detection modality, vibrational
channel, by means of an electret microphone (see Section 4.2.2) which mimics a single Pacinian
corpuscle or PC afferent. We propose that this may mediate the type of tactile cues of which PC
afferents are particularly sensitive. In design, our system is analogous to the form of the natural
PC channel in two ways: Firstly, the microphone innervates the TacTip sparsely relative to
markers (artifical SA-I and FA afferents). Secondly, it is located deep within the silicone (‘flesh’) of
the TacTip. Additionally, the information acquired by microphones is, in general, crudely similar
to the types of dynamics that the natural PC channel is thought to be preferentially sensitive in
three ways: Firstly, they are responsive to physical vibrations (acoustics), which are transient
by definition (rapidly adapting). Secondly, the electret microphone considered, has an operating
frequency range (10-40 kHz) which includes the frequencies at which the Pacinian system is
maximally sensitive. Lastly, the electret microphone considered exhibits extreme sensitivty to
low amplitude vibrations.
Importantly, in our approach, whilst we suggest SA-I and FA afferent firing rates may be
modelled by marker displacement and speed respectively, we do not do the same for the PC
and vibration channels. The vibration data collected via the microphone is a representation of
the raw physical vibrations occurring within the TacTip’s silicone ‘flesh’, therefore it is a pure
representation of the stimulus. Although findings suggest that the frequency composition of
spike trains in PC afferent response matches skin vibration [129], since the vibrational channel
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is a completely novel sensory modality for the TacTip, to extract features of the raw physical
vibrations that represent some encoding of this spike train is beyond the scope of this work.
Instead we examine vibrational data, from which we hypothesise possible coding of the physical
stimulus; i.e., which vibrational cues; e.g., frequency, amplitude etc., are linked to relevant
percepts and how these may be encoded in a potential artificial afferent. For a definition of the
term cue, the reader is referred to (Section 2.1.2 of the literature review).
4.5 Experiment: Data Visualisation
An initial experiment is performed for the purpose of visually inspecting output from our ar-
tificial afferents at different stages of a basic press and lift contact. Here we hope to gain an
understanding of the response characteristics of all three tactile channels, qualitatively compare
each channel and make judgements of their similarity to natural afferents.
4.5.1 Data Collection
The robot begins with the TacTip in free-space at ∼2 mm above a flat 3D-printed surface. Record-
ing from the TacTip webcam and microphone is initiated and the robot simultaneously moves the
TacTip down until at a compression of ∼2.5 mm. At the bottom of the tap the robot waits for 3
seconds before returning to its initial position and terminating recording.
We repeat the data collection procedure four times: once for each tip variant (smooth and
fingerprint) and with the robot moving at two speeds, 3 and 10 mms-1.
4.5.2 Feature Extraction
In the present chapter, all feature extraction, and subsequent processing, is performed off-line.
SA-I and FA afferents are derived from marker dynamics. Marker positions are tracked,
frame-by-frame, with a simple blob detection algorithm implemented using OpenCV in Python
[274]. SA-I firing at frame i, for marker n, SAn,i is computed as the Euclidean distance between
marker position at frame i and an initial at-rest frame, i = 0.
(4.1) SAn,i =
√
(xn,i − xn,0)2 + (yn,i − yn,0)2 ,
FA firing at frame i, for marker n, FAn,i is computed as the Euclidean distance between
marker position at frame i and the preceding frame, i−1, which is equivalent to the difference
between SA-I firing between adjacent frames.
(4.2) FAn,i =SAn,i −SAn,0,
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There are Nmarkers =361 markers in total, so the computations in equations 4.3 and 4.2 are made
361 times per frame: once per artificial afferent.
Traditionally, marker x and y positions have been used as features [26, 189]; i.e., two channels
per marker. Artificial SA-I afferents presented are essentially a dimensionally reduced represen-
tation of the same data: only the scalar quantity of each marker’s displacement is retained. Whilst
a vector displacement contains more information and enables measurements of stimulation that
Euclidean distance cannot; e.g., circular movements, the aim of the present study is to produce a
single number in relation to each marker (artificial afferent) that might model firing rate. There
is some evidence to suggest that afferents posses directional selectivity [75, 271, 275] or irregular
shaped receptive fields [276], however these aspects are beyond the scope of the present work.
At this stage, we do not perform any manual feature extraction from our audio waveform: to
determine the salient features within the raw signal is one of the aims of this study.
4.5.3 Results
Results for the smooth tip are shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 for slow and fast presses respectively.
For the fingerprint tip, the same results are shown in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 respectively.
Each figure shows response vs. time plots for each tactile channel. Bellow these plots processed
tactile images are displayed: snapshots of SA-I and FA firings (depicted by opacity) in their spatial
arrangements are shown, along with the raw images from which they are derived. The time
instances of tactile images, indicated by black lines between Figs. C and D, were chosen to display
distinct phases of the stimulation process: free space, press, stationary at bottom of trajectory
and retraction.
4.5.3.1 SA-I afferents
In all cases, there was considerable variation in SA-I afferent firing over the course of each press.
SA-I firing was greater, relative to initial values, when the TacTip was fully compressed. As
expected, the response was sustained with minimal variation until pressure was released. This
characteristic was designed for the purpose of mimicking the slow adaptation of SA-I afferents.
There was a short time delay after the robot initially moved and the SA-I afferents started to
respond since the TacTip must traverse a small gap before contacting the flat surface. We also
see that after the robot stopped moving at the bottom of the tap SA-I afferent firing continued
to increase for ∼0.05 s, likewise SA-I started to fall ∼0.05 s after the robot began retracting.
We hypothesise that this delay was caused by a small time-lag between sending and executing
commands on the robot.
During the release phase, response fell towards zero, however, the response curve is not
symmetric; i.e., time taken for SA-I firing to return to zero from maximum firing in the release
phase was longer than that of SA-I firing to reach maximum in the press phase. There was
a gradual decay towards zero after the TacTip lost contact with the surface. This indicates
hysteresis (memory effects) within the TacTip’s gel or skin as it takes time to ‘relax’ to its at-rest
form.
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Figure 4.6: SA, FA and vibrational signals vs time collected with the smooth tip during a press on
a flat surface moving at 3 mms-1, A, B and C respectively. D and E show the spatial arrangement
of SA-I and FA afferents and their respective firing (depicted by opacity of each colour) at times
indicated on the axis of C. The corresponding raw tactile images are shown in F. The colour of
each afferent is consistent across A, B, D and E
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Figure 4.7: SA, FA and vibrational signals vs time collected with the smooth tip during a
press on a flat surface moving at 10 mms-1, A, B and C respectively. D and E show the spatial
arrangement of SA-I and FA afferents and their respective firing (depicted by opacity of each
colour) at times indicated on the axis of C. The corresponding raw tactile images are shown in F.
The colour of each afferent is consistent across A, B, D and E
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Figure 4.8: SA, FA and vibrational signals vs time collected with the fingerprint tip during a
press on a flat surface moving at 3 mms-1, A, B and C respectively. D and E show the spatial
arrangement of SA-I and FA afferents and their respective firing (depicted by opacity of each
colour) at times indicated on the axis of C. The corresponding raw tactile images are shown in F.
The colour of each afferent is consistent across A, B, D and E
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Figure 4.9: SA, FA and vibrational signals vs time collected with the fingerprint tip during a
press on a flat surface moving at 10 mms-1, A, B and C respectively. D and E show the spatial
arrangement of SA-I and FA afferents and their respective firing (depicted by opacity of each
colour) at times indicated on the axis of C. The corresponding raw tactile images are shown in F.
The colour of each afferent is consistent across A, B, D and E
The spatial arrangement of SA-I firing was similar in all cases. We observe a central region,
which is approximately circular (Figs. 4.6B, 4.7B, 4.8B, 4.9B), where minimal firing occurs, even
at points of peak amplitude, as seen in the relative SA-I response plots above. Radiating away
from this central region, afferents tended to exhibit increased firing.
This spatial pattern can be understood by considering a crude physical model of the interaction
between the TacTip’s skin and the stimulus which we depict in Fig. 4.10: When the tip is pressed
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(A)
(B)
Figure 4.10: Simplified diagram of TacTip deformation when
pressed onto flat plate. A: small portion of tip at rest; i.e.,
no deformation. B: the same portion of the tip when pressed
against a flat surface.
onto a flat surface, a circular area
of the tip compresses and con-
forms to the surface. The size of
this area correlates to the amount
of force exerted on the tip. This
causes some pins to spread out-
wards in the 2D plane viewed by
the camera. Individual artificial
SA-I afferent firing is a measure
of lateral displacement and there-
fore individual artificial SA-I af-
ferent firing encodes local shear
magnitude. Under these condi-
tions, the amount of shear experienced by each marker is roughly dependent on how much
the angle of the skin directly below it is affected. In theory, this is none for the central afferent
and increasingly more for afferents further towards the edge. Figs. 8A and 8B show the tip pre
and post-stimulation respectively. Notice how marker displacement increases for markers further
from the centre.
Moving the robot at different speeds had a predictable affect on the SA-I response curves:
in both the smooth and fingerprint tip, the gradients during pressing and release phases were
increased when the robot moved faster.
The smooth tip exhibited larger amplitudes in SA-I response compared with the fingerprint
variant. Whilst possible effects of the fingerprint on SA-I firing under these circumstances cannot
be ruled out, it is important to acknowledge that inconsistencies between the manufacturing
procedure of each tip are also very likely to have an effect on the differences observed. In
particular, the smooth tip was moderately more filled than the fingerprint version. This may have
resulted in higher amplitudes because the smooth tip has a a larger ‘bulge’ which simply means
that for a given robot position the the TacTip is compressed slightly further into the stimulus.
4.5.3.2 FA afferents
In contrast to SA-I firing, the FA channel exhibited distinct transience. In all cases, FAs only fired
during the dynamic phases of the robot’s cycle. Importantly, the response of each artificial afferent
behaved as designed, to mimic the adaptation of natural FA afferents, by quickly attenuating the
response as the stimulus becomes sustained. As with SA-I firing, we observe short time delays
between robot dynamics and expected changes in FA firing which we expect was a product of the
same time lag in robot control. It appears that FA firing is more noisy than that of SAs, however,
we expect this apparent noise increase is an effect of the reduced numerical amplitude in the
derivative signal and thus represents a reduced signal-to-noise ratio.
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As with SA-I response, at peak amplitudes, FA firing also exhibited approximate radial
symmetry where firing is low in the central region and increased outwards. In this example,
dynamics are relatively simple: each marker moves in one direction during the press phase
and in the opposite direction during the release phase. SA-I response can be computed as the
integral of FA firing with respect to time. Thus, in this particular example it is unsurprising that
the spatial arrangements of SA-I and FA firing are similar. In more dynamically complicated
scenarios, however, where marker velocities and displacements are less predictable; e.g., sliding,
stick-slip or vibration, it is reasonable to assume that the spatial arrangement of FA firing could
be different to that of SA-I at any given instance.
The consequence of varying speed had a predictable effect on FA firing: The peak values in
FA response were considerably larger when the robot moved faster.
As with SA-I response, we suggest that no meaningful conclusion regarding the fingerprint’s
effect on FA firing can be drawn from these results due to inconsistencies in the manufacturing
process.
4.5.3.3 Vibrational channel
As with the FA response, the vibrational channel output exhibited transience: non-zero amplitudes
only occurred in or shortly after phases where the robot was moving and the TacTip is in
contact with the stimulus. For example, consider Fig. 4.9: press and release phases are broadly
characterised by a sharp rise or fall in amplitude on their respective onsets (∼1 and ∼4.5 s
respectively), followed by some non-linear decay towards zero before a sharp fall or rise in
amplitude to their peak negative and positive values respectively (∼1.5 s and ∼4.75 s respectively).
Both phases appear to end with a signal that characterises a near-to critically damped system (to
∼2 s and ∼5 s respectively): we hypothesise that peak negative amplitudes were created when the
robot stopped at the bottom of the press phase and peak positive amplitudes were created when
the sensor lost contact with the stimulus. After these peaks, the signal decayed as it oscillated
about zero amplitude for roughly one period.
The effect of robot speed on the vibrational channel was less distinct than its effect on SA-I
and FA firing. Predictably, the periods in which the vibrational channel responded with non-
zero output during press and release phases was shortened from ∼2 s to ∼1.5 s when the robot
moved faster, although this was not by the same factor as the relative speed change ( 310 ). This
discrepancy is likely due to the fact that in both cases the system experienced oscillation of
pressure post movement: the speed at which pressure waves move through the tip is related to
physical properties of the gel rather than dynamics of the robot.
Again, as with both SA-Is and FAs, we do not draw conclusions from the difference between
vibration signals for the smooth and fingerprint tips due to inconsistencies in the manufacturing
process. As stated, this could be due to a different amount of gel within each tip.
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4.5.4 Discussion
Artificial SA-I afferents show no adaptation to consistent pressure, whereas artificial FA afferents
rapidly adapt as the stimulus becomes sustained. This result suggests that our artificial SA-I and
FA afferents have similar characteristics to their natural counterparts; i.e., compared to Fig 2.2.
Furthermore, the physical resolution of SA-I and FA afferents appears to provide information
about the shape of contact, as is suspected of both natural SA-I and FA afferents [90, 92].
It is believed that natural PC afferents are generally responsive to high frequency vibrations
[44], therefore we do not aim for the vibrational channel to be utilised in the types of stimulation
observed here (low temporal frequency). However, it is clear from these results that, as with
the artificial FA afferents, the vibrational is responsive only to dynamic touch, suggesting its
suitability as a model for natural PC afferents.
4.6 Experiment: Comparison with Physiological Data
To assess the likeness of our model to its natural counterparts, we compare recordings of afferent
response from neurophysiological experiments to recordings made with the TacTip under similar
conditions.
4.6.1 Neurophysiological Experiment
Phillips and Johnson (1981) [112] present an influential study, in which response of SA-I and
FA primary afferents innervating monkey’s fingerpads are recorded whilst performing vertical
indentations across a series a gratings with aperiodically varying gap and ridge width. The study
was a follow-up to a psychophysical paper by the same two authors [43], in which they found that
human performance in grating orientation, gap detection and letter recognition tasks, could be
accounted for by information contained in spatial modulation of SA-I or FA afferent discharge
based solely on their innervation densities within the human fingerpad. The purpose of [112]
was to provide evidence, for or against, a spatial code for these types of task, by ascertaining the
degree to which primary afferent firing is modulated under similar spatial periods.
The stimuli used by Phillips and Johnson were a set of seven acrylic rectangular waveforms
(gratings). Within each grating, ridges at the left and right extremes had variable widths, the
internal ridge width remained constant whilst the gaps between ridges varied monotonically
in the direction perpendicular to ridge/gap axis. An example of a stimulus cross section is
shown in Fig 4.11. The average total length of these gratings was ∼24 mm, the width of ridges
ranged between 0.5 mm and 5 mm and the number of gaps per grating ranged between 8 and 2.
Recordings of 9 SA-I and 5 FA afferents innervating the central region of the macaque monkey’s
distal fingerpad were recorded whilst indenting a stimulus into the fingerpad to a depth of 1 mm.
Between each indentation, the stimulus was stepped 200µm across the most sensitive region of
each afferent. The total period of indentation per step was 1 s. PC afferents were not used as they
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gap
ridge
Figure 4.11: Spatial-response profiles (SRPs) of discharge
from a single monkey SA-I afferent when indented with
at distinct locations across two separate aperiodic gratings
(from Phillips and Johnson (1981) [112]).
do not have the required inner-
vation density, nor the receptive
field size, to provide the spatial
resolution reported in [43].
Results in [112] were dis-
played as spatial-response pro-
files (SRPs), shown in Fig. 4.11.
As described by Phillips and
Johnson (1981): “Each spatial-
response profile summarizes the
responses of one afferent to
many indentations by one grat-
ing; between indentations the
grating was shifted horizontally
by 200µm along an axis through the centre of the afferent’s receptive field and lying at right
angles to the grating bars. The response measure plotted against horizontal location is the total
impulse count during the 1 s indentation period.” [112]. Similar to the liberal interpretation of
SEPs [91] (see Section 2.1.3.3 of literature review), an SRP might be considered to approximate
a spatial neural image of the stimulus as it would appear distributed across a population of
neurons. The key result, demonstrated by these plots, was that when the space between ridges
was reduced below a certain distance (∼1 mm), the response profile in SA-I or FA did not exhibit
enough detail to resolve the stimulus shape. It is likely that this effect is a consequence of the
size of the individual afferent’s receptive field which may span multiple ridges and/or a lack of
compliance in the tissue of the fingertip which can act as a low-pass filter, attenuating high spatial
frequencies. Either way, it demonstrates a similar limit on the spatial resolution as observed in
the preceding paper [43].
Here we execute, as far as possible, this expetiment with the TacTip. We are interested
to observe similarities and differences between artificial SA-I and FA afferent response to the




In this study, we use a set of seven 3D-printed gratings as stimuli. The stimuli correspond to
those used in [112], with ridge and gap widths varying in the same proportions. The scale used in
our study, however, is doubled, thus all ridges and gaps are twice as wide. This scaling was chosen
since the innervation density of markers in the TacTip (∼40 cmm-2) is approximately half that of
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Table 4.1: Table lists ridge and gap widths of the aperiodic gratings used.
Ridges (mm)
Grating left internal right Gaps (left to right, mm) Overall length (mm)
A 6.0 1.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 10.0 47.5
B 6.0 1.5 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 10.0 51.0
C 3.0 2.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 10.0 51.5
D 6.0 3.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 48.5
E 6.0 4.0 6.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 49.5
F 6.0 6.0 6.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 45.0
G 10.0 10.0 10.0 6.0 10.0 46.0
SA-I afferents in the human fingertip (see Section 2.1.1.1). Table 4.1 gives a full description of
the dimensions of the stimuli used.
4.6.2.2 Collection Procedure
A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.4, where the 7 stimuli are the gratings
described in Table 4.1. The robot makes successive taps onto a stimulus indenting the skin by
∼1 mm. Each tap takes ∼0.8 s, the robot is stationary at the bottom of a tap for 0.5 s. Between
each tap, the robot moves 200µm in the direction perpendicular to the ridge/gap axis, starting in
free space on the left-hand side and moving over the entire stimulus until free space is again
reached (left and right as seen in Fig. 4.12). TacTip video data is simultaneously recorded for the
entire period of each tap. This process is repeated seven times: once for each stimulus.
4.6.3 Results
As in [112], results are displayed in the form of spatial-response profiles (SRPs). In the case of
SA-I and FA artificial afferents, data is collected as described in Section 4.6.2 and responses are
acquired from pin positions using the procedure described in Section 4.5.2. SRPs show the mean
response at each position, separated by 200µm, during the course of each indentation.
We review the results in the context of four features:
(i) Effect of individual ridges and edges.
(ii) Effect of neighbouring ridges and edges.
(iii) Variation across afferents.
(iv) Effect of fingerprint.
(i) and (ii) are taken directly from [112]. (iv) is similar in affect to ‘grating orientation’ from
[112], which is designed to manipulate the orientations of stimulus edges relative to papillary
ridges of the monkey’s fingerpad.
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Figure 4.12: Left: SRPs for a single monkey SA-I afferent collected on seven gratings described in
[112] (blue) and SRPs for the central artificial SA-I afferent of the smooth tip (green) collected on
gratings (black). Right: position of central artificial SA-I afferent (green).
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Figure 4.13: Left: SRPs for a single monkey SA-I afferent collected on seven gratings described in
[112] (blue) and SRPs for the central artificial SA-I afferent of the fingerprint tip (green) collected
on gratings (black). Right: position of central artificial SA-I afferent (green).
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4.6.3.1 SA
Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show SRPs for a single artificial SA-I afferent (green), smooth and fingerprint
tips respectively, on the 7 aperiodic gratings described in Table 4.1 and equivalent SRPs of a
single monkey SA-I afferent (blue) collected on similar gratings (described in [112]).
Effects of Individual Ridges and Edges:
Phillips et al. state that “all of the SA-I afferents yielded a much larger response to an isolated
narrow bar or an edge facing a large gap than to a flat surface” [112]. Perhaps the most striking
resemblance between the artificial SA-I afferents and their natural counterpart is their pref-
erential sensitivity to ‘edges facing a large gap’. This is most clearly seen in Figs. 4.12G and
4.13G, where the response of natural and artificial SA-I afferents were attenuated by the 3 flat
surfaces and, in general, amplified by the 6 edges. This characteristic is also readily seen on the
approach and departure of each grating, where gratings exhibit rising and falling edges before
and after large gaps respectively. SRPs for artificial SA-I afferents, however, do not exhibit the
same sensitivity to isolated bars as monkey SA-I afferents. In fact, it may be accurate to conclude
that preferential sensitivity for artificial afferents was limited to edges since amplification, if any,
always coincided with the rising or falling edge of a ridge.
The observed preferential sensitivity of artificial SA-I afferents to edges vs. flat surfaces can
be explained by the model described in Section 4.5.3.1. In our model, SA-I afferents respond only
to lateral displacement as viewed by the camera. As described in Section 4.5.3.1, the central
afferent, in theory, does not respond to vertical forces with flat surfaces (see Fig. 4.10); e.g., ridges.
In contrast, when the stimulus is an edge, the marker is likely to move laterally owing to the
levering effect of the associated pin, thus the afferent responds. This is depicted in Fig. 4.14 A
and B.
Effect of Neighbouring Ridges:
Phillips et al. on the effects of neighbouring ridges: “it appears that the effects of surrounding
stimuli are negligible at 3.0 mm. As the bars are spaced more closely than 3.0 mm the heights of
the associated response peaks are diminished”. This comment refers to scales at which monkey
afferent response is able/unable to distinguish separate stimuli and is an important concept in
determining the ability to discriminate these scales using a spatial code of primary afferent firing.
Artificial SA-I firing did not exhibit sensitivity to individual narrow ridges, as did its natural
counterpart, however, the enhanced sensitivity to edges appears to exhibit similar modulation
with stimulus scale. For example, upon examining Figs. 4.12A,4.12B and 4.12C, we observe that
the second ridge from the right elicited amplified edge response on both the rising and falling
edges. This ridge is separated by 6 mm from the preceding in all three cases. As we consider
further left in each figure, where gap width decreases, the degree of edge enhancement rapidly
attenuates. As gaps become closer than ∼4 mm artificial SA-I afferents appear to consistently
responded to sets of individual ridges as though they comprise a single flat surface for both the
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Figure 4.14: Simplified diagram of TacTip central
afferent when pressed onto edge stimulus. A:
small portion of tip at rest; i.e., no deformation.
B-D: the same portion of the tip when pressed
on an edge neighbouring an increasingly smaller
gap.
The observed effect of neighbouring
ridges is a consequence of the physical prop-
erties of the TacTip skin. Notice how the skin,
depicted in Fig. 4.14 B, does not perfectly con-
form to the stimulus edge. Essentially, the
TacTip can only deform a certain amount ow-
ing to finite flexibility. A consequence of this
is that when a stimulus edge is closely neigh-
boured by another edge, the tip can deform
even less. This is depicted in Fig. 4.14. Notice
how the marker displacement in Fig. 4.14 D
is less than that of Fig. 4.14 C. The closer
each stimulus ridge becomes, the more the
entire stimulus ‘feels’ like a flat surface and,
therefore, the less the central afferent will
fire. This is the essence of why stimulus edges
are less tangible when closely neighboured by
other edges. In this way, the skin acts as a
low-pass filter, attenuating high spatial fre-
quencies.
Variation Across Afferents:
Phillips et al. report edge enhancement ratios of different SA-I afferents (ratio of amplitude at
edges to that at flat surfaces) ranging from 1.5 to 20 with typical values between 2.0 and 6.0.
Whilst the edge enhancement ratio was less for the case of artificial SA-I afferents (average of
∼2.0 for the central artificial SA-I afferent of both smooth and fingerprint tips: Figs. 4.12 and
4.13), we certainly observe a significant range for this feature: Artificial SA-I firing in SRPs
in Figs. 4.12 and Figs. 4.13 were derived from the central marker which showed the greatest
edge enhancement. For comparison we show the SRPs for another artificial afferent (selected
at random), on the smooth and fingerprint tips, collected on grating A in Fig. 4.15. (SRPs for a
further 5 artificial SA-I afferents are displayed in Appendix A, Section A.2.1, Fig. A.6). Notice
how these afferents showed very little, if any, enhanced sensitivity to edges. Interestingly, some
off-centre afferents (e.g., Fig. 4.15) showed an increased intensive response, that is the total firing
over the entire stimulus, when compared to the central afferent. Others (see Appendix A, Fig.
A.6) fired less.
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(A)
(B)
Figure 4.15: Left: SRPs for a non-centrally located artificial SA-I afferent of the smooth tip (A)
and fingerprint tip (B) (green) collected on grating A (black). Right: position of selected artificial
SA-I afferent (green).
Phillips et al. assign the variation in afferent’s response profiles to differences in receptive
field properties: “There were consistent differences between the responses of single afferents,
which must be attributed to differences in receptive-field properties.” In contrast, we believe that
each artificial afferent is unlikely to exhibit drastically different shaped receptive fields. In fact,
what is more likely to have caused the variation in SRPs of artificial SA-I afferents is the spatial
arrangement of markers from which artificial SA-I response is derived, in combination with the
topographic variation in TacTip’s skin height in the position of each afferent’s receptive field.
For example, we have shown how only the central artificial afferent exhibits no response when
pressed against a flat surface; i.e., a ridge (Fig. 4.10).
Effect of Fingerprint:
Phillips et al. consider the effect of grating orientation relative to the skin ridges on monkey
fingerpads [112]. Rather than the characteristic ‘whorl’ of human fingerprints, monkey’s papillary
ridge pattern tends to form parallel rows in line with the finger’s primary axis. Phillips et al.
observed that whilst grating orientation had no effect when the receptive field was above a flat
surface, the edge enhancement ratio was increased when stimulus ridge aligned with papillary
ridges.
An artificial fingerprint had little effect on edge enhancement of artificial SA-I afferents in
comparison to their natural SA-I counterparts. The addition of a fingerprint, however, appears
to have increased apparent noise into the response profiles for the centrally located afferent
(Fig. 4.13). One explanation for this might be an interaction between each individual exterior
nodule and stimulus ridge edge: it is possible that a small degree of amplification occurs when
the fingerprint nodule ‘catches’ a stimulus edge, essentially levering the pin. In this case, the
modulation frequency is likely to occur on the same scale as fingerprint pattern (3 mm) which is
on the scale of what is seen in Fig. 4.13.
In both smooth and fingerprint tips we also observe a systematic preferential sensitivity to
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left edges. This is particularly obvious in Figs. 4.12G and 4.13G, where there is no amplified
response on the right hand edge of the left most ridge and to a lesser degree in Figs. 4.12 and
4.13 on the left and right hand edges of the right most ridge. Considering a perfectly aligned
experimental setup and a TacTip with symmetric physical properties, it does not seem possible
for the system to exhibit such systematic preferences to one type of edge or another. Given that
the same effect seems to be present in both tip types suggests that this effect is a consequence of
the experimental setup. For instance, the vertical tap may have be slightly off axis or the test bed
may have been not perfectly horizontal.
4.6.3.2 FA
Phillips et al. display response profiles for five FA afferents on aperiodic grating A [112] (reprinted
in Appendix A, Section A.2.1, Fig. A.8) but do not show FA SRPs on the remaining 6 gratings. For
completeness, we show SRPs for selected artificial FA afferents on all 7 gratings of the smooth
and fingerprint tips in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 respectively.
Effect of Ridges and Edges:
Phillips et al. observed that FAs were modulated by the largest (5 mm) gaps on their stimuli, but
gaps of 0.5 - 1.0 mm were not represented in any of the response profiles . Additionally, they saw
no evidence of edge enhancement [112].
We observe preferentially sensitivity towards edges for artificial FA afferents on both the
smooth and fingerprint tips. This distinguishes TacTip’s artificial FA afferents from their natural
counterpart. However, the edge enhancement ratio for artificial FAs was considerably lower than
that of artificial SA-I afferents. One might also conclude that the spatial resolutions exhibited
by central artificial FA afferents, in both tips, was marginally lower than that of SA-I. This is
perhaps most noticeable when comparing SRPs across afferent types from stimuli F and G.
Phillips et al. consider two explanations for the difference in SRPs between natural SA-I and
FA afferents:
(i) FAs only fire during the initial period of stimulation in each indentation due to their
adaptation rates. If skin on the monkey’s fingerpads tend to first deform uniformly across
the whole pad and then, subsequent to FA adaptation, the skin “flows up around the
gratings”, one might expect the characteristic structured response from SA-I afferents and
a comparatively unstructured response from FAs.
(ii) “An intrinsic difference in the spatial organization of their receptor mechanisms.”
Phillips et al. discard theory (i) since they observed that SA-I afferents exhibit a structured
response even during the first 100 ms of each indentation and therefore conclude that the spatial
arrangement of receptive fields is the cause of the difference in SRPs of natural SA-I and FA
afferents.
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Figure 4.16: Left: SRPs for the central artificial FA afferent of the smooth tip (red) collected on
gratings (black). Right: position of central artificial FA (red).
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Figure 4.17: Left: SRPs for the central artificial FA afferent of the fingerprint tip (red) collected
on gratings (black). Right: position of central artificial FA (red).
In the case of the TacTip, the spatial arrangement of receptive fields of SA-I and FA afferents
are identical since they are both derived from the arrangement of markers. Therefore, we must
discard theory (ii) as an explanation for the difference in artificial SRPs. Contrastingly, theory
(i) does seem rather compelling in our case; we have previously observed hysteresis within
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the TacTip (Section 4.5.3.1) the physical cause of which might also result in the sort of phasic
deformation hypothesised by Phillips et al. across the plane of the tip.
Variation Across Afferents:
Phillips et al. observed that all measured FA afferents shared features such as no preferential
sensitivity to edges and poor spatial resolution. Of the five FA afferents found in [112], the only
discernable feature in their respective SRPs is the intensity; i.e., the total amount of firing across
the entire grating (see Appendix A, Fig. A.8). Peak amplitudes ranged from ∼8 to ∼20 impulses
per trail.
Fig. 4.18 shows SRPs for an off-centre artificial FA afferent on smooth and fingerprint tips
collected on grating A (this afferent was derived from the same marker as used in Fig. 4.15).
(SRPs for a further 5 artificial FA afferents are displayed in Appendix A, Section A.2.1, Fig.
A.7). As with SA-I variants, off-centre artificial FA afferents showed very little, if any, edge
enhancement. We also observe reduced resolution, where all but the right most ridge were ‘felt’
as a single feature. We believe the variation observed in SRPs of artificial FA afferents stems
from the same physical behaviour offered as an explanation for the variation on artificial SA-I
response profiles. That is, the variation in alignment of the force exerted by the stimulus on the
TacTip, which is caused by the slight dome of the TacTip’s skin.
Effect of Fingerprint:
We do not observe any significant effect of an artificial fingerprint on FA response. This implies
that whilst marker deflection is appreciably affected by the addition of fingerprint, marker
velocities, comparatively, are not.
(A)
(B)
Figure 4.18: Left: SRPs for a non-centrally located artificial FA afferent of the smooth tip (A) and
fingerprint tip (B) (red) collected on grating A (black). Right: position of selected artificial FA
afferent (red).
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4.6.4 Discussion
Phillips et al. showed that monkey SA-I and FA response profiles were very different. FA firing
lacked sufficient detail required to resolve stimuli spaced closer than 2-3 mm [112]. SA-I responses
were comparatively highly detailed. These afferents were preferentially sensitive to narrow ridges
and edges versus flat surfaces. SAs showed evidence of spatial modulation on the scales that
are reliably discriminated in psychophysical experiments [43]. This could provide evidence for a
spatial coding in peripheral neural discharge of SA-I afferents for spatial discrimination tasks
such as those examined in [43].
Our modelled SA-I and FA afferents exhibited similarities with their natural counterparts.
Notably, the preferential sensitivity of SA-I afferents to edges and the modulation of SA-I and FA
response with gap width. Furthermore, as with natural afferents, the degree of edge enhancement
was reduced with FAs compared with SA-I, so too was the resolution.
We found that artificial SA-I afferents transduce less detail compared with their natural
counterparts. For example, in some cases individual ridges were detected by natural SA-I afferents
when spaced as closely as 0.75 mm. Contrastingly, the central artificial SA-I afferent for smooth
and fingerprint tips were unable to detect ridges spaced closer than ∼4 mm apart.
The difference between FA and SA-I response was less pronounced in the case of artificial
afferents. Phillips et al. were able to rule out natural FA afferents as a candidate channel for
mediating spatial code of stimulus shape based on the detail seen in SRPs. However, in the case
of our modelled afferents, the resolving power of FAs does not appear to render it appreciably
less useful in providing spatial codes.
The models developed to understand SRP results, depicted in Figs. 4.10 and 4.14, imply
that each artificial afferent (SA-I and FA) does not respond to normal force; i.e., a force applied
perpendicular to the TacTip’s skin, directly in-line with the relevant marker and therefore
does not encode compressive or normal strain. This is seen in practice with low firing rates of
centrally located afferents in Figs. 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. This theory does not hold completely
since, under normal forces, non-central markers will move slightly in the camera’s view due
perspective effects. Nonetheless, the predominant physical aspect resulting in artificial afferent
firing is lateral displacement of markers. This likely presents a discrepancy between natural and
presented artificial afferents. Whilst there is some evidence to suggest that shear strain provides
a particularly robust representation of stimulus spatial properties; e.g., edges, through spatial
coding in afferent populations [277], there is no clear consensus as to the primary local physical
stimulus properties determining individual afferent response; e.g., strain energy density [278]
and stress [279–281] have both been proposed. Notably authors Phillips and Johnson employed
continuum mechanics to model skin dynamics under stimulation with identical aperiodic gratings
used in this study and in their neurophysiological experiment [112] to show that compressive
shear strain matched firing rates of SA-I afferents with remarkable accuracy [282]. Whilst it is
likely that natural afferents do not simply encode lateral strain and its derivative as do artifical
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SA-I and FA afferents respectively, we have demonstrated that there are clear similarities
between their response characteristic to certain types of stimulation which is nonetheless a
significant progression towards replicating natural afferents and producing biologically plausible
methods of robot tactile perception.
4.7 Experiment: Dynamic Touch
A common hypothesis in biology is that, under certain conditions, dynamic touch is essential
in mediating transient information required for specific tasks [57]; e.g., texture discrimination,
friction estimation or slip detection. Here we define dynamic touch as a relative motion between






Figure 4.19: Plan and cross-section
views of raised bump stimuli showing
stimulus dimensions x and d.
Figure 4.20: Experimental set up for dynamic
touch experiments. TacTip is held stationary
against a rotating textured drum. The rotating
drum is driven by a DC motor and a custom build
rig.
In this study we consider dynamic touch and examine the ability of our modelled SA-I, FA
and PC channels for mediating salient information relating to textures under sliding motions.
Stimuli comprised of periodic raised bumps are used and two textural dimensions are varied:
bump separation and bump diameter.
Examining the output from artificial SA-I and FA channels might confirm whether these
channels can be implemented for texture discrimination as well as reveal candidate codes; e.g.,
temporal or spatio-temporal, for objective quantities; i.e., bump spacing and bump diameter.
Simultaneously, by examining the nature of vibrations detected by the TacTip’s vibrational
channel we may understand if cues such as frequency, or intensity relate to these objective
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Table 4.2: Complete set of stimuli used.


















































quantities and, therefore, can be employed in some way
for making perceptual judgements about texture.
4.7.1 Data Collection
4.7.1.1 Stimuli
For stimuli we use a set of 15 textured drums. The
drums are 3D-printed in a rigid plastic (VeroWhite,
Stratasys) using an PolyJet printer (Objet, Stratasys).
Each textured drum is patterned with a tetragonal ar-
ray of raised bumps on its exterior circumference. The
bumps are raised 0.5 mm beyond the drum’s 80 mm di-
ameter. Both the bump separation, x, and the bump di-
ameter, d, are systematically varied. Fig. 4.19 describes
how x and d are defined. Five bump separations, 2, 2.5,
3, 3.5 and 4 mm, are used. At each bump separation
three bump diameters, 1, 1.5 and 2 mm, are used.
4.7.1.2 Collection Procedure
The TacTip, mounted as an end-effector to the ABB
arm, is held stationary. It is stimulated by a rotating
textured drum (80 mm diameter) (see Fig. 4.20). The
drum is driven by a 60 W brushed motor which is con-
nected to the drum spindle via a 4.8:1 planetary gear
head and a custom built 3:1 belt drive. The spindle is
seated between two pillow block bearings and mounted
to a Rexroth frame via two 3D-printed brackets. The
motor is powered with a 24 V PSU and the velocity is
controlled, in closed-loop, via an EPOS2 control unit
connected to a PC running consumer software (EPOS
studio, Maxon motors). A digital encoder (1024 counts
per turn) receives a signal from the control unit and
thus drives the motor. The DC-motor, planetary gear-
head, control unit and digital encoder are all provided
by Maxon motors.
For collecting data a drum is indented ∼1 mm into
the TacTip’s skin by the ABB robot arm. The drum
is rotated for 30 s with its circumference moving at
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50 mms-1 while the TacTip is held stationary. 30 s of TacTip video and audio data are simulta-
neously recorded. In total we record 30 sets of data: 15 sets (one per stimulus) per tip variant
(smooth and fingerprint).
4.7.2 Results
Data is presented in the form of signal (artificial SA-I, artificial FA and vibration) vs time. For
each tactile channel, we first show data collected with the smooth tip followed by data collected
with the fingerprint tip.
4.7.2.1 SA
Figs. 4.21 and 4.22 show 1.2 s samples of artificial SA-I firing, for smooth and fingerprint tips
respectively, when the TacTip has undergone stimulation as described in 4.7.1.
It is difficult to assess the degree to which bump separation or bump diameter produced a
systematic change in the SA-I signals for either the smooth or fingerprint tips. However, it might
be said that afferents to the right as seen in Figs. 4.21 and 4.22, which were at the trailing edge of
contact, generally showed greater responses. This might indicate that purely spatial properties of
afferent firing, either instantaneous or accumulated over time, can encode direction of motion and
that this information is available in both the smooth and fingerprint variants. We hypothesise
that the difference in intensive firing observed across the surface of each tip was a consequence
of a low frequency shear force exerted by the stimulus on the tip (here we consider low frequency
to be periods of ∼0.5 s or more) the mean value of SA-I firing within a ∼5 s window, corresponding
to ∼25 mm of stimulus substrate, can be considered a DC-bias and is related to, not the texture
itself, but rather the drum diameter which is likely to exhibited a small variation of ∼0.2 mm.
The fingerprint tip shows a significantly increased sampling rate compared with the smooth
version. This is intriguing since all hardware aside from the tip itself was the same including
the camera. Upon initially noticing this, a number of informal tests were performed, including
with different versions of the same camera, which all confirmed that when using the smooth tip,
the frame-rate was drastically reduced to ∼30 Hz compared with maximum of ∼90 Hz achievable
with the fingerprint tip. A probable source is of this discrepancy is some sort of compression
or optimization taking place upon the camera’s hardware. This is difficult to diagnose and fix.
Consequently we have been unable to match the frame-rates between the two tips.
It is important to consider aliasing that will inevitably take effect as a consequence of
sampling. When the signal frequency, f , is more than the Nyquist frequency, fNyquist = g2 , where g
is the sample frequency, aliasing will take effect: the signal is reconstructed at a lower frequency
and therefore will corrupt the measurement. The reconstructed frequency is given by the formula
below:
(4.3) fr =
∣∣∣∣ f − g •NINT ( fg
)∣∣∣∣,
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Figure 4.21: 1.2 s samples of artificial SA-I firing collected using a dynamic touch with the smooth






Figure 4.22: 1.2 s samples of artificial SA-I firing collected using a dynamic touch with the
fingerprint tip at 50 mms-1 on stimuli described in 4.7.1.
where NINT is the the nearest integer function. So, for example, with the smooth tip, we have
a low frame-rate of ∼30 Hz, if the true signal is 20 Hz it will be reconstructed at 10 Hz in the
measured signal. This is major source of error for the smooth tip, however, aliasing will also take
effect in the fingerprint tip although the threshold (Nyquist) frequency is higher. Despite this we
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attempt to make some tentative comparisons between responses for the two tip types: Aside from
the aforementioned DC-bias, SA-I response for the fingerprint tip showed considerable periodicity,
with periods as low as ∼0.05 s, whereas, we find that the smooth tip exhibited no such periodicity.
This may be indicative of the effect of artificial papillary and epidermal ridges seen by Scheibert
et al. (2009) [59] described in 2.1.1. If we interpret our results in this way, the smooth tip can be
considered a low-pass filter which attenuates high-frequencies whilst the fingerprint tip allows
these higher frequencies to be transmitted.
Scheibert et al. observed that their artificial papillary ridges created a bandpass filter,
amplifying frequencies around the spatial frequency 1/λfp, where λfp was the spatial period of
their artificial fingerprint (220µm). Applying the findings of Scheibert et al. to our experiments,
the theoretical amplified frequency, fA = v/λfp, where v = 50 mms-1 is the scanning velocity
and λfp = 3 mm is the inter-nodule distance in the scanning direction, is ∼17 Hz. The typical
frequencies observed in Fig. 4.22 are ∼20 Hz so it is be reasonable to judge that the amplification
observed in our results are a consequence of the effect described by Scheibert et al. However, we
must also consider that the reduced sampling rate attained with the smooth tip is likely to cause
aliasing of any frequencies above fNyquist =∼15 Hz. Therefore, at this stage, we cannot say with
confidence that the fingerprint bandpass effect is being observed here.
According the Scheibert et al., at natural exploratory scanning speed (10-15 cms-1) papillary
ridges on the human fingertip will amplify frequencies of ∼300 Hz. Therefore, it is unlikely
natural SA-I or FA afferents will respond to these amplified frequencies, however, ∼300 Hz is
in the range of preferential sensitivity of PC afferents. Thus, an important consequence of the
physical dimensions used in our experiment is that the consequential amplification may be
observed in the SA-I signal which has a theoretical maximum frequency of fNyquist =∼45 Hz for
the fingerprint tip.
4.7.2.2 FA
Figs. 4.23 and 4.24 show modelled FA firing, for smooth and fingerprint tips respectively, in
the same 1.2 s sample as Figs. 4.21 and 4.22, when the TacTip has undergone stimulation as
described in 4.7.1.
As with artificial SA-I firing, a visual inspection of the data provides no obvious systematic
relationship between signals and the objective stimulus quantities (bump separation and bump
diameter). Unlike SA-I afferents, artificial FA afferents did not exhibit any DC offset. This is by
virtue of the adaptation rate: sustained or slow changes in shear forces resulting from overall
drum diameter do not appreciably affect marker velocities.
Unfortunately, as with artificial SA-I, we observe the consequence of a reduced frame-rate
with the smooth tip. Nevertheless, we attempt to make some comparison between the two tip
types: For the smooth tip (Fig. 4.23), rather than any DC-component, we observe what appears to
be random noise, with no coherence across afferents. For the fingerprint tip (Fig. 4.24), in some
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cases (A1, C1 and D1) we observe periodic peaks with the same period as the high frequency
components in Figs. 4.22A1, 4.22C1 and 4.22D1. Any signal produced by other stimuli was
not strong enough to be observed above the what appears to be noise, with an amplitude of
∼0.1 pixel/s. It is possible that the difference in output between smooth and fingerprint tip
variants was a consequence of the filtering effect described by Scheibert et al. [59], however, as







Figure 4.23: 1.2 s samples of artificial FA firing collected using a dynamic touch with the smooth






Figure 4.24: 1.2 s samples of artificial FA firing collected using a dynamic touch with the finger-
print tip at 50 mms-1 on stimuli described in 4.7.1.
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Figure 4.25: 1.2 s samples of vibrational data collected using a dynamic touch with the smooth






Figure 4.26: Fast Fourier transforms for tactile vibrational data collected using a dynamic touch
with the smooth tip at 50 mms-1 on stimuli described in 4.7.1.
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Figure 4.27: 1.2 s samples of vibrational data collected using a dynamic touch with the fingerprint






Figure 4.28: Fast Fourier Transforms for tactile vibrational data collected using a dynamic touch
with the fingerprint tip at 50 mms-1 on stimuli described in 4.7.1.
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Figs. 4.25 and 4.27 show vibrational data collected with the TacTip, for smooth and fingerprint
tips respectively, in the same 1.2 s sample as Figs. 4.21 and 4.22. Figs. 4.26 and 4.28 show fast
Fourier transforms (FFTs) performed on the whole 30 s period of tactile vibration data for smooth
and fingerprint tips respectively. It is worth noting that, with the vibrational channel, unlike
SA-I and FA, the sample rate is the same for both tips. For both time and frequency domain
data, the results are presented in arbitrary units because the relationship between the voltage
level recorded by the PC soundcard and the number reported by python sound-device library
is not known, furthermore, the relationship between a unit of audio amplitude (e.g., decibels)
and the voltage produced by the elecret microphone is also unknown. For the purpose of this
work, however, we are concerned with the relative aspects of vibrotactile data; i.e., how the data
collected on different stimuli compares.
Natural frequencies (fundamentals), fnatural = v/w, where v = 50 mms-1 is the stimulus velocity
and w = xp2 /2 is the inter bump spacing in the direction of travel (see Fig. 4.19), are ∼36, 28,
24, 20, and 18 Hz for stimuli A*, B*, C*, D* and E* respectively. It is possible that, as well as
this natural frequency, there is a second natural frequency, f2,natural = 0.5 fnatural = v/2w, owing
to the bump spacing associated with bumps which fall directly in-line with one-another in the
direction of travel. Let us first consider the FFTs produced with the smooth tip (Fig. 4.26). For




Figure 4.29: FFTs for tactile vibrational data collected using a dynamic touch at 50 mms-1 on
stimuli with a 3.5 mm bump separation and bump diameters of 1 (D1), 1.5 (D1) and 2 mm (D1):
Figs. A, B and C respectively.
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also observe peaks at f2,natural in all stimuli apart from A1, A2 and A3. In-fact, the highest peak
is observed for stimuli E1 , E2 and E3 at 9 Hz. It is possible that the 2nd harmonic of f2,natural
consistently contributes to the peak at fnatural
Now considering the fingerprint tip (Fig. 4.28), in contrast to the smooth variant, natural
frequencies, fnatural and f2,natural are observed for all four bump separations and the amplitudes
are generally much greater. Additionally, in some cases, harmonics can be observed; e.g., at
3 f2,natural for stimulus A1 and 2 fnatural for stimuli D1, D2 and D3. For each bump separation, the
natural frequency or harmonic which is closest to ∼20 Hz was the most powerful. These results
appear to confirm that the smooth tip acted as a low-pass filter, attenuating frequencies higher
than ∼10 Hz and that the fingerprint tip acted as a broad bandpass filter about ∼20 Hz. As with
the SA-I and FA response, these filtering properties agree with the theory proposed by Scheibert
et al. [59], that a fingerprint operates as a bandpass filter about spatial frequencies λfp, where
λfp is the distance between fingerprint ridges or nodules.
Now considering only the fingerprint tip, we find that overall spectral power was inversely
proportional to bump diameter; i.e., for a given bump separation, the amplitude of each natural
harmonic decreased as bump diameter increased. To exemplify this, we show three FFTs collected
on stimuli with a bump separation of 3.5 mm at Fig. 4.29. Notice how the most prominent
harmonic, fnatural, present at all three bump diameters, has a reduced relative amplitude as
bump diameter increases. This indicates that whilst frequency may provide a cue for bump
separation, intensity may provide a cue for bump diameter. Of course, intensity co-varied with
bump separation because of the relative position of the natural harmonics to the λfp band of
amplification, thus intensity of vibrations alone is not a universal cue for bump diameter. Methods
that consider both the harmonic frequencies and their relative amplitudes, however, are likely
to be successful in providing perceptual judgements about textures that vary over both of these
dimensions: it is believed that harmonic structure of vibrotactile data provides a cue for texture
discrimination in nature [131, 133], perhaps, therefore the overall shape of these FFTs can be
decoded for artificial perception of the stimuli used in this experiment.
4.7.3 Discussion
For SA-I, FA and vibrational channels, the addition of an artificial fingerprint appeared to make
an appreciable difference to the signals. It appeared to amplify salient information in both the
case of artificial SA-I and FA afferents, although it was difficult to isolate the amplification
effects from an unfortunate side-effect of a reduced frame-rate when using the smooth tip. Upon
examining the vibrational channel data, it appears that the fingerprint serves as a bandpass
filter around the spatial frequency 1/λfp.
On the stimulus scales used here, the results suggest that, with the fingerprint tip, the
vibrational channel detects sufficient information to make perceptual judgements regarding the
textures: information relating to bump separation is contained in the frequencies of natural
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harmonics and information relating to bump diameter is contained in the intensity of the signal.
It seems plausible that more complex, natural textures might contain superimposed natural
frequencies and associated harmonics. Our hypothesis, therefore, is that harmonic structure of
induced vibrations could provide a cue for texture discrimination. In fact, this agrees with a
compelling theory of human texture perception which aims to explain the observed invariance
to scanning speed [131]. The theory is based on an idea that touch leverages mechanisms for
processing spike timing, thought to enable timbre invariance in hearing [133], which is based on
the fact that harmonic structure is consistent across scanning speeds.
The peak frequencies recorded by the vibrational channel with the fingerprint tip were well
within the Nyquist frequency for artificial SA-I and FA channels, fN yquist. In fact, by comparing
the vibrational channel data in the time domain, with that of the SA-I response, we notice that
the general form of each signal is similar in terms of amplitude and frequency. This is perhaps
unsurprising since the vibrational channel is measuring acoustic vibrations in the gel which
have been produced by the skin dynamics, which marker positions directly record. Therefore,
we believe that, on the stimulus scales used here, SA-I and FA channels may also be useful in
perceiving texture.
In theory, as bump separation decreases, the natural frequency will increase until it exceeds
the Nyquist frequency of SA-I and FA channels, at which point the vibrational channel may
be required. However, the transduction of higher frequencies is limited by the scale of the
fingerprint: the theoretical amplification band provided by our artificial fingerprint at these
speeds is ∼20 Hz, thus, if we were to reduce bump separation of the stimuli, we expect that the
fingerprint scale should also be reduced in order to amplify these higher frequency harmonics.
Indeed, in the bandpass theory of natural fingerprints [59], papillary ridge spacing of 220µm
produces amplification with a bandpass filter located at ∼300 Hz (preferential sensitivity of
natural PC channel) at normal exploratory speeds. Unfortunately the scales of our artificial
fingerprint and stimuli are somewhat limited by the tolerances of the 3D-printing technologies
available.
4.8 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented three main hardware modifications to the TacTip: (1) addition
of a vibrational channel via an electret microphone embeded in the gel; (2) a novel marker
arrangement intended to more closely mimic the innervation density of SA-I and FA afferents to
the human fingertip; (3) addition of an artificial fingerprint, intended here to amplify vibrations
for the purpose of texture perception.
We present two novel feature extraction methods, derived from TacTip marker positions,
which are proposed to model natural SA-I and FA afferents. We also suggest that the vibrational
channel mimics the innervation density and response characteristics of the natural PC channel
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and therefore may be leveraged for perception of tactile dimensions for which the PC channel is
believed to be responsible; e.g., fine texture.
The response of artificial SA-I and FA afferents, when the TacTip was stimulated with
transient and sustained normal pressure, was indicative of the firing rates of their natural
analogues. In particular, artificial SA-I afferents continued to respond to sustained pressure
whilst artificial FA afferents only responded to changes in pressure. This is coincidental of the
adaptation rates of natural afferents.
The response of artificial SA-I and FA afferents to aperiodic gratings exhibited similarities
with natural counterparts in monkeys. Notably, both artificial and natural SA-I afferents were
preferentially sensitive to edges over ridges. Also, SA-I and FA artificial afferent response showed
similar modulation with gap width to their respective natural afferents.
The detail shown in natural SA-I afferent spatial response profiles (SRPs) [112] suggest a
similar limit on the spatial resolution to that observed in psychophysical studies [43] (diminishing
accuracy <∼2 mm), leading the authors to conclude that information about spatial properties of
the stimulus are mediated via modulation of firing rates across populations of SA-I afferents.
Artificial SA-I SRPs were significantly less detailed suggesting that the spatial resolution of
this channel is considerably less than its natural analogue: when gaps were closer than ∼4 mm
artificial afferents consistently responded to individual ridges and edges as though they were
single flat surfaces.
The authors of [112] were able to rule out FA afferents as a candidate for mediating informa-
tion about stimulus shape via a spatial code, when pressing stimulation is employed, owing to a
relative lack of detail in their SRPs. Although, the authors did not investigate sliding stimulation.
The difference between artificial FA and SA-I afferents was less pronounced and therefore we
predict that their capacity for mediating spatial codes of stimulus shape may be comparable.
Despite the clear similarities in response profiles between natural and artificial afferents,
there are constraints to the likeness of the presented model to its natural counterpart. As stated
in Section 4.6.4, it is likely that natural afferents are sensitive to normal forces (compressive
strain of skin) [282], a property to which marker positions and speed, as viewed by the camera,
do not respond. Furthermore, mechanoreceptors are known to respond to local deformation
rather than global skin displacement whereas, here the measures taken to model SA-I and FA
afferent response are in a fixed global frame of reference; i.e., the camera. One possible solution
to this shortcoming is to use a measure that captures relative marker displacements; e.g., the
Voronoi approach to feature extraction developed for use with the TacTip [283]. We opted against
this approach since, with it, the established analogy between the morphology of Merkel cells
complexes in relation to papillary ridges and markers in relation to pins [12] is lost.
Finally, we made a qualitative assessment of the capacity for the three artificial tactile chan-
nels to mediate information about texture via dynamic stimulation. Importantly, by comparison
with a ‘smooth tip’, we found that addition of an artificial fingerprint produced a more pronounced
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periodic response in all three tactile channels. We hypothesised that this was the same effect as
observed by Scheibert et al. (2009) [59] that the fingerprint tip creates a bandpass filter around
the spatial frequency 1/λfp, where λfp is the spatial period of the fingerprint, whilst the smooth
tip attenuates lower frequencies.
The bandpass effect was most obvious for vibrational channel data, where we saw natural
frequencies of each texture and associated harmonics related to the spatial period of bumps. The
amplitudes of peak frequencies in the vibrational channel was inversely proportional to bump
diameter. These results led us to hypothesise that harmonic structure of induced vibrations may
provide a viable cue for the set of textures used here.
Neither artificial SA-I or FA channels exhibited any obvious systematic relationship between
signal and objective stimulus quantities (bump separation and bump diameter). However, time
domain data from the vibrational channel was quite similar to that of SA-I response in the same
period. Furthermore, the peak frequencies recorded by the vibrational channel were below the
Nyquist frequency for the SA-I and FA channels which suggests that SA-I and FA data may
contain information that could be useful for the perception of texture on the scales used here.
This study is by no means the first to draw inspiration from the tactile channels in human
touch. For example, TacTip markers have been proposed as analogous to Merkel cell complexes
(SA-I) [12]; Romano et al. (2011) [262] loosely mimicked SA-I, FA and PC channels from capacitive
array outputs of 5x3 taxels and accelerometers; and the BioTac [256] has been suggested to
possess artificial channels analogous to SA-I and PC. However, where the work presented in this
chapter builds upon previous examples of bio-inspired tactile sensors and contributes significantly
to the field of biomimetic touch, is in the attempt to directly model an abstract neural code (rate
code) of SA-I and FA afferents. Furthermore, these artificial neural codes were directly compared
to natural firing rates of SA-I and FA afferents in monkeys under the same stimulation conditions,
which, as stated, produced remarkably similar results (Section 4.6.3). To our knowledge, this is
the first study to directly compare artificial neural codes, derived from a digital tactile sensor,
to natural neural response. The methodology presented for performing these experiments and,
the analysis of results in terms of artificial skin dynamics and the properties of which individual
artificial afferents encode, is likely to inform future work towards even more biologically plausible
artificial tactile sensors.
Recently a branch of tactile sensors described as being ‘neuromorphic’ have been subject
to increased research and development. In these sensors, fundamental spike-based signals of
natural tactile channels are directly modelled; e.g., using biological models of SA-I [263, 264]
and FA [264, 265] neurons or using neuromorphic cameras in adapting optical tactile sensors to
produce spiking output [284]. Importantly, the spike-based output of these devices is continuous
in time; i.e., there is no associated sample rate. This theoretically enables stimulus information
to be contained within any type of neural code which has been hypothesised in nature. Most
notably, these devices permit temporal encoding based on precise inter-spike timing [73]. In
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contrast, in the work presented here, we have stated that we are modelling an abstract rate
code; i.e., each camera frame models an encoding window [73], within which the number of
SA-I and FA spikes is modelled by marker displacement and speed respectively. It is out of
necessity that we model this abstract code since the type of data (continuous values (marker
dynamics) and discrete samples (frames)) does not enable inter-spike timing temporal codes.
This is a potential limitation of our approach, that can only be solved by using neuromorphic
technologies, both in terms of the capacity to capture relevant stimulus information and also
in the degree to which we can accurately model natural systems, since many believe neural
code based on inter-spike timing to be significant in nature [266]. However, in the subsequent
chapter we describe how a temporal code can built on top of the rate code model presented in
this chapter, which is based rate fluctuations; i.e., temporal variations in firing rate between
encoding windows, an encoding mechanism which is also classed as a type of temporal code in
neuroscience [74]. Furthermore, by assuming this abstract model of neural code, our approach is
much simpler than neuromorphic methods and can be applied to conventional machnine learning
models for decoding spatio-temporal signals where neurmorphic sensors require decoders with
time dependencies such as spiking neural networks.
It is worth mentioning here, that a number of other sensors offer alternatives to the engineered
vibratoinal channel, in particular for use with texture sensing [149, 183, 195, 216, 217, 219, 222,
227–230]. These have been extensively described in the literature review, Section 2.2.2.6. It is
difficult to make any meaningful comparison to the alternatives at this stage, since we are yet to
apply the vibrational channel to a texture recognition task, so the bulk of our discussion in relation
to where this aspect of the present study sits within the field will be made in the following chapter.
However, in the present chapter it was suggested that harmonic structure of the vibrational
channel data might be a viable code for texture perception so it is interesting to comment on how
this relates to other similar studies within the field: By far the most common approach to feature
extraction for artificial texture perception is to use statistical features extracted from frequency
domain data [183, 216, 217, 219, 229]. More recently, the emergence of deep-learning has enabled
the use of higher-dimensional feature sets where raw data in the time-domain is leveraged to
predict texture [228, 229] achieving high accuracy and good generalisation on complex natural
surfaces. The statistical features used in aforementioned studies are of course implicit within the
harmonic structure of texture induced vibrations and given the success of deep-learning methods
employed within the time-domain, we predict that these methods may be able to extract relevant
features from harmonic structure in-place of hand crafted statistical features.
In the following chapter, we use these artificial tactile channels in a texture discrimination
task under two stimulation regimes: static and dynamic touch. SRPs of artificial SA-I and FA
afferents (Section 4.6.3) suggest that these artificial channels provide sufficient resolution to
spatially resolve coarse textures with static touch. The level of detail in artificial SA-I SRPs was
less than that of monkey SA-I afferents [112] suggesting that the limit on spatial resolution may
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be higher for our system than that of humans. FFTs of vibrational channel data suggest that, in
agreement with a hypothesis about human tactile texture perception [131], harmonic structure











ARTIFICIAL AFFERENTS APPLIED TO TEXTURE PERCEPTION
In this chapter we assess the ability of the artificial tactile channels, described in Chapter4, to be used for texture classification. We use two modes of stimulation: static and dynamicand examine a number of encoding schemes inspired by theories of neural encoding in
natural afferents for human texture perception.
5.1 Background
In the previous chapter, we presented three artificial tactile channels of the TacTip, SA-I, FA
and a vibrational channel. We suggested that artificial SA-I and FA output are viable models for
their natural analogues based on comparisons to physiological data (Section 4.6.3) and therefore
have the ability to spatially encode tactile stimuli, for which natural SA-I and FA afferents are
believed to be responsible [43]. We constructed hypotheses of their capacity to mediate spatial
cues on different scales (artificial SA-I and FA) and considered the capacity for all three channels
to be leveraged for dynamic texture discrimination through qualitative analysis of their data.
Here we assess the performance of artificial SA-I and FA channels for texture discrimination
when statically stimulated and all three tactile channels when dynamically stimulated.
Our literature review of human texture perception (Section 2.1.3.6) alluded to the complexity
of this tactile dimension. In particular, it appears that humans naturally employ two stimulation
regimes depending on the spatial scale of the texture: static touch for coarse textures and dynamic
touch for fine [57]. This phenomenon was theorised by Katz (1925) [125] which he dubbed ‘duplex
theory’. There is a theoretical limit on the ability to perceive textures with a static touch based
on the idea that spatial cues are mediated via a spatial code of SA-I and possibly FA afferents
[110, 129]. The innervation density of these type-I afferents in the human fingertip presents a
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limit on the ability of these fibres to mediate information via a spatial code.
Phillips and Johnson (1981) [112] looked at SA-I and FA afferent discharge in monkeys when
indented with aperiodic gratings of varying ridge and gap widths. The purpose was to investigate
the degree to which spatial resolutions observed in a preceding psychophysical paper [43] can be
explained by modulation in afferent discharge rates with varying spatial scales of the stimulus.
Spatial response profiles (SRPs) suggested that, when the space between ridges was reduced
below a certain distance (∼1 mm), neither SA-I or FA afferents exhibited enough detail to resolve
the stimulus shape. In the preceding chapter, we performed an identical study with artificial
SA-I and FA afferents (Section 4.6) and found that ∼4 mm was the analogous limit on spatial
resolution of artificial SA-I and FA afferents. We therefore hypothesise that, where spacing of
textural elements are below ∼4 mm, the performance of static models of texture perception based
on the spatial codes of artificial SA-I or FA firing will be drastically reduced.
Where textures are too fine to be spatially resolved with type-I afferents via static touch,
humans naturally employ dynamic stimulation, involving ‘sliding’ a finger relative to texture.
It is believed that induced vibrations provide relevant cues for texture perception under these
conditions [57, 126] and the primary channel for transducing this information is PC [126–128]
although some evidence suggests that also FA afferents may mediate frequency based cues for
texture perception [129]. An interesting phenomenon related to dynamic texture perception is
speed-invariance [126], where the effect of sliding speed is not significant on perceived roughness,
as might be predicted with the use of simple frequency based cues. Boundy-singer et al. (2017)
[131] suggest a possible mechanism for speed-invariance: cortical computations are capable of
extracting harmonic structure, which is preserved across speeds, from neuron firing, the frequency
composition of which reflects that of the oscillations elicited in the skin during texture scanning
[88], implying a temporal neural code. We therefore hypothesise that harmonic structure of data
collected via the engineered vibrational channel may be a viable cue for texture discrimination,
particularly for fine textures.
We assess the ability for artificial SA-I and FA channels to mediate relevant textural cues via
a spatial code using convolution neural networks (CNNs) trained on static tactile images of each
afferent. We propose that the level of performance of these CNNs in a texture discrimination task
will indicate the degree to which relevant spatial information is encoded within tactile images of
artificial SA-I and FA afferents. We also assess the ability for artificial SA-I and FA channels
to mediate relevant textural cues via a spatio-temporal code, suggesting that modulation in
artificial firing rate across a 10-frame encoding window, collected with dynamic sliding, may
contain relevant information. In this case, LSTMs are used to extract possible temporal features.
Finally, we assess the ability for the novel vibrational channel to mediate vibrational cues that
correlate with texture. In accordance with the theory that harmonic structure provides a speed-
invariant cue for texture discrimination [131], we use frequency spectra as samples for texture




5.2.1 Robotic System and Software Structure
Table 5.1: Complete set of stimuli used.




































































We employ the same robotic system as in Chapter 4. For
details of the tactile sensor please refer to Sections 4.2.1
and 4.2.2. For details of the robot arm and software
structure please refer to Section 4.3.
For the work in this chapter we use the fingerprint
tip, described in Section 4.2.2.4. This is because it was
found to amplify transient signal (Section 4.7) and to
have little affect on spatial resolution as elucidated by
the grating experiment in Section 4.6.
5.2.1.1 Stimuli
Throughout this chapter we use a set of Ntex = 13 (a-m)
textured stimuli. As in Section 4.7, stimuli consist of
tetragonal arrays of raised bumps. The dimensions, x
and d (defined in Fig. 4.19) vary according Table 5.1.
x and d were chosen to provide a linear variation in
texture period whilst maintaining the area of raised
bumps across stimuli. The purpose of keeping the area
of raised bumps consistent was to prohibit the avail-
ability of intensive cues.
We employ two distinct modes of stimulating the
TacTip: i) pressing, where the stimuli are fabricated
on square plates (Fig. 5.1), 3D-printed in rigid plastic
(VeroWhite, Stratasys), and ii) sliding, where the tex-
tures are 3D-printed in the same way on a set of 13
drums (diameter = 80 mm) which are used to dynam-
ically stimulate the TacTip as in Section 4.7.1.
5.2.2 Pressing
The robot makes successive taps onto the flat textured
stimuli indenting the skin by ∼1 mm (see Fig. 5.1). Each
tap takes ∼1 s; the robot is stationary at the bottom
of a tap for 0.2 s. TacTip video data is simultaneously
recorded for the entire downward phase of each press.
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On each discrete tap, the robot’s x, y and z positions are randomly varied according to uniform
distributions in the ranges ±2, ±2 and ±0.7 mm respectively. Roll, pitch and yaw angles are also
varied randomly on each tap according to uniform distributions in the ranges ±3.6, ±3.6 and
±90° respectively. The purpose of varying these co-ordinates is to avoid providing positional or
rotational cues which may otherwise be implicitly available through the experimental set-up, for
example, inconsistency in 3D-printing or how each stimulus is fastened to the test bed. In this
way, spatial cues relating to textural qualities of the stimulus are isolated.
750 taps per stimulus class are performed, yielding Nsamples = 750 samples per class and
NtexNsamples = 9750 samples in total.
5.2.3 Sliding
The TacTip, mounted as an end-effector to the ABB arm, is held stationary against textured
drums (see Fig. 4.20). A custom built rig rotates the drums in order to dynamically stimulate the
TacTip (see Section 4.7.1.2 for details of the rig).
The drum is indented ∼1 mm into the TacTip’s skin by the ABB robot arm. For each drum the
TacTip is stimulated at a set of Nspeeds = 10 linear speeds, linearly spaced from 10 to 100 mms-1,
yielding a total of NtexNspeeds = 130 stimulus conditions. The TacTip is stimulated for 65 s per
stimulus condition whilst simultaneously recording TacTip video and audio data. The initial and
final 2.5 s of each recording are thrown away leaving only constant speed stimulation.
5.3 Overview of Competing Models
This brief section serves as a reference for the approaches to robotic texture perception subse-
quently described and tested.
Table 5.2: Table of reference for the developed models of robotic tactile texture perception.
Model Tactile channel Data Train/test Encoding
SA1-STC-press SA-I pressing - spatial
FA-STC-press FA pressing - spatial
SA1-STC-slide SA-I sliding all speed testing spatial
FA-STC-slide FA sliding all speed testing spatial
SA1-STC-slide-v SA-I sliding leave-one-speed-out spatial
FA-STC-slide-v FA sliding leave-one-speed-out spatial
SA1-DTC SA-I sliding all speed testing spatio-temporal
FA-DTC FA sliding all speed testing spatio-temporal
vibro-DTC vibrational sliding all speed testing temporal
SA1-DTC-v SA-I sliding leave-one-speed-out spatio-temporal
FA-DTC-v FA sliding leave-one-speed-out spatio-temporal
vibro-DTC-v vibrational sliding leave-one-speed-out temporal
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Twelve classes of model are designed and tested. Six of these model types are characterised
as static and the remaining six are characterised as dynamic. The fundamental difference being
that only dynamic methods permit temporal encodings of texture.
At this stage, it is important to make the distinction between the terms ‘sliding’ and
‘dynamic’. In this work, sliding refers to the method used for data collection (Section 5.2.3),
whereas dynamic refers to a class of model. Importantly, there are static as well as dynamic
models which use data collected via sliding; i.e., in terms of the methods developed, the use of
sliding data and static models are not mutually exclusive.
For those models which use sliding data, there are two regimes for training and testing: i) All
speed testing and ii) Leave-one-speed-out cross validation. These approaches are subsequently
explained in more detail but, essentially, with all speed testing, 1 model is constructed which
has been trained and tested with examples of data collected at each of the 10 speeds and with
leave-one-speed-out cross validation, 10 models are constructed, each one trained with a different
held out speed upon which it is tested.
A reference for each of the 12 model types is provided in Table 5.2. Each model name is
prefixed with the tactile channel used. STC/DTC refers to whether the model is for ‘static
texture classification’ or ‘dynamic texture classification’. v signifies that leave-one-speed-out cross
validation is used. In this case, 10 models are constructed and v refers to the held out speed.
5.4 Perception: Static Models of Touch
Figure 5.1: The TacTip is pressed onto a flat
textured stimulus.
As outlined in Section 2.1.3.6, evidence sug-
gests that perceptual cues of coarse textures
may be mediated by static touch [57] and are
encoded spatially within firing rates of pop-
ulations of SA-I and FA afferents [43, 110,
112, 118]. Here we aim to understand the ca-
pabilities of the modified TacTip for texture
perception via a purely spatial encoding in
devised artificial SA-I and FA afferents (see
Section 4.5.2).
As described in the previous chapter, Sec-
tion 4.1, output of artificial SA-I and FA affer-
ents are modelled on firing rates of individual
SA-I and FA afferents; i.e., here we assume a
rate code as the fundamental code for single
afferents, upon which more abstract codes, such as a spatial code, may be composed. Described in
Section 2.1.2 of the literature review, a rate code is one in which relevant stimulus information is
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“correlated only with the average number of spikes within the encoding window” [73], where the
encoding window is the duration of time that the spike train is used to convey information about
the relevant stimulus feature. Therefore, in our case, the encoding window is analogous to the
time over which each sample was collected.
Data collected via pressing (Section 5.2.2) and sliding (Section 5.2.3) are used in two separate
experiments. The advantage of using data collected via sliding is that we can use the same
dataset when comparing spatial encoding with spatio-temporal approaches to encoding. Data
collected via pressing is also of interest since it may provide a stimulation which is indicative of a
more natural explorative touch that might be employed with a purely spatial code.
5.4.1 Methods
5.4.1.1 SA-I Models of Artificial Static Touch
Sample Partitioning: Pressing
Pressing data is collected as described in Section 5.2.2.
For each stimulus class, samples are randomly separated into distinct training, validation
and test sets of Ntrain = 750, Nval = 50 and Ntest = 50 samples per class respectively, yielding
total values of NtexNtrain = 8450, NtexNval = 650 and NtexNtest = 650 samples respectively.
Sample Partitioning: Sliding
Sliding data is collected as described in Section 5.2.3.
The data for each stimulus condition is truncated to 5000 frames (∼55 s) to ensure an equal
number of samples per class. Samples are generated from individual frames.
Data is separated into train, validation and test sets using two distinct methods named All
speed testing and Leave-one-speed-out cross validation
(i) All speed testing: Within each stimulus class (textures), data collected at all speeds are
grouped together to create Nsamples = 50000 samples per class. For each stimulus class,
samples are separated into distinct training, validation and tests sets, of Ntrain = 45000, Nval
= 2500 and Ntest = 2500 samples per class respectively, yielding total values of NtexNtrain =
585000, NtexNval = 32500 and NtexNtest = 32500 samples respectively. Importantly, rather
than randomly separating training, validation and test sets, they are split chronologically;
i.e., the first 45000 frames are used for training, the next 2500 are used for validation
and the last 2500 are used for testing. This serves to increase the novelty between sets: If
random splitting were used, it is likely that many test samples would be chronologically
adjacent to a training sample, thus, these samples would appear nearly identical enabling
easy classification of the respective test sample. Furthermore, the validation set serves as a
break between training and test sets which further increases novelty of the test set.
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(ii) Leave-one-speed-out cross validation: 10 sets are constructed from the original dataset.
In each set a different stimulus speed is ‘held out’ and randomly split 50:50 for validation
and test sets. The remaining 9 speeds are used for training. This approach yields the same
number of train, validation and test samples per set as the all speed testing method.
The motivation for using these two methods was to gain an understanding of how sliding
speed affects static tactile images. If images generated with sliding stimuli are a product of
spatial characteristics alone, we would expect perceptual performance of the two approaches to
be comparable. Similarly, using a held out speed for testing further increases its novelty as the
rotating drum stimulator was paused between each new collection speed.
Feature Extraction: Pressing
Artificial SA-I afferents are derived using the methods described in Section 4.5.2. In essence,
image processing is used to track markers and an algorithm computes the Euclidean distance of
each marker from its at-rest position. These Euclidean distances are equated to SA-I firing and
are used to construct SA-I tactile images on a frame-by-frame basis.
Each sample is made from the last frame of each press; i.e., the lowest point.
Feature Extraction: Sliding
For each frame, features are derived as with pressing. In this case, however, each sample is a
single frame.
Model
The SA-I static texture classification models (SA1-STC-press/SA1-STC-slide) are constructed
with a 2D convolutional neural network, built using Keras [286], with TensorFlow backend [287].
The same network architecture is used for static perception with both pressing and sliding data,
a schematic for which is shown in Fig. 5.2. This network permits 19x19 tactile images as input
and outputs a 13x1 vector with each element corresponding to an individual texture class. All




































Figure 5.2: 2D-CNN architecture, used for texture classification using tactile images of artificial
SA-I afferents (figure created with NN-SVG [285]).
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In addition to the architecture shown in Fig. 5.2, regularization techniques are implemented:
drop-outs of 0.4, 0.2 and 0.2 are used prior to layers FC-1, FC-2 and Output respectively as well
as L2 regularisation (with factor 0.005) on each dense layer. Batch normalisation is implemented
after each convolutional layer.
This architecture was chosen by manually tuning hyper-parameters and optimising for
accuracy on the validation data.
Training
SA1-STC-press and SA1-STC-slide models are trained in Keras with TensorFlow backend. Train-
ing data is fed through the networks in batches of 64 samples. The entire set is propagated for a
maximum of 150 epochs. An Adaptive Momentum Estimation optimiser (ADAM) on a categorical
cross-entropy loss is used for updating the weights after each batch. Training may stop early
if validation accuracy plateaus with the use of a patience factor of 30 epochs. The models are
saved after every epoch. When performing leave-one-speed-out cross validation, a separate model,
SA1-STC-slide-v, is trained for each held out speed, v. A total of 12 models are trained, 1 for
pressing data, 1 for all speed testing and 10 for leave-one-speed out cross validation.
Testing
The models achieving the highest validation accuracy are used for testing. Testing is performed
by making predictions on the hold-out (test) sets. Test samples are fed through the networks and
predictions are made by performing an argmax function on the network’s outputs.
5.4.1.2 FA Models of Artificial Static Touch
Sample Partitioning: Pressing
The same pressing dataset of TacTip video recording is used for both artificial SA-I and FA
afferents. Artificial FA samples are partitioned in an identical fashion to their SA-I counterparts.
Sample Partitioning: Sliding
Again, the same sliding dataset of TacTip video recording is used for both artificial SA-I and FA
afferents. Artificial FA samples are partitioned in an identical fashion to their SA-I counterparts.
Feature Extraction: Presses
Artificial FA afferents are derived using the methods described in Section 4.5.2. As with SA-I
afferents, marker positions extracted using image processing are used. In essence, the difference
in marker displacement between adjacent frames (speed) is used to construct a tactile image of
artificial FA firing.
FA samples are constructed from the mean of each afferent over the course of the entire press.
Artificial FAs only responds to changes in marker position (see Section 4.4.2), therefore firing
must be accumulated over the dynamic phase of a press.
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Feature Extraction: Sliding
For each frame, features are derived as with pressing. In this case, however, each sample is a
single frame.
Model
The FA static texture classification models for pressing and sliding (FA-STC-press/FA-STC-slide)
are constructed from the same 2D convolutional architecture as with artificial SA-I afferents (Fig.
5.2).
Training
FA-STC models are trained in the same way as SA1-STC models (Section 5.4.1.1).
Testing
































































Figure 5.3: Tactile images of artificial SA-I and FA firing, A and B respectively, collected with
presses. Light pixels indicate higher relative artificial firing. Letters, a, g and m, indicate
stimulus class as described in Table. 5.1. Numbers (0-9) indicate sample instances.
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Figs. 5.4A and 5.4B provide examples of tactile image samples of artificial SA-I and FA firing
respectively, when the TacTip was pressed onto stimuli a, g and m (described in Table 5.2). Nine
samples are shown for each stimulus, where each sample was collected with x, y, z, roll, pitch
and yaw varied randomly as explained, in Section 5.2.2.
Considering, first, SA-I tactile images (Fig. 5.3A), collected on stimulus a, the smooth stimulus.
In general, the form of these tactile images can be interpreted in much the same way as we did
for the Data Visualisation section (Section 4.5.3.1) in Chapter 4. Essentially, as an area of the
skin conforms to the flat surface, the amount of afferent firing increases away from the centre of
the conformed area (see Fig. 4.10). Although broadly central, the position of the region of lower
firing shifts between samples. This we attribute to ±3.6° jitter in roll and pitch. Also, the size of
this region changes which we attribute to ±0.7 mm jitter in z. This interpretation seems to apply
for stimulus g and to some degree stimulus m also.
Visually, we do not observe any obvious features of the tactile image which robustly signify
texture class. In particular, classes a and g qualitatively appear to exhibit comparable intraclass
and interclass variance. This is consistent with observations from our Comparison with Physiolog-
ical Data of artificial SA-I SRPs produced on aperiodic gratings (Section 4.6.3.1, Chapter 4) on the
‘effects of neighbouring ridges’. In particular, that narrow ridges or edges were indistinguishable
from flat surfaces when spaced closer than ∼4 mm apart (Fig. 4.13); i.e., where raised bumps are
separated by <∼4 mm, they will feel the same as a flat surface.
Class m, which is the roughest of the 13 stimuli, however, does appear to show some consistent
visual features which could distinguish these images from the others. This could be described as
a more angular rectangular patch of low firing in the centre of the image. Class m has bumps
which are separated by 6 mm, which is above the approximate spatial threshold observed from
SRPs (∼4 mm) (Section 4.6.3.1, Chapter 4). Therefore, the distinguishability of tactile images
collected on class m from those of class a may serve as evidence for the interpretation from SRPs
of the limits on spatial resolution. In this case, we would expect that classes a-i are not easily
discriminated using from spatial codes of these images. Whereas, classification performance may
increase for classes j onwards.
FA tactile images shown in Fig. 5.3B were from samples corresponding to those shown in Fig.
5.3A. Each FA tactile images exhibits similar overall structure to its corresponding SA-I image;
e.g., a central dark patch of similar size, shape and position within the image as its corresponding
SA-I image. We observe increased noise in FA images as compared with their SA-I counterparts.
These FA images were constructed from integrating FA firing over an entire tap. Therefore,
it is perhaps unsurprising that the signal within SA-I and FA images looks similar considering
that artificial FA firing is essentially the magnitude of the differential of SA-I firing. It may also
follow that the increased noise is a consequence of negating the directional component of marker
velocities for modelling FA firing; e.g., here marker velocities are summed regardless of whether
the marker is moving further away or closer to its at-rest position, therefore integrating noise.
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Figure 5.4: Confusion matrices of static texture pre-
diction for data collected with presses. A and B show
results for models SA1-STC-press and FA-STC-slide
trained with SA-I and FA respectively.
Prediction results for models SA1-STC-
press and FA-STC-press (models de-
scribed in Table. 5.2) are shown as confu-
sion matrices in Figs. 5.4A and 5.4B res-
pectively. Table 5.3 provides accuracies
and standard deviations for SA1-STC-
press and FA-STC-press models.
Despite the apparent ambiguity in
texture class based on a visual inspec-
tion of SA-I data (Fig. 5.3A), the CNN
trained with SA-I tactile images, SA1-
STC-press, was able to accurately predict
texture class with moderate consistency.
The modal predicted class was always
the true class and the variance in predic-
tion, averaged across classes, was mod-
erate: ∼1.2 classes. Overall prediction ac-
curacy was ∼72% correct. Therefore, our
hypothesis, based on tactile images and
spatial response profiles SRPs on aperi-
odic gratings (Section 4.6.3.1, Chapter
4), that the model would perform poorly
when discriminate classes a-i turned out
to be incorrect. It is not obvious why our
hypothesis did not come to fruition but
clearly the model was able to detect some
robust feature that is not immediately
discernable from the tactile images. It
may be possible that some non-intended
cue might have been available during data collection, such as variation in stimulus height be-
tween changing stimulus class, although, a jitter of ±0.7 mm in z would seem larger than any
likely variation in 3D-printing thickness.
There is an apparent trend, albeit loose, for better predictions towards the roughest and
smoothest stimuli; i.e., at the edge of the range of stimuli. This may be because textures located
adjacently are the most similar in terms of dimensionality, thus classes at either end of the
roughness scale have are fewer similar stimuli making prediction easier.
In order to understand the degree to which spatial features available to coarse stimuli,
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j-m, may have aided perception, we compare prediction accuracy and variance on these four
classes, with the same metrics on the 4 smoothest stimuli, a-d. We compare extremes of the
range because both extremes benefit from the effect described above: essentially having fewer
similar alternatives; i.e., it would be unfair to compare results on classes j-m with the remaining
stimuli because, on average, these 4 stimuli have fewer similar alternatives than the remaining
9. Prediction accuracy on stimuli j-m was ∼90% compared with ∼72% on stimuli a-d and the
variance averaged across classes on stimuli j-m was ∼0.2 classes compared with ∼1.4 classes on
stimuli a-d. This suggests that, despite the unpredicted levels of performance for stimuli a-i,
there is perhaps some attenuation owing to limits on spatial resolution of the artificial SA-I
afferents.
In contrast, texture prediction using artificial FA afferents with presses (model FA-STC-press)
was poor (∼21 % accuracy and ∼6.7 classes variance), despite the visual similarity of the data to
SA-I (Fig. 5.3). The variance was relatively low considering the poor performance of the model
but this is because of bias; e.g., for classes f and h (see Fig. 5.4). An explanation for this drop
in performance is the increased noise observed with artificial FA firing compared with SA-I:
With increased noise, the signal becomes ‘washed-out’. As a consequence, during training, model
weights are less responsive to features which might accurately inform texture.
5.4.2.2 Sliding
Data: Visual Inspection
Examples of tactile images generated with sliding are shown in Figs. 5.5A and 5.5B and Figs.
5.5C and 5.5D for artificial SA-I and artificial FA afferents respectively. As with presses, Figs.
5.5A and 5.5C show examples collected with stimulus classes a, g and m (described in Table 5.2)
and 10 examples are shown for each stimulus. In this case, each example within a given class
was collected at a different speed (10-100 mms-1), indicated by the image label.
There are clear differences in the general characteristics of these tactile images when compar-
ing to pressing images (Figs. 5.3A and B). For example, they are in general darker, which means
less overall firing; i.e., the pins did not deflect as far from their rest positions when compared
with pressing.
Images of SA-I firing (Figs. 5.5A and Fig. 5.5B) tend to exhibit more asymmetry than those
collected with presses. By this, we mean that rather than a central dark patch of low firing
surrounded by a lighter area, these images often show a lighter crescent shape to the left or right
of the image (e.g., g-40, g-30, m-20 etc. in Fig. 5.5A). Naively, it might be expected that sliding
tactile images would look more similar to those collected with presses since, in both cases, at any
given frame, the TacTip was in contact with the same stimulus. These results, however, suggest
that when stimulated via sliding, the TacTip’s deformation did not reflect spatial characteristics
of the stimulus but rather was dominated by shear effects.
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Figure 5.5: Tactile images of artificial SA-I (A and B) and FA (C and D) firing collected with
sliding touch. Labels indicate stimulus (letter) and speed (number). A and C show a sample
from every speed on stimuli a, g and m (described in Table 5.2). B and D show time series of 10
adjacent samples, collected at speeds 10, 50 and 100 mms-1, all on stimulus g. The label at the
bottom right of each image in B and D indicate the temporal ordering of each frame.
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Similar to pressing data, we do not observe any features in SA-I images which can robustly
signify texture class. For example, images m-20 and g-40 in Fig. 5.5A look qualitatively similar,
whilst the variation within classes m and g is significant. We suspect this was likely caused by
the varying speed. For reference, Fig. 5.5B shows tactile images of artificial SA-I on stimulus
class g (class with the median bump spacing). Rows are separated according to speed (10, 50 and
100 mms-1) and consist of time series of 10 adjacent frames (increasing time from left to right).
Images appear similar along rows and comparatively dissimilar down the columns. Considering
Figs. 5.5A and 5.5B, we conclude that the spatial modulation of artificial SA-I firing over the
TacTip is highly dependent on both texture and speed.
Tactile images of artificial FA firing shown in Figs. 5.5C and 5.5D. are made from frames
corresponding to those shown in Fig. 5.5A and Fig. 5.5B respectively.
As with artificial SA-I, there are clear differences in the general characteristics of these tactile
images when comparing to images created with presses (Fig. 5.3). In particular, considering
FA images in isolation, there is considerably less structure with data collected through sliding
compared with pressing. This is likely a consequence of, not just the nature of stimulation, but
also a difference in the way samples were constructed: For example, with sliding data, each FA
tactile image is effectively constructed from the difference in adjacent SA-I images. Considering
Fig. 5.5B, adjacent SA-I images appear very similar, thus any structure in the associated FA
image is likely to be minimal. In comparison, FA samples produced with pressing (Fig. 5.3B) were
constructed from the accumulation of FA firing over the course of a each press. By integrating
small signals at each frame, the overall signal to noise ratio will be increased.
As with artificial SA-I samples, FA images collected with sliding touch do not exhibit any
clear visual features which robustly signify texture class. Contrastingly, however, artificial FA
firing does not show the same degree of consistency between adjacent images (Fig. 5.5D).
Texture Classification - All speed testing
Prediction results for models SA1-STC-slide and FA-STC-slide (models described in Table. 5.2)
are shown as confusion matrices in Figs. 5.6A and 5.6B respectively. Table 5.3 provides accuracies
and standard deviations for SA1-STC-slide and FA-STC-slide models.
The trained model, SA1-STC-slide, was able to correctly predict texture in all but 4 trials.
This model was trained with samples collected at all 10 speeds (all speed testing). Meaning that,
for each test trial, the exact stimulus condition shown to the model had also been used to train
the network. Although the tactile images of SA-I firing (Fig. 5.5A) appear to show significant
variance within each class, the high accuracy is consistent with observations from Fig. 5.5B that
tactile data collected under identical stimulus conditions exhibits minimal variance.
FA-STC-slide, performed comparatively worse than its SA-I counterpart (SA1-STC-slide),
however, dramatically outperformed its equivalent model for pressing data (FA-STC-press). The
overall prediction accuracy was ∼58% correct. The modal predicted class was always the true
class. The variance in prediction, averaged across classes, was relatively high: ∼7.8 classes. It
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seems likely that the drop in performance, as compared with the equivalent model trained on
SA-I data (SA1-STC-slide), is a consequence of the relative inconsistency in FA tactile images
collected at the same speed; e.g., more variance is seen within the rows of Fig. 5.5D compared
with Fig. 5.5B. Owing to this, unlike model SA1-STC-slide, FA-STC-slide does not benefit so much
from seeing examples of each speed at both train and test time.
(A)
(B)
Figure 5.6: Confusion matrices of static texture pre-
diction for all speed testing. A and B show results for
SA1-STC-slide and FA-STC-slide trained with SA-I
and FA afferents respectively.
Texture Classification - Leave-one-
speed-out
Prediction results for leave-one-speed-
out cross validation models SA1-STC-
slide-v and FA-STC-slide-v (models de-
scribed in Table. 5.2) are shown as confu-
sion matrices in Figs. 5.7A and 5.7B res-
pectively. Table 5.3 provides accuracies
and standard deviations for SA1-STC-
slide-v and FA-STC-slide-v models aver-
aged across hold out speeds.
Firstly, considering models SA1-STC-
slide-v, trained with SA-I data, clearly
performance was significantly worse
than in the case of all speed testing (SA1-
STC-slide, Fig. 5.6A) which can be un-
derstood as a consequence of the vari-
ance in tactile images across speeds. De-
spite this, each model clearly performed
better than chance which suggests that
there is at least some level of coherence
within texture classes in terms of speed-
invariant spatial features. The accuracy
averaged across all models was ∼50 %.
Near perfect predictions were made for
stimulus class a (completely smooth) at
every hold-out speed and we see a gen-
eral trend towards better performance
at either end of the range of stimuli. As
with pressing data, this may be under-
stood as a consequence of fewer similar alternatives at the range edges.
The best performing SA-I model was SA1-STC-slide-80, with a hold-out speed of 80 mms-1,
achieving a classification accuracy of ∼64 %. It seems likely that performance would be worse on
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Confusion matrices for static texture perception: SA-I, collected with
sliding touch, testing with left-out speed(A)
10 mms−1 20 mms−1 30 mms−1 40 mms−1 50 mms−1
60 mms−1 70 mms−1 80 mms−1 90 mms−1 100 mms−1
Confusion matrices for static texture perception: FA, collected with
sliding touch, testing with left-out speed(B)
10 mms−1 20 mms−1 30 mms−1 40 mms−1 50 mms−1
60 mms−1 70 mms−1 80 mms−1 90 mms−1 100 mms−1
Figure 5.7: Confusion matrices of static texture prediction using leave-one-speed-out cross vali-
dation. A and B are for artificial models SA1-STC-slide-v trained on SA-I and FA respectively.
Each matrix refers to a different model trained and tested with a held out speed, indicated by its
individual title.
hold-out speeds at the extremes of the speed range because the network was trained only on data
collected either at faster or slower speeds for 10 and 100 mms-1 respectively. This might have a
continued but lessening affect when moving towards the middle of the range of hold-out speeds.
Whilst this hypothesis might explain the relatively poor performance for the slower hold-out
speeds, there does not appear to be significant attenuation in performance at the other end of
the range. This could be attributed to a competing relationship between hold-out speed and
performance; e.g., more salient data being created when the stimulation speed is increased.
The average accuracy of static FA models, FA-DTC-v, across held out speeds was ∼51 %. This
does not seem to reflect the comparative performance to equivalent SA-I models as seen from
confusion matrices, where, in general, FA models (Fig. 5.7B) appear to perform better than SA-I
models (Fig. 5.7A). This is because, in fact, FA-DTC-10 had considerably worse accuracy (∼26 %)
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for hold-out speed 10 mms-1 than SA-DTC-10 (∼40 %), which reduced the average accuracy score
for FA-DTC-v models.
FA-DTC-v models provided better accuracy for hold-out speeds v >60 mms-1 than the FA
model trained and tested using all speeds (FA-STC-slide, Fig. 5.6B), forming an interesting
contrast to that seen with artificial SA-I afferents.
FA shows a similar trend to SA-I, with a reduction in performance for slower hold-out speeds,
suggesting that, within the range used here, perception is improved with higher sliding speed.
This argument also offers explanation for the improvement in performance over all speed testing
at hold-out speeds greater than the 60 mms-1 threshold: If prediction accuracy is poor for slow
speeds, by removing these speeds when testing, accuracy may improve, perhaps above a baseline
level achieved with all speed testing. This hypothesis was confirmed by simply removing test
samples collected at speeds below the 60 mms-1 threshold and re-testing with the all speed model
(FA-STC-slide) which achieved an accuracy of ∼80 %.
The fact that FA afferents were generally better predictors of texture than SA-I afferents
when using a held out speed, suggests that artificial FA afferents offer better generalisation
to previously un-observed speeds. Or, equivalently, SA-I models tend to over-fit, responding to
spatial structures which vary with speed, rather than speed-invariant features. This hypothesis
is supported by comparing Fig. 5.5B of SA-I firing with 5.5D of FA firing. Unlike with SA-I tactile
images, there appears to be little coherence, in terms of spatial structure, within speeds for FA
firing. Thus, FA data offers less opportunity for the model to learn undesirable features; i.e., the
data is naturally regularised.
5.4.3 Discussion
Spatial encoding of texture was isolated in all three experiments: pressing, sliding - all speed
testing and sliding - leave-one-speed-out by removing the temporal dimension to each sample and
designing the stimuli to have consistent intensive qualities (see Section 5.2.1.1).
In all cases, texture prediction with artificial SA-I afferents was considerably better than
chance, suggesting that spatial modulation of the modelled SA-I channel can encode roughness.
Similarly, artificial FA tactile images were found to be good predictors of texture in all but
pressing scenarios.
When the TacTip was pressed onto texture stimuli, no robust visual feature for roughness
encoding was immediately obvious in either SA-I or FA firing, however, model SA1-STC-press,
trained with SA-I data, which exhibits a spatial feature detector in the form of convolutional
layers, was able to predict texture with moderate accuracy (∼72 %), suggesting there was indeed
some spatial feature which robustly varied with texture. This supports the likeness of our afferent
model to the human SA-I channel, since evidence suggests that coarse textures may be encoded in
the spatial modulation of activity within populations of natural SA-I afferents [43, 110, 112, 118].
Furthermore, comparison of prediction accuracy on coarse stimuli with that on fine stimuli
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suggests a modulation in performance which agrees with our observations of spatial resolution
from spatial response profiles (SRPs) collected on aperiodic gratings (Section 4.6.3.1, Chapter 4).
Unlike the results of human studies, which generally conclude that FA afferents may also
provide feasible spatial coding of coarse textures, we found that a CNN trained with artificial
FA tactile images collected with presses (FA-STC-press) was unable to classify texture. A result
which we attribute to increased noise resulting from the approach to generating FA tactile images
with presses (Section 5.4.2.1).
Clearly sliding data for artificial SA-I afferents varied with both roughness and speed (Figs.
5.5A and 5.5B). The tactile images seem to be characteristic of shearing. Despite this, accurate
predictions of texture were made, in particular with all speed testing, SA1-STC-slide, suggesting
that, as well as spatial, frictional properties may provide a valid cue for roughness.
Table 5.3: Table of results for all static tex-
ture classification models. Variance here is
the variance of prediction within a class, av-
eraged accross all classes. Where the mod-
els are trained and tested with leave-one-
speed-out cross validation (indicated with













SA1-STC-slide-v performed worse than SA1-
STC-slide, which is most likely a consequence of
the variation in tactile images with speed. This
again, indicates that deformation was dominated
by frictional rather than spatial properties since
purely spatial cues will be unaffected by scanning
speed.
Unlike SA-I models, those trained and tested
with artificial FA afferents generalised much bet-
ter to previously unobserved speeds (Fig. 5.7), an
interesting result which we attribute to implicit
regularisation within FA training data (Section
5.4.2.2: Texture Classification - Leave-one-speed-
out).
The improvement of both SA and FA STC-slide
models on their pressing counterparts may be a
consequence of multiple factors: Frictional cues
provided via sliding touch may be a better pre-
dictor of texture than spatial cues provided by
pressing. However, a considerably larger quantity of data was used to train sliding models,
which is known to improve generalisation. It seems likely that the later hypothesis would have
contributed significantly to the improvement in performance, and consequently, makes it difficult
to assess the feasibility of the former.
As with the pressing method, neither all speed testing nor leave-one-speed-out models showed
significant noticeable degradation in performance with increasing fineness of the stimulus. It is
possible that, as with the pressing method, this is again a consequence of some non-intended cue
becoming implicitly available within the tactile image data as a result of the rigid experimental
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setup. We suggest, however, that in the case of sliding data the unusually high performance
seen across the stimulus range can be predicted from the tactile image data, which, as stated, is
dominated by frictional rather than spatial cues. We believe valid frictional cues are likely to be
available for the finest stimuli were spatial cues (based on stimulus properties) are not.
5.5 Perception: Dynamic Models of Touch
Whilst it is believed that humans employ spatial coding schemes for perceiving coarse textures,
it is thought that below a threshold coarseness, textures can no longer be spatially resolved by
SA-I and FA afferents [221]. At this point vibrations created by dynamic touch provide cues for
surface roughness which can be temporally encoded [126, 129] (Section 2.1.3.6).
We therefore consider dynamic touch as a method for robot texture perception and devise
methods which leverage a spatio-temporal coding of artificial SA-I and FA firing and temporal
cues of acoustic vibrations measured with the TacTip’s vibrational channel.
As mentioned in the previous chapter (Section 4.1), unlike neuromorphic sensors and, indeed,
neurons, our artificial afferents do not produce spiking output, instead, we suggest each afferent
models firing rate, a quantity which is often implied as a fundamental coding scheme for individual
neurons in biology, in contrast many neuorscientists have argued that precise inter-spike timing
encodes important information [266]. In this sense, when we talk about temporal code of artificial
SA-I and FA afferents, we do not imply that this is analogues to schemes that use precise timing
of individual spikes, but rather use temporal variation in firing rate within an encoding window,
which is also considered temporal coding [74].
Here we only utilise data collected via sliding (Section 5.2.3) since pressing data does not
provide time varying signals. Data collected via sliding is indicative of natural texture exploration
employed by humans [288].
5.5.1 Methods
5.5.1.1 SA-I Models of Artificial Dynamic Touch
Sample Partitioning
The same sliding dataset is used for dynamic touch as with static touch. For details of how this
set is collected see Section 5.2.3.
As with static touch, the data for each stimulus condition is truncated to 5000 frames (∼55 s)
to ensure an equal number of samples per class. In contrast to static touch, samples are generated
from sets of 10 adjacent frames (∼0.1 s), this is to enable a temporal encoding of texture, yielding
a total of 500 samples per stimulus condition. In the analogy with human perception, this would
be a ∼0.1 s encoding window. Importantly, the temporal dimension of each sample is not reduced
in anyway; i.e., each sample is now a 19x19x10 3D vector, where the decoding model is able to
extract features within this full 3D spatio-temporal structure.
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Data is separated into train, validation and test sets using the same distinct methods as with
static touch, collected with sliding stimulation: All speed testing and Leave-one-speed-out
cross validation. For details of how these two approaches differ see Section 5.4.1.
(i) All speed testing: In dynamic touch, the same ratio train:validation:test as with static
touch is used. Thus, there are Nsamples = 5000 samples per class in total and Ntrain =
4500, Nval = 250 and Ntest = 250 samples per class respectively, yielding total values of
NtexNtrain = 58500, NtexNval = 3250 and NtexNtest = 3250 samples respectively. As with
static touch, rather than randomly separating training, validation and test sets, they are
split chronologically in order to increase novelty between train, validation and test sets.
(ii) Leave-one-speed-out cross validation: 10 distinct sets are constructed from the original
dataset. In each set a different stimulus speed is ‘held out’ and randomly split 50:50 for
validation and test sets. The remaining 9 speeds are used for training. This approach yields
the same number of train, validation and test samples per set as the all speed testing
method.
The motivation for using these two methods differs from that of static touch: It is known from
psychophysical experiments that human texture perception is invariant to speed [120, 130, 131].
It is therefore of interest to assess the degree to which our methods of texture perception are
speed-invariant with the hope that we may gain insight into how this phenomenon is achieved in
humans.
Feature Extraction
Artificial SA-I afferents of each frame are derived using the method described in Section 4.5.2.
Thus each sample consists of a 10x19x19 feature vector of artificial SA-I firing.
Model
The SA-I dynamic texture classification model (SA1-DTC) is constructed with a convolutional-
LSTM (ConvLSTM), built using Keras [286], with TensorFlow backend [287], a schematic for
which is shown in Fig. 5.8. This network permits 19x19x10 tactile images as input and outputs a
13x1 vector with each element corresponding to an individual texture class.
In essence, a frame at each timestamp, t0-9, of a sample is passed through a feature detector,
labelled ‘CNN’. The architecture of the feature detector is taken directly from that used in the
STTCM model (Fig. 5.2: layers Conv2D-1 to MaxPool-2). The output feature maps are flattened
before being passed to a multi-layer LSTM unit, consisting of 3 layers with 10 LSTM blocks each.
The output of the LSTM unit is passed to a fully connected unit, ‘FC’, the architecture of which
is taken directly from that used in the STTCM model (Fig. 5.2: layers FC-1 to FC-2). An output
layer, consisting of 13 neurons, provides a prediction for each class.
Reusing the architecture of the feature detection and fully connected parts of the STTCM
model serves to provide a more controlled comparison between encoding mechanisms; i.e., dif-
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Figure 5.8: ConvLSTM architecture, used for texture classification with tactile image sequences
of artificial SA-I and FA afferents.
ferences in performance between static and dynamic touch can more easily be attributed to the
availability of temporal features. The LSTM hyper-parameters were chosen by manual tuning
whilst optimising for validation accuracy.
Training
SA1-DTC models are trained in Keras with TensorFlow backend. Training data is fed through
the networks in batches of 64 samples. The entire set is propagated for a maximum of 150 epochs.
An Adaptive Momentum Estimation optimiser (ADAM) on a categorical cross-entropy loss is
used for updating the weights after each batch. Training may stop early if validation accuracy
plateaus with the use of a patience factor of 30 epochs. The models are saved after every epoch.
When performing leave-one-speed-out cross validation, a separate model, SA1-DTC-v, is trained
for each held out speed, v. A total of 11 models are trained, 1 for all speed testing and 10 for
leave-one-speed out cross validation.
Testing
In all cases the model achieving the highest validation accuracy is used for testing. Testing is
performed by making predictions on the hold-out (test) set. Test samples are fed through the
networks and predictions are made by performing an argmax function on the network output.
5.5.1.2 FA Models of Artificial Dynamic Touch
Sample Partitioning
The same sliding dataset of TacTip video recording is used to construct dynamic FA samples as is
used for dynamic SA-I. Artificial FA samples are partitioned in an identical fashion to their SA
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counterpart.
Feature Extraction
Artificial FA afferents of each frame are derived using the method described in Section 4.5.2.
Thus each sample consists of a 10x19x19 feature vector of artificial FA firing.
Model
The FA dynamic texture classification models (FA-DTC) are constructed from the same ConvL-
STM architecture as used with artificial SA-I afferents (Fig. 5.8).
Training
FA-DTC models are trained in the same way as SA1-DTC models (See Section 5.5.1.1).
Testing
FA-DTC models are tested in the same way as SA1-DTC models (See Section 5.5.1.1).
5.5.1.3 Vibration Model of Artificial Dynamic Touch
Sample Partitioning
Microphone data, collected simultaneously to the video used to construct dynamic SA-I and FA
samples, is used to construct vibration samples. For details of how this set is collected see Section
5.2.3.
Overlapping samples of ∼2 s and stride of ∼1 s are generated from sets of 88200 data points,
yielding a total of 58 samples per stimulus condition.
As with preceding modalities, data is separated into train, validation and test sets using
two methods: All speed testing and Leave-one-speed-out cross validation. For details of how
these two approaches differ see Section 5.4.1.
(i) All speed testing: Approximately the same ratio train:validation:test as with artificial
SA-I and FA afferents is used. There are Nsamples = 580 samples per class in total and
Ntrain = 520, Nval = 30 and Ntest = 30 samples per class respectively, yielding total values of
NtexNtrain = 6760, NtexNval = 390 and NtexNtest = 390 samples respectively. Again, rather
than randomly separating training, validation and test sets, they are split chronologically
in order to increase novelty between train, validation and test sets.
(ii) Leave-one-speed-out cross validation: 10 distinct sets are constructed from the original
dataset. In each set a different stimulus speed is ‘held out’ and randomly split 29:30 for
validation and test sets. The remaining 9 speeds are used for training. This approach yields
NtexNtrain = 6903, NtexNval = 377 and NtexNtest = 390 samples respectively.
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The difference in number of samples between all speed testing and leave-one-speed-out cross
validation approaches is owing to a requirement that the same ratio of speeds be present in train,
validation and test sets as with all speed testing, therefore a small portion of the data was thrown
away. This is not the case for leave-one-speed-out cross validation and thus we were able to use
all of the data for this method.
As with artificial SA-I and FA under dynamic stimulus conditions, the motivation for using
these two sample partitioning techniques is to assess the degree to which our methods of texture
perception are speed-invariant.
Feature Extraction
From each sample of raw audio data (time domain), a 1D feature vector of amplitudes at discrete
frequencies is constructed by performing an FFT. Because each sample contains the same number
of data points and spans the same amount of time, corresponding elements of the feature vectors
of each sample are associated with the same frequencies. These feature vectors are truncated to
a size of 400x1 which provides a maximum frequency of 200 Hz. The features are scaled to fall
between 0 and 1 with a division by the largest amplitude: unscaled input values can cause slow
or unstable learning [289]. This is important for the vibrational channel because the unscaled
input values have a large range (Fig. 4.29)
Our hypothesis is that the harmonic structure of induced vibrations is a viable cue of texture
(Section 4.7.3), therefore, each feature vector must be of sufficient resolution to communicate
harmonic structure. There is, however, a trade-off between number of samples, Nsamples, and
detail within the feature vectors: FFT is a linear transformation that maps the Ntd points to
Nfd points, where Ntd and Nfd are the number of time and frequency domain points respectively.
Therefore, with more data-points per sample, each feature vector has higher resolution. However,
with too few training samples, a predictive model is likely to over-fit when training. This trade-off
was considered when deciding on how many samples should be constructed from the continuous
dataset.
Model
The vibrational dynamic texture classification model (vibro-DTC) is constructed with a 1D
convolutional neural network, built and trained using Keras [286], with TensorFlow backend
[287]. A schematic for the chosen architecture is shown in Fig. 5.9. This network permits 400x1
feature vectors as input and outputs a 13x1 vector with each element corresponding to an
individual texture class. All hidden layers use ReLU activation functions and the output layer
uses softmax activations on each neuron.
In addition to the architecture shown in Fig. 5.9, regularization techniques are implemented:
drop-out of 0.4, is used prior to layer FC-1, as well as L2 regularisation (with factor 0.005) on
layer FC-1. Batch normalisation is implemented after each convolutional layer.
This architecture was chosen by manually tuning hyper-parameters and optimising for
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Figure 5.9: 1D-CNN architecture used for texture classification using FFTs of vibration data
samples (figure created with NN-SVG [285]).
validation accuracy.
Training
Vibro-DTC models are trained in the same way as FA and SA1-DTC models (See Section 5.5.1.1).
Again, a total of 11 models are trained, 1 for all speed testing and 10 for leave-one-speed out cross
validation.
Testing
Vibro-DTC models are tested in the same way as FA and SA1-DTC models (See Section 5.5.1.1).
5.5.2 Results
Data: Visual Inspection
For dynamic perception experiments, we use the same data as with static touch collected through
sliding contact. Therefore, as with static touch, here we refer to Fig. 5.5 for analysing SA-I
and FA tactile images. In particular, we are concerned with Figs. 5.5B and 5.5D as these show
sequences of 10 adjacent frames of SA-I and FA tactile images respectively; i.e., each row depicts
an individual sample used with dynamic texture perception models, SA1-DTC and FA-DTC
(described in table 5.2)
A striking characteristic of artificial SA-I afferents, evident from Fig. 5.5B, is that there is
very little variation on the time scale presented (∼0.1 s). This is compared to FA images (Fig.
5.5D), where we see considerably more temporal variation in the spatial modulation of artificial
firing. This might indicate that artificial FA firing contains a more suitable temporal encoding of
texture.
Examples of vibrational channel samples, generated as described in Section 5.5.1.3, are
shown in Fig. 5.10. As described in Section 5.5.1.3, we hypothesise that the harmonic structure of
induced vibrations; i.e., FFT shape, provides a viable cue for texture and therefore, each sample
is required to exhibit sufficient resolution in order to accurately express the harmonic structure.
Fig. 5.10 suggests that the chosen resolution provides sufficient detail to visually distinguish
textures based on the shape of their FFTs. 200 Hz appears to be a suitable maximum frequency
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Figure 5.10: FFT samples produced when sliding on stimuli. Labels indicate stimulus (letter) and
speed (number).
since we found there to be very little spectral power above this frequency in all cases, therefore,
we used a vector length of 400 features, expressing frequencies up to 200 Hz.
The hypothesis that the harmonic structure of induced vibrations is a viable cue for texture
discrimination is supported by the FFTs shown in Fig. 5.10: we observed a consistent shape
within each texture, with speed only affecting the scaling rather than structure; e.g., at higher
speeds the feature vectors are ‘stretched-out’ with peak frequencies increased and at lower speeds
the feature vectors are ‘squashed’ with peak frequencies reduced.
On the scale of these plots, samples from class a (smooth stimulus) have extremely low
feature values, which is a consequence of relatively low amplitude vibration. This is seen at all
speeds and has the consequence of making samples of class a appear very distinguishable from
those of other classes. We predict that all models trained with vibrational channel data will have
high accuracy when tested on class a.
Texture Classification - All speed testing
Prediction results for models SA1-DTC, FA-DTC and vibro-DTC (models described in Table. 5.2)
are shown as confusion matrices in Figs. 5.11A, 5.11B and 5.11C respectively. Table 5.4 provides
accuracies and standard deviations for SA1-DTC, FA-DTC and vibro-DTC models.
The dynamic model trained with SA-I data, SA1-DTC, was able to correctly predict texture
in all trials. As with the SA1-STC-slide, this model was trained with samples collected at all
10 speeds. Meaning that, for each test trial, the exact stimulus condition shown to the model
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Figure 5.11: Confusion matrices of dynamic texture
prediction for all speed testing. A, B and C show re-
sults for SA1-DTC, FA-DTC and vibro-DTC trained
on SA-I, FA and vibrational channels respectively.
had also been used to train the network.
Our explanation for the exceptional per-
formance of SAl-STC-slide under condi-
tions of all speed testing (Section 5.4.2.2)
also holds true for dynamic touch: Tac-
tile data collected under identical stimu-
lus conditions exhibits minimal variance
and, therefore, spatial features which
vary simultaneously with speed and tex-
ture can be learned and used for texture
classification.
Again, mirroring the static case, FA-
DTC performed comparatively worse
than the equivalent SA-I model, SA1-
DTC and similarly the explanation for
this drop in performance is the relative
inconsistency in FA tactile images col-
lected at the same speed (see Fig. 5.5D).
The all speed, dynamic model
trained with FA data, FA-DTC, improved
upon its static counterpart, FA-STC-
slide (Fig. 5.7B), suggesting that some
degree of salient information is con-
tained within the temporal patterns of
artificial FA afferent firing. The over-
all prediction accuracy of FA-DTC was
∼77% correct. The modal predicted class
was always the true class. The variance
in prediction, averaged across classes,
was ∼4 classes.
Finally, considering all-speed dy-
namic texture perception using our en-
gineered vibrational channel, Fig. 5.11C.
The trained model, vibro-DTC, was able
to correctly predict texture in all but 1
trial. Clearly this suggests that using vi-
brational data collected via the TacTip’s
microphone is a viable approach to tex-
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ture perception, at-least where the classifier is tested with data collected at speeds which were
also used when training. Furthermore, the result suggests that the shape of frequency spectra
of induced vibrations is a viable cue for texture. Therefore, our robotic system successfully uses
temporal coding of vibrational cues for the classification of these textures.
As with SA-I models, it is likely that the high performance observed when using vibrational
data under conditions of all-speed-testing is a result of the consistency in data across identical
stimulation conditions; i.e., when both speed and texture align. In this case, the model will learn
to use, not just the shape of the FFT samples, but also the absolute positions of spectral features,
a property observed to vary with speed (see Fig. 5.10).
Texture Classification - Leave-one-speed-out
Prediction results for leave-one-speed-out cross validation models SA1-DTC-v, FA-DTC-v and
vibro-DTC-v (models described in Table. 5.2) are shown as confusion matrices in Figs. 5.12A, 5.12B
and 5.12C respectively. Table 5.4 provides accuracies and standard deviations for SA1-DTC-v,
FA-DTC-v and vibro-DTC-v models averaged across hold-out speeds.
Firstly, considering SA1-DTC-v models, trained with SA-I data: Clearly performance was
significantly worse than in the case of all speed testing, as was also the case for static texture
perception. Similarly, we understand this to be a consequence of the variance in tactile images
across speeds (Fig. 5.5B).
Each SA-I model performed at-least moderately better than chance. Accuracy, averaged across
models with each hold-out speed, was ∼50 % which matches that of the static variant (SA1-STC-
slide). However, confusion matrices suggest a slight drop in performance when comparing the
results of dynamic SA-I models to their static counterparts (Fig. 5.7A). This suggests that models
based on SA-I afferent firing do not benefit from the addition of a temporal dimension; i.e.,
artificial SA-I afferents do not encode texture temporally. The small drop in performance is likely
to be a consequence of a 10-fold reduction in the number of training samples, compared with
static data. Fewer samples often results in over-fitting to the training data.
FA leave-one-speed-out models (Fig. 5.12B) clearly benefited from the availability of temporal
features. The accuracy of the FA-DTC-v models was ∼70 % compared to ∼51 % for the static case
(FA-STC-slide, Fig. 5.7). This suggests that artificial FA can encode texture in the spatio-temporal
modulation of its firing; i.e., there is some benefit to extracting spatio-temporal over purely spatial
features. This is in contrast with what was seen with SA-I artificial afferents, a result which was
predicted from inspection of the tactile images (Fig. 5.5D vs. Fig. 5.5B), where more variation
was seen within a single dynamic sample (i.e., a row) of FA firing compared to SA-I.
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Confusion matrices for dynamic texture perception: SA-I, collected with
sliding touch, testing with left-out speed(A)
10 mms−1 20 mms−1 30 mms−1 40 mms−1 50 mms−1
60 mms−1 70 mms−1 80 mms−1 90 mms−1 100 mms−1
Confusion matrices for dynamic texture perception: FA, collected with
sliding touch, testing with left-out speed(B)
10 mms−1 20 mms−1 30 mms−1 40 mms−1 50 mms−1
60 mms−1 70 mms−1 80 mms−1 90 mms−1 100 mms−1
Confusion matrices for dynamic texture perception: vibrational channel,
collected with sliding touch, testing with left-out speed(C)
10 mms−1 20 mms−1 30 mms−1 40 mms−1 50 mms−1
60 mms−1 70 mms−1 80 mms−1 90 mms−1 100 mms−1
Figure 5.12: Confusion matrices of dynamic texture prediction using leave-one-speed-out cross
validation. A, B and C are for SA1-DTC-v, FA-DTC-v and vibro-DTC-v trained with SA-I, FA
and vibrational channels respectively. Each matrix refers to a different model trained and tested
with a held out speed, indicated by its individual title.
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As with static perception, dynamic FA models (FA-DTC-v) performed better above a threshold
hold-out speed (50 mms-1) than when using the all speed testing model (FA-DTC). The hypothesis
presented for this with static perception was that low speeds are comparatively ineffective for
texture perception, therefore, by including them in the test set, they contribute towards lowering
the overall accuracy in the FA-DTC model.
We hypothesise that higher hold-out speeds produce better perception because each sample is
formed of a fixed length time window (∼0.1 s); when the stimulation speed is greater, more of the
stimulus will pass the TacTip per sample. With more of the stimulus being felt, naturally each
sample will contain more information.
Finally, we consider leave-one-speed-out using the vibrational channel (Fig. 5.12), vibro-DTC-v.
These models underperformed when compared to the vibro-DTC: average accuracy of ∼52 % vs.
100 %. This suggests the developed method did not generalise well to unobserved speeds. Our
hypothesis was that the 1D-CNNs would learn, not to use the exact shape of each vector, but
rather a scale invariant representation of the structure, since our analysis of the data (Fig.
5.10) suggests that the structure is consistent within textures but sliding speed affects scaling.
Although these models were capable of predicting texture in some cases, particularly, as predicted,
for the smooth stimulus (class a), the models clearly did not effectively extract speed-invariant
features from FFTs.
5.5.2.1 Vibration Data Augmentation
To enable the vibration texture classification models to generalise over different speeds, clearly
some measure must be taken to force the models to learn speed-invariant features. One approach
to this would be to simply collect more data, specifically at a more complete set of speeds. This
would likely reduce over-fitting by: i) increasing the amount of training data and ii) introducing
more noise into the dataset. Furthermore, with a more continuous set of speeds, the held out
speed is likely to look more similar to a portion of the training data simply because that data was
collected at more similar speeds.
Alternatively, the existing data could be augmented which artificially produces new training
data. Augmentation generally involves introducing variation into existing data by transforming
it in some way; e.g., in image data, this could be by stretching, mirroring, rotating, zooming,
translating or adding Gaussian noise [290]. Augmentation is desirable since it is considerably less
time consuming than collecting more data; therefore, it is an approach we intend to implement.
Rather than randomly transforming existing data, however, we propose a more informed
approach that is in effect very similar to collecting more data at a larger variety of speeds.
Essentially, by ‘stretching’ and ‘squashing’ the existing FFT samples in the frequency domain,
data collected at different speeds can be simulated.
Augmentation Procedure
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The leave-one-speed-out cross validation method (Section 5.5.1.3) was used for constructing train,
validation and test sets. Thus, we created 10 distinct sets with a different held out speed. Feature
extraction was also performed as explained in Section 5.5.1.3.
For every ‘real’ training sample, six augmented samples were created, three of which were
stretched in the frequency domain by a factor uniformly sampled between 1 and 2 and the
remaining three were stretched by a factor uniformly sampled between 0.5 and 1 (effectively
squashing). Therefore, we created 3120= 6×Ntrain-real training samples per class, Ntrain, where
Ntrain-real = 520 is the number of real training samples per class; i.e., the number of samples per
class used to train vibro-DTC-v.
Fig. 5.13 shows real and augmented vibration samples collected on stimulus i. Augmented
samples, derived from a real sample collected at 40 mms-1 (centre), are stretched by factors of
0.5 and 2, bottom left and right respectively. Notice how the augmented data has been scaled
to appear similar to the real samples above, collected at 20 and 80 mms-1, top left and right
respectively. Through augmentation, samples collected 20 and 80 mms-1 have been artificial
simulated.
Augmentation CNN Model
The same 1D-CNN model architecture was used as with real data, shown in Fig. 5.9. As with the
leave-one-speed-out cross validation approach, 10 separate models of the same architecture were
trained and tested using the procedure described in Section 5.5.1.3. These models are named
vibro-DTC-v-aug.
Results
Classification results of the models trained with augmented vibration data are shown as confusion
matrices in Fig. 5.14. Table 5.4 provides accuracy and standard deviation for model and vibro-
DTC-v-aug averaged across hold-out speeds.
×0.5 ×2
Figure 5.13: Real and augmented vibrational samples. All 5 plots show data collected on stimulus
i. Centre: real data, collected at 40 mms-1. Top left: real data, collected at 20 mms-1. Top right:
real data, collected at 80 mms-1. Bottom left: augmented data, stretched by a factor of 0.5. Bottom
right: augmented data, stretched by a factor of 2.
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Confusion matrices for dynamic texture perception: vibrational channel,
augmented data, collected with sliding touch, testing with left-out speed
10 mms−1 20 mms−1 30 mms−1 40 mms−1 50 mms−1
60 mms−1 70 mms−1 80 mms−1 90 mms−1 100 mms−1
Figure 5.14: Confusion matrices of dynamic texture prediction using leave-one-speed-out cross
validation with models trained on augmented vibration channel data: vibro-DTC-v-aug. Each
matrix refers to a different model trained and tested with a held out speed, indicated by its
individual title.
Models tested with held out speeds 10 and 20 mms-1 show comparable performance to vi-
brational models trained with real data at the same held out speed (Fig. 5.12C), however, at all
other speeds, there is a considerable improvement in accuracy over models trained with real data:
accuracy is perfect, or close to, at hold-out speeds >30 mms-1.
The improvement observed with augmented FFT samples provides strong evidence in support
of the hypothesis that scanning speed in effect scales frequency spectra whilst retaining harmonic
structure. In fact, the relatively poor performance at slower hold-out speeds can also be explained
in terms of this concept: Consider the model tested on the hold-out set collected at 10 mms-1,
vibro-DTC-10-aug. This model was trained only on data collected at speeds >10 mms-1. Therefore,
according to the scaling hypothesis, training data that is similar to test data can only be produced
by ‘squashing’ the FFT samples in the frequency domain. Squashed data only accounts for
half of the training data since the other half was ‘stretched’, so it is comparatively unlikely for
augmented data to look similar to test data. Furthermore, because the next highest speed is twice
as fast, the only way to closely simulate a sample collected at >10 mms-1 is to squash a sample
collected at 20 mms-1 by a scaling factor that is close to the maximum value of 2 (equivalent to
stretching by a factor of 0.5). Since scaling factors are uniformly sampled, this further decreases
the amount of training data that can accurately simulate test data. The described effect is true
but to a lessening degree for increasing hold-out speeds.
5.5.3 Discussion
The availability of a temporal encoding of texture within artificial SA-I and FA afferents was
examined by extending samples collected with sliding to include a temporal dimension and using
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model architectures which can learn temporal as well as spatial features (ConvLSTM).
We found that artificial FA afferents provided a viable temporal code for texture, whereas
artificial SA-I afferents did not. This is observed as an improvement in classification performance
on held out speeds when using dynamic texture classification models, FA-DTC-v, over static
models, FA-STC-slide-v.
Artificial FA afferents are more dynamically sensitive than artificial SA-I; e.g., the change
in afferent firing between adjacent frames is likely to be more drastic, which is made apparent
when comparing Figs. 5.5B and 5.5D. Indeed, it is understood that FA afferents are particularly
responsive to vibrations (5-40 Hz) [49], which are commonly low amplitude compared with
deformation associated with static touch. The heightened sensitivity to small scale dynamic
stimulation may explain why artificial FA afferents were able to encode texture temporally.
The vibrational channel was tested for its ability to transduce and encode textural information
in temporal patterns of recorded acoustic vibrations. Samples constructed as FFTs from ∼2 s time
segments (Fig. 5.10) of sliding tactile data were used as feature maps and temporal information
was extracted using 1D-CNNs (Fig. 5.9). This method was found to be very effective when the
model was tested with data collected at speeds which had also been used to train the network
(Fig. 5.11C), however, was comparatively ineffective on held out speeds (Fig. 5.12C) because the
model was unable to robustly learn speed-invariant features, identified broadly as the harmonic
structure (scale invariant shape) of the FFTs.
Table 5.4: Table of results for all dynamic tex-
ture classification models. Variance here is the
variance of prediction within a class, averaged
accross all classes. Where the models are trained
and tested with a leave-one-speed-out cross val-
idation (indicated with v), the results are aver-













We were able to drastically improve these
models ability to generalise across speeds
through data augmentation. Essentially, by
stretching and squashing feature maps, dif-
ferent speeds are simulated (Fig. 5.13) which
can be used to train the network, thereby en-
abling better classification of data collected at
previously unobserved speeds. The improve-
ment of texture classification through data
augmentation in this way, appears to confirm
that the harmonic structure may be leveraged
as a feature for texture perception. This is an
interesting result since it seemingly aligns
with a compelling theory to explain speed-
invariance of texture perception in humans:
cortical computations are capable of extract-
ing harmonic structure from neuron firing
[131, 132], an idea that was inspired by ob-




It is widely considered that the Pacinian system is the primary peripheral channel for
mediating information about fine surface texture [128, 129, 291] and, in fact, it has been proposed
that the high-frequency vibrations, transduced only via the PC channel, elicited by dynamic touch
are necessary for discrimination of textures with an element size smaller than ∼100µm [57].
The stimuli used here may not be considered fine enough to produce a disparity in performance
between artificial FA and the vibrational channels in dynamic texture classification. Therefore, we
argue that with finer textures, the ability for the FA channel to be used for texture classification
under dynamic conditions may be hindered, where, instead the vibrational channel might continue
to provide viable temporal codes.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented models for artificial texture discrimination based on theories of
peripheral encoding of texture in humans. Here we assess the performance of artificial SA-I and
FA channels for texture discrimination when statically stimulated and all three artificial tactile
channels (SA-I, FA and vibrational) when dynamically stimulated.
We predicted that static perception models would perform poorly for fine textures, in agree-
ment with duplex theory of human texture perception [57]. In particular, spatial response profiles
(SRPs) (Section 4.6.3, Chapter 4) suggested that texture classification would be poor where bumps
were spaced closer ∼4 mm (classes a-i). Whilst the static perception model trained with artificial
FA pressing data (FA-STC-press) performed poorly over all textures, the equivalent SA-I model
performed considerably better than expected on fine textures. As stated, this is likely because
the network, SA-STC-press, was able to extract some feature or features from the tactile images
which are not a direct consequence of the bump size or spacing in texture stimuli, but rather
implicitly generated in the experimental setup. This is an unfortunate limitation of using tech-
niques which are free to automatically learn features. Arguably, a more suitable approach may
have been to use hand-crafted features based on spatial structure of tactile images, as certainly
this would produce results more in line with the prediction that performance would significantly
degrade where bump spacing was below ∼4 mm. However, the availability, or otherwise, of spatial
features resulting from bump size and spacing is obvious from the data and we feel that to use
hand-crafted features based on this observable structure provides less contribution to the field
than using modern techniques which are more in-line with the current state-of-the-art.
With the discussed limitation of the CNN method in-mind, we sought to make some tentative
judgements about any trend in classification performance: On the coarsest textures (classes with
bump spacing >∼4 mm) accuracy was significantly better than that of the finest three textures
(classes with bump spacing <∼0.8 mm) and the average for the whole set. This suggests that as
stimuli become rougher the added availability of spatial features improves accuracy above the
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baseline level seen on the smoothest stimuli. This result seems to concur, in-part, with Katz’s
duplex theory [57, 125] of human texture perception, which states that the ability for humans to
perceive fine textures with static touch is affected by the physical resolution of primary afferents
in the human finger.
SA-I and FA models of static perception collected with sliding touch did not demonstrate any
significant degradation of performance with reduced bump spacing. We believe this is because
rather than spatial cues, the models were using frictional cues which are visible as shearing
effects in the tactile images collected with sliding. In fact, studies have shown that human surface
discrimination may employ a ‘sticky-slippery’ dimension which relies on frictional cues [292].
Regardless of the specific stimulus cues, the results of our static perception models suggest that
information pertaining to texture is encoded within spatial modulation of artificial SA-I and FA
afferents.
Leveraging an additional temporal dimension improved accuracy for all artificial FA models
(FA-DTC/FA-DTC-v) whereas it had little impact on artificial SA-I models. This suggests that
artificial FA afferents may be more suited to temporal encoding than artificial SA-I. Neurophys-
iological experiments have shown that FA peripheral fibres respond more robustly than SA-I
to dynamic stimulation with a range of natural textures. Furthermore the frequency composi-
tion of FA response reflected that of oscillations in skin induced by scanning [129], a finding
which has informed many to believe FA afferents are leveraged for mediating information about
texture through a temporal code. Therefore, the result that artificial FA afferents provide a
spatio-temporal encoding of texture and artificial SA-I afferents do not, may be indicative of their
natural counterparts.
Harmonic structure of data collected via the vibrational channel provided a viable cue
for texture perception, although, the 1D-CNN was poor at learning speed-invariant features,
demonstrated by the drop in performance when testing with held out speeds (vibro-DTC vs.
vibro-DTC-v). We identified that sliding speed did not affect the overall shape of FFTs, however,
it did affect absolute frequencies; i.e., positions of the peaks. By augmenting data through
‘stretching’ and ‘squashing’ features maps, we were able to simulate data collected at extra speeds.
This dramatically improved texture perception on held out speeds. Ultimately, the engineered
vibrational channel was capable of accurately discriminating textures based on vibrational cues
and we suggest, therefore, that it might offer a plausible model for the natural Pacinian system.
It may be argued that by simulating the held out speed through data augmentation, speed-
invariance is achieved only in a superficial sense, since, in-fact, the model has effectively been
trained on some samples which appear very similar to the held out speed. We concede that, if a
chunk of the samples which simulate speeds closest to the held out speed were removed from
the training data, performance would significantly drop and thus acknowledge that it is not
the CNN model architecture which enables speed-invariance of texture perception. However,
due to the continuous nature of the frequency domain scaling during the data augmentation
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process, the model would have high accuracy if tested at any speed between 30 and, at least,
100 mms-1. Furthermore, it could be argued that all parts of the training process, downstream
of data collection (construction of FFT samples, data augmentation, CNN-feature learning and
NN-decoding), are part of the perceptual system, regardless of whether the system extracts hand-
crafted or automatically learned features. This perceptual system, considered in isolation, clearly
enables speed-invariance. Whilst many theories suggest speed-invariance within human texture
perception is achieved by using the approximate shape of frequency spectra of texture induced
vibrations [131], precisely how these vibrational cues are encoded within the nervous system,
and indeed, how harmonic structure is extracted is an open area of research [? ]. Therefore, it is
unreasonable to rule out the possibility of cortical processes that perform scaling of harmonic
features analogous to the presented data augmentation technique. Thus, to understand the
degree to which the presented method is truly biomimetic is an interesting avenue for future
work but is also underpinned by our current understanding of biology.
We argue that the most appropriate way to further progress the state-of-the-art is to con-
sider the types of tactile cue and encoding mechanism in detail, thus enabling systems which
target these exact cues and therefore maximise the salience of this information and minimise
redundancy.
In contrast to this approach, much of the previous work into texture classification has focused
primarily on achieving high classification accuracy on real-world textures without such a rigorous
consideration of the tactile cues enabling this [147, 149, 193, 219, 228–230]. This difference
in perspective is exemplified by considering the recent work of Taunyazov et al. (2019) [229],
where pressing and sliding were both used to stimulate the iCub’s tactile forearm. The authors
compared a number of different methods for classifying 23 natural textures including using hand
crafted features, CNNs and LSTMs. The best performing method was to combine CNN-LSTMs
trained on raw pressing and sliding data. It is hardly surprising that this approach performed
the best when features are automatically learned from rich spatio-temporal data, however it is
possible that a more bio-inspired targeted approach; e.g., harmonic structure of vibrotactile data,
may have been more data efficient.
The GelSight has been used with great success for natural surface classification using
statistical features encoded in the spatial structure within tactile images [193] and more recently
CNNs to automatically learn features [203]. It is likely that humans would employ dynamic
stimulation in order to discriminate the surfaces used in both studies due to their fine grained
nature. The GelSight provides extremely high-fidelity tactile images which enables static texture
perception on these natural surfaces. We argue that dexterous robots will be capable of dynamic
stimulation and therefore be able to induce highly salient vibrotactile cues, thus the high-
resolution of the GelSight becomes redundant.
The work of Fishel and Loeb (2012) [259] is aligned more closely with our philosophy. Nu-
merical features were extracted from texture induced vibrations, measured using the BioTac’s
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hydro-acoustic pressure sensor, that have been proposed to encode subjective properties of tex-
ture: roughness, fineness and stickyness/sliperyness in humans [128]. This approach achieved
impressive accuracy of 95% on 117 natural textures, which may be a consequence of the acute
and highly salient features used: in-fact, the three subjective dimensions have been shown to be
orthogonal in human perception [221]. Fishel and Loeb, however, did not consider spatial cues
believed to be leveraged for texture discrimination of coarse textures. For future progression of
the work presented in this chapter towards natural texture classification, a consideration of how
these subjective properties may be encoded within tactile data, may be a beneficial approach as
textures become more complex.
As mentioned in the literature review section (Section 2.2.2.6), to our knowledge, speed-
invariance of texture perception has only been tackled in robotics in one other study; Romano and
Kuchenbecker (2014) [230], where stimulation speed was applied as an additional feature to an
SVM classifier. In contrast, our approach does not require any speed information: we identified a
speed invariant feature of texture-induced vibrations (harmonic structure) and demonstrated that
it could be used for highly accurate speed-invariant texture perception. This aligns with leading
theories of speed-invariant texture perception in humans [131, 133]. We used 1D-CNNs to learn
features within the shape of frequency spectra and decode texture class, which is a completely
novel and potentially fruitful technique for robotic texture perception. Again, this demonstrates
the value in highly informed feature engineering and particularly in using bio-inspiration.
By examining the data in this and the preceding chapter and cross-referencing with results
from this chapter, we have identified that; i) spatial cues are available, when statically stimulating,
down to the limit of the resolution of the sensing device and that these are encoded spatially
in artificial SA-I afferents; ii) frictional cues are available when dynamically stimulating and
these are encoded spatially in artificial SA-I and FA afferents; iii) temporal variation in the
frictional cues provides information which is encoded spatio-temporally in artificial FA afferents;
and iv) vibrational cues are available when dynamically stimulating and texture is encoded in the
harmonic structure of these induced vibrations. Armed with these principles, it is conceivable how
future methods can target these aspects of the data in order to improve tactile sensing in general.
The natural progression of the work presented in this chapter is an application to natural textures
and we believe that the methods developed within this chapter will provide a strong fundamental
basis on which to develop an accurate and practical bio-inspired solution. Furthermore, we argue
that, in this and the preceding chapter, we have demonstrated the possibility to engineer distinct
artificial tactile channels which are plausible analogs of natural SA-I, FA and PC channels and
that the concept of considering the availability of different tactile cues depending on stimulation
type, stimulus scale and sensor technology and the associated encoding mechanisms will have










APPLICATION TO ROBOT HANDS
This chapter presents the development of a high-definition, biomimetic tactile fingertip,based on the TacTip, and its integration with a three-fingered, fully-actuated, robot hand:the Shadow Robot Company’s Modular Grasper (Fig. 6.1).
We extract features from high-dimensional raw tactile images and infer information relevant
to grasp quality using simple algorithms and relatively small amounts of training data in
comparison to documented data-driven approaches. We also demonstrate the ability for these
percepts to be leveraged in an online grasp adjustment procedure.
The work presented in this chapter has been published in the following peer-reviewed
publication (a contribution statement is included):
• Pestell, Nicholas, Luke Cramphorn, Fotios Papodopolous and Nathan F. Lepora. “A sense of
touch for the Shadow Modular Grasper.” IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters 4.2 (2019):
2220-2226.
Contribution statement: N. Pestell realised the concept and wrote the manuscript with
advice from L. Cramphorn and N. F. Lepora. L. Cramphorn developed the tactile feature
extraction technique. N. Pestell designed the sensor, developed the perception software and
integrated it with existing control code and performed experiments. F. Papodopolous aided
with system integration and experimentation.
6.1 Background
Robot hands have seen accelerated development in recent years [7], advancing attributes such as
dexterity, grip strength and ease of use. Two-fingered grippers are deployed in large numbers for
repetitive manufacturing tasks, whereas, more advanced, multi-fingered hands are yet to find
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Figure 6.1: Image of the developed tactile sensors inte-
grated with the Shadow Modular Grasper. Base, proximal
and distal joints are labelled in red, B, P and D respec-
tively. Tactile fingertips A, B and C are labelled in blue.
applications outside of research.
Thus, a gap persists for automation
of small scale production, where
robots are required to grasp and ma-
nipulate unknown objects [1]. This
gap can only be filled by dexterous,
multi-fingered robot hands.
Given the advances in the state-
of-the-art of robot hands, it is sur-
prising such hands have not yet
found widespread application. One
contributing factor may be a lack
of sufficient tactile sensing capabil-
ities. Indeed, it is known that hu-
mans rely heavily on their sense
of touch to maintain a stable grasp
[293].
Here we provide a concise re-
view of tactile sensing for robot
hands, for the purpose of grasp sta-
bilisation, in the context of the pre-
sented work. For a more in-depth
review of tactile sensing with robot
hands in general, the reader is re-
ferred to Section 2.2.3 of the literature review.
In 2011, Romano et al. [262] conducted an innovative study into a grasp control framework
using touch as an integral component, using comparatively rudimentary hardware: two 5x3
capacitive tactile sensors and an accelerometer integrated with the PR2 two-fingered gripper.
Different states within the control system were triggered by hard-coded tactile signals.
Since Romano’s influential paper, there have been many attempts at improving grasp stability
with the introduction of tactile sensing, primarily with data-driven approaches [192, 194, 194,
206, 294–296], these methods are often impractical due to the large quantities of training data
required and poor generalisability. In general, the tactile sensors are low resolution, array-
based technologies, which do not allow for extraction of high-level features with a more direct
relationship to the object being held.
The bias towards these data-driven methods is partially due to low resolution of the tactile
sensors employed. Without sufficient acuity, sensors provide un-intuitive representations of
tactile contact. In contrast, optical tactile sensors; e.g., the GelSight [193] and the TacTip [13],
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provide high-resolution tactile images which ease interpretation.
The TacTip has shown potential for integration with robot hands; e.g., [25] where a TacTip
based tactile thumb (TacThumb) was integrated with the Open-Hand M2 gripper and [190]
where two TacTip devices were mounted as fingertips on the Open-Hand GR2 gripper. In both
of these studies, the authors utilise a supervised-learning method to achieve precise in-hand
manipulation of custom-made objects.
Whilst the aforementioned literature shows clear benefits of tactile sensing for grasping,
a common shortcoming is the nature of the tactile data available and/or the amount of data
required to interpret it. Here we present a more flexible platform by integrating a highly sensitive,
high-resolution, optical tactile sensor with a fully-actuated industrial robot hand. We demonstrate
the potential for this system to improve grasps on unknown, real-world objects by presenting a
method for grasp adjustment that could feasibly form part of a higher-level control framework.
6.2 Development of a Tactile Modular Grasper
6.2.1 The Shadow Modular Grasper
The Shadow Modular Grasper is fully actuated with 9 degrees of freedom (three per finger). The
system is fully integrated with ROS and the user can control both specific joints and whole-hand
grasps. Each identical finger has base, proximal and distal joints with one brushed DC motor per





Figure 6.2: (a): Drawing of whole Shadow Modular Grasper, showing dimensions in mm. (b):
Model of a single finger with base, proximal and distal joints labelled. Both figures taken from
[27].
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is performed with PWM on the voltage delivered to each motor. The full hand has a total mass
of 2.7 kg and a payload of 2 kg and each finger can apply 10 N of normal force. Each joint has
a dedicated torque sensor and encoder for closed loop control in torque and position mode. The
grasper features a back-drivable gearbox enabling inherent compliance, which is an essential
component when working in unstructured environments. The whole unit requires only two
connections: power (24 V) and comms (EtherCAT) [27].












Figure 6.3: Exploded CAD model of the tactile
fingertip.
Tactile sensing is enabled by replacing the
fingertips of the Modular Grasper with three
custom-built tactile sensors (Fig. 6.1). The
fingertips are comprised of two main compo-
nents: a compliant finger-pad which deforms
when contacted and a rigid body which fixes
the camera in place and houses other elec-
tronics (Fig. 6.3).
The finger-pad is fully 3D-printed as a
single part with a multi-material 3D-printer
(Stratasys Objet). A sensing surface ‘skin’ is
printed in Tango Black+ (Shore A 26-28). The
inside of the skin is tessellated with a trian-
gular pattern of 97 pins (Tango Black+, 3 mm
length and 2 mm diameter). White markers
on the end of pins are printed in rigid Vero
White and provide a visual representation of the tactile stimulation. A rim (Vero White) enables
a press-fit connection to the fingertip body. A clear acrylic sheet (2 mm thick) is glued into the
rim resulting in a small cavity between the skin and the acrylic lens. This cavity is filled with a
two-part cure, clear, silicone gel (RTV27905, Techsil UK (∼Shore OO 10)) using a manual injection
method. The gel helps to reduce hysteresis while still enabling deformation. The finger-pad shape
closely matches the shape of the Modular Grasper’s original fingertip contact surface.
The finger-pad is press-fit into a hollow body which is 3D-printed in ABS. A 2.0 megapixel
CMOS array USB web-cam (ELP cameras) is mounted on the back via four M2 screws. The
camera is used in HD mode (1920x1080). Dimensions of the fingertip body are optimized to
enable a view of all markers whilst minimizing the overall depth of the fingertip. The markers
are illuminated by four LEDs arranged on two PCB strips of two LEDs each. The PCBs are glued











Figure 6.4: Computer modelled cross-sectional view of fin-
gertip assembly.
The aim is for modular tactile fin-
gertips without modifying other
parts of the hand. This introduces
a set of major design challenges.
Shown in Fig. 6.4, the distal unit
fixes to the fingertip by way of a
∼15 mm protrusion dictated by the
original hand design. To overcome
occlusion of the markers by the dis-
tal protrusion, the camera is shifted
forward and fixed off-parallel from
the sensing surface by an angle of
∼8°. This geometry is unique from all previous versions of the TacTip, where the camera is
mounted directly above and parallel to markers.
Integration of three sensors has, to date, not been attempted with TacTip-based sensing. A
solution proposed here is to connect each tactile fingertip to its own dedicated USB-hub. With
three dedicated hubs, the data transfer occurs in parallel without reducing the frame rates,
∼20 fps per camera.
6.2.2.3 Tactile Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is performed using a Voronoi method previously demonstrated to achieve
inference of pressure and contact locations with the TacTip [247]. Marker positions are tracked
with a simple blob detection algorithm implemented with OpenCV in Python [274]. A Voronoi
tessellation is created over the sensor skin, treating the marker positions as seeds (Python, SciPy;
scipy.spatial.Voronoi [297]) (Figs. 6.5a and b). The areas of each Voronoi cell are related to local
skin deformation, where increased size corresponds to indentation which can be integrated to
achieve volumetric change and can be mapped to pressure using simple 1D regression.
Visual representations of the surface deformation are obtained by interpolating the change in
Voronoi cell areas over the fingertip. A centre-of-pressure, a tactile analogue of centre-of-mass, is
computed as an average of marker positions weighted by their corresponding cell area (Fig. 6.5c).
6.3 Offline Perception
Orientation of the fingertip relative to the contact surface maybe of importance when grasping
an object. For example, one might assume that grasp quality is compromised if the direction of
the applied force by a individual finger is significantly offset from the normal to the surface of the
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(a) (b) (c)
y x
Figure 6.5: (a): View of markers imaged by the camera and tracked with OpenCV. (b): Voronoi
tessellation over markers. (c): Visual representation of surface deformations with centre-of-
pressure shown as a green spot.
grasped object. Thus, here we examine the ability of the presented sensor and described feature
extraction technique for perceiving roll and pitch relative to a flat surface.
6.3.1 Data Collection
The fingertip is mounted as an end-effector on a six degree-of-freedom robot arm (UR5, Universal
Robotics). The sensor maintains continual contact with a flat acrylic plate and the robot re-orients
the sensor relative to the plate. Data is sampled randomly from a 2D grid of roll, φ, and pitch, θ,
values, −16°≤φ≤ 16° and −11°≤ θ ≤ 3°.
Experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 6.6. φ and θ angles are equally space by 2° and 1°







Figure 6.6: Data collection set-up with tactile fingertip
mounted as an end-effector on a UR5 robot arm. Showing
roll, φ, pitch, θ and yaw, ψ orientations relative to the
sensor.
Three seconds of training data
(∼ 60 frames) are collected for each
sample. A sample consists of a time
series of centre-of-pressure vales
rki, where 1 ≤ k ≤ Nframes and 1 ≤
i ≤ Ndims; Nframes ' 60 and Ndims =
2 for x and y positions.
Three separate test sets are col-
lected, on the same acrylic plate,
of 200 data points each, sampled
at random from a continuous space
within the same range of φ and θ.
Each set is collected at a different
depth since we are interested in the
degree to which our methods are
pressure invariant. The depths, -
0.5 mm ≤ zl ≤ 0.5 mm, are equally
spaced, where zl = 0 mm corresponds to the depth used for training.
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The ranges of φ and θ and of z are chosen in combination, to avoid damage to the sensor but
also to provide examples of extremely light touch: pressure on the sensor is maximised when φ
and θ are at extremes and z is minimised. The location of φ and θ ranges additionally provide a
contact area which is maximised when both φ and θ = 0.
To further examine the generalisability of our method we perform additional tests with data
collected on two generic 3D-printed shapes: a dome and an edge. On the edge, we collect two sets
with different yaw, ψ, angles: 0 and 90° respectively (Fig. 6.7). Data is collected using the same
random sampling procedure as with the acrylic plate.
We repeat the training and testing data collection procedures once for each fingertip. This
is because of small inconsistencies in the manufacturing procedure which may lead to different
physical and optical responses.
6.3.2 Perception
Prior to training, data is averaged across frames, so each sample has Ndims = 2 features. We map
centre-of-pressure-xy position to predictions of φ and θ via three separate multivariate, linear
models: A simple linear model (1st-order polynomial), 2nd- and 3rd-order polynomials.
Models are fitted using Python, Scikit-Learn (sklearn.linear_model.LinearRegression) [298].
Practically, Scikit-Learn uses Ordinary Least Squares to fit these models; Scikit-Learn wraps a
Scipy implementation of Ordinary Least Squares (scipy.linalg.lstsq).
6.3.3 Results
We compared three competing model types (simple, 2nd- and 3rd-order linear models) for pre-
dicting φ and θ. Our model should accurately approximate training data whilst generalising to
unobserved samples. Table 6.1 shows R2 scores for three competing models for all three tips, on
test data collected on the acrylic plate at each test depth (see Fig. 6.6), the dome and on the edge
at ψ = 0 and 90° (see Fig. 6.7).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.7: (a): Data being collected on the dome stimulus. (b) and (c): Data being collected on
the edge stimulus at ψ = 0 and 90° respectively.
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Figure 6.8: (a), (b) and (c): Visualisations of surface de-
formation with different values of φ and θ with ψ = 0°.
(d), (e) and (f): Visualisations of surface deformation with
different values of φ and θ with ψ = 90°.
On the flat plate, where test sets
were collected at training depth
(0 mm), the 3rd-order polynomial
model achieved the highest R2
scores over the whole set (0.95, 0.94,
and 0.93). This model, however,
under-performed at the two un-
seen depths, particularly at 0.5 mm
where it achieved the lowest three
R2 scores for the flat stimulus (0.67,
0.28 and 0.40).
The 3rd order model is expected
to perform well on data close to the training set, being the most flexible. However, this flexibility
is likely to be the cause of poor performance seen at other depths, as the model responds to details
which are specific to the training data.
In contrast, both 1st- and 2nd-order polynomials performed more consistently on the flat plate:
The lowest R2 scores were 0.72 and 0.71 for the 1st- and 2nd-order polynomials respectively. This
improved consistency is likely due to a lower variance in the models, giving better generalisation.
All three models are capable of generalising to the dome stimulus: all R2 scores are above
0.6. As with the unobserved depths, the worst performing model was the 3rd order polynomial
scoring 0.75 averaged across the three tips, vs. 0.88 and 0.86 for 1st- and 2nd-order polynomials
respectively.
All three models, however, performed poorly on the edge at both ψ angle orientations: the
highest R2 score was 0.46. We believe this is caused by a singularity when exposed to edge
like stimuli: the centre-of-pressure remains fixed in the dimension perpendicular to the edge
regardless of φ and θ. Fig. 6.8 demonstrates this effect. The centre-of-pressure remains consistent
in the x dimension when ψ = 0° and, contrastingly, it remains consistent in the y dimension when
ψ = 90° regardless of φ and θ in both cases.
To test this hypothesis we examined R2 scores attained when making separate predictions
Table 6.1: R2 scores of φ,θ prediction for 1st-, 2nd- and 3rd-order polynomial linear regression for
tips A, B and C, as labelled in Fig. 6.1, calculated for test sets on the flat acrylic plate at depths of
-0.5, 0 and 0.5 mm, the dome and the edge at ψ = 0 and 90°.
1st order 2nd order 3rd order
Depth Flat plate Dome Edge Flat plate Dome Edge Flat plate Dome Edge
(mm) -0.5 0 0.5 0 0 -0.5 0 0.5 0 0 -0.5 0 0.5 0 0
ψ (◦) 0 0 0 0 0 90 0 0 0 0 0 90 0 0 0 0 0 90
tip-A 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.42 -0.01 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.46 -0.07 0.84 0.95 0.67 0.82 0.28 -0.03
tip-B 0.87 0.89 0.72 0.87 0.42 0.25 0.89 0.92 0.71 0.87 0.46 0.29 0.85 0.94 0.28 0.83 0.32 0.29
tip-C 0.88 0.88 0.81 0.84 0.36 0.17 0.90 0.90 0.82 0.80 0.36 0.21 0.76 0.93 0.40 0.61 0.21 0.25
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: (a): Scatter plot of xy-centre-of-pressure vs φ. (b): Scatter plot of xy-centre-of-pressure
vs θ angle. In both plots, the surface shows a 2nd degree polynomial fit and each colour represents
a constant θ and φ in (a) and (b) respectively.
of φ and θ for data collected on the edge. Results of this test are shown in Table 6.2. The three
models perform well at ψ= 0° when predicting θ but poorly when predicting φ. At ψ= 90°, good
performance is achieved for φ predictions whereas the models perform poorly when predicting
θ. In both cases, ψ= 0° and 90°, better performance is observed when predicting the dimension
which is parallel to the edge orientation, confirming the singularity hypothesis. We have, therefore,
identified a limitation with sensing under these conditions.
Based on results from this data, we consider the 2nd-order model to be the most suitable
Table 6.2: R2 scores for separate predictions of
φ and θ for 1st- (simple), 2nd- and 3rd-order poly-
nomial linear regression for tips A, B and C, as
labelled in Fig. 6.1, calculated for test sets col-
lected on the edge stimulus at ψ of 0 and 90°.
1st order 2nd order 3rd order
ψ (◦) 0 90 0 90 0 90
Target φ θ φ θ φ θ φ θ φ θ φ θ
tip-A 0.33 0.89 0.88 -3.7 0.37 0.92 0.80 -3.7 0.18 0.78 0.76 -3.3
tip-B 0.32 0.87 0.84 -2.5 0.35 0.91 0.86 -2.4 0.23 0.77 0.89 -2.5
tip-C 0.25 0.91 0.96 -4.2 0.25 0.91 0.84 -3.2 0.11 0.70 0.92 -3.4
for predicting φ and θ with the application
to robot hands.
Visualisations of the 2nd-order polyno-
mial model for tip-B are shown in Fig. 6.9.
The data is well ordered and the model ap-
pears a suitable fit. We observe strong cor-
relations of centre-of-pressure-x and -y po-
sitions with θ and φ respectively. This is ex-
pected since the x- and y-axis align with θ
and φ respectively. We also observe some
correlation of centre-of-pressure-y and -x po-
sitions with and θ and φ respectively, sug-
gesting both features are useful predictors.
6.4 Online Grasp Adjustment
Here we investigate the capabilities of the integrated Shadow Modular Grasper with tactile
fingertips. We look at the capacity for perceived roll, φ′, and pitch, θ′ to be used in a grasp
adjustment procedure (Section 6.4.1) and the potential for this to improve grasp quality on three
objects from the YCB object set: a Rubik’s cube, Pringles can and mustard bottle [299]. In this
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context, φ and θ relate to fingertip roll and pitch angles with respect the surface, at the point of
contact, of a grasped object.
6.4.1 System Integration
To integrate tactile feedback, we build upon a pre-existing grasp control system for the Shadow
Modular Grasper.
The existing grasp controller implements a high-level strategy consisting of independent
control of each joint through its dedicated motor (full actuation). Each joint can be controlled
in either position or torque mode. The grasp controller implements a 1 kHz update loop which
iteratively updates joint modes and joint targets via closed loop PID control.
Per finger, the grasp controller issues 3 torque demands, via EtherCAT, to a dedicated finger
control board on the hand. A 5 kHz control loop running on the control board for each finger
outputs 3 PWM voltage signals for respective base, proximal and distal joints. Encoders measure
joint positions and torque which are sent back to the grasp controller via EtherCAT and used to
compute error values for the PID.
We have written a python driver, which runs as three instances, one for each sensor. The
drivers run on the host PC and interact with the grasp controller (C++), also running on the
host machine, via a ROS-network. The sensor drivers perform acquisition of sensor data, feature
extraction, contact detection and attain predictions, φ′ and θ′. The high-level system structure is
depicted in Fig. 6.10.
Figure 6.10: Diagram of the system structure. Novel contributions to the existing framework are
highlighted in blue.
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The generic grasp is adapted to be now include two distinct phases: (i) closing phase and
(ii) adjustment phase.
(i) During the closing phase all joints are controlled in position mode and commanded to a set
of target angles via a PID which is an implementation of the roscontrol ROS-package. The
trajectory of each finger forms a symmetric grasp where net momentum is zero: base joints
are fixed at the centre of their ranges (see Fig. 6.12a), proximal and distal joints slowly close
(see Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 for reference of joint names).
Throughout this phase, the hand controller is listening to a set of ‘contact-detection’ ROS-
topics, published by each sensor driver. Contact is determined by upward threshold crossing
on the surface deformation (Fig. 6.5). Upon contact-detection each respective finger stops
moving.
(ii) After all sensors have detected contact the adjustment phase is entered: the controller
switches all proximal joints to torque mode and applies a fixed squeezing torque to the object.
Base and distal joints remain in position mode and are servoed with a novel adaptation
of the PID controller used in (i). PID process variables are φ′ and θ′ for base and distal
joints respectively, and their respective setpoints (targets) are φ and θ = 0. A diagram of
this closed loop control system is shown in Fig. 6.11.
An important concept is the mapping from sensor frames, in which φ and θ are defined,
to joint-space, in which low-level control is performed: we treat this as one-to-one, where
φ′ and θ′ are related directly to base and distal joint targets respectively. This concept is
depicted in Fig. 6.12, where dashed blue lines and solid blue lines show joint positions pre
and post adjustment respectively.
To steady the grasp, this adjustment phase has a time-out period, the length of which is
obtained from experimentation (Section 6.4.2).
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.11: (a): Diagram of separate closed loop PID controllers in phase (ii) (adjustment phase)
for base and distal joints, (a) and (b) respectively. This system is duplicated three times: once for
each finger.
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Figure 6.12: Technical drawings of the Shadow Modular Grasper equipped with tactile fingertips,
showing how tactile percepts relate to joint angles and process variables in the control system.
(a): Plan view showing how φ′ is related to base joint rotation. (b): Side-on view showing how θ′
is related to distal joint rotation.
6.4.2 Results
Informed by results in Section 6.3.3, φ and θ are predicted using a 2nd-order polynomial regression
model.
We have provided a supplementary video, available on YouTube [300] containing successful
grasp attempts on all three objects.
Roughly half the trials were able to maintain a stable grasp throughout the entire adjustment
phase. We will first analyse the behaviour for three typical successful grasps before evaluating
the cause of failure in the remaining portion of our trials.
Fig. 6.13 shows successful grasps of all three objects. Alongside each image are tactile
visualisations from each fingertip. The objects are initially held in place by a human participant
before passing over to the robot when all three fingers have made contact. The top row shows
images at initial contact detection (prior to tactile adjustment) and the bottom row shows images
after tactile adjustment, ∼10 s later.
The top and bottom rows of Fig. 6.13 show noticeable differences in both the grasp images and
the tactile visualisations. In general, the grasp images show that the fingertips rotated around
each object to minimise φ and θ. Inspection of the tactile visualisations suggests that overall
deformation of each fingertip increased subsequent to adjustments in all cases. This suggests
that, for these examples, the grasp controller performed as designed: to increase contact surface
area and at each fingertip.
The hand made a good initial grasp of the Pringles can, owing to its symmetrical shape, with
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Figure 6.13: Images of the grasps on the Rubik’s cube, Pringles can and mustard bottle, before
and after tactile adjustment; top and bottom rows respectively. Tactile visualisations for the three
fingertips are displayed to the right of each grasp image. Fingertips are labelled on the top left
image and visualisations for reference.
φ close to zero prior to adjustment for all three fingertips. We observe a slight modification of θ
for each fingertip which in-turn increased the contact surface area. The mustard bottle is the
most irregular of the three presented objects. Despite this, the hand maintained a stable grasp
throughout the adjustment phase and, increased the contact surface area on all three fingertips.
On the Rubik’s cube, all three fingertips contacted edges resulting in singularities for pre-
dicting φ (Section 6.3.3). However, all three fingers moved to settle the centre-of-pressure in the
middle of each finger-pad. For fingertips A and C we believe this is because initially the centre-of-
pressure was towards the edge of the pad: despite this producing a measurement singularity, our
algorithm perceives an off-set in φ, so the base joint is servoed to counteract the perceived off-set.
This rolls the sensor onto the face of the Rubik’s cube. Contrastingly, fingertip B maintained its
location on the edge of the cube which we consider to again be a consequence of the perceived φ.
The initial centre-of-pressure was close to the middle of the finger-pad, so our algorithm perceived
φ to be close to zero. Whilst this grasp may not maximise the overall contact surface area, it is a
stable configuration given its starting point.
Fig. 6.14 shows base and distal joint angles and centre-of-pressure-x and -y positions vs.
time when successfully grasping the Rubik’s cube, for fingers A, B and C, (as labelled in Fig.
6.13). All three fingers detect contact at roughly the same time. Subsequently, joint angles are
adjusted before reaching the time-out, observed as a flattening of the blue curves. A time-out
of 10 s appears to give the hand suitable time to re-adjust. During the same period, the centre-
of-pressure migrates towards 0 in both dimensions. The shapes of these curves suggest that
hand control performed as designed: to servo base and distal joints in order shifting the centre-
of-pressure to the middle of each finger-pad. These plots demonstrate an interesting emergent
behaviour: the base and distal joint angle curves mirror the centre-of-pressure-y and x positions
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Figure 6.14: Plots of base and distal joint angles (blue) and xy centre-of-pressure (red) versus
time, for fingers A, B and C, whilst grasping the Rubik’s cube. Vertical green lines show when
each finger detected contact.
respectively. This indicates a strong relationship between centre-of-pressure and joint angles.
In the case of unsuccessful grasps (please see supplementary video), the hand typically ‘spills’
the object. We attribute this to an ‘over-adjustment’. The hand initially grasps the object with
horizontal forces balanced across all fingertips. Joints are then adjusted. At some point, prior to
time-out, adjustment moves the hand beyond a stable configuration; i.e., normal forces exerted
by each fingertip become sufficiently un-balanced to push the object out of a grasp. We selected a
time-out period of 10 s as it provided suitable time for the centre-of-pressure to approach zero in
all cases. To avoid over-adjustment, the time-out could be lowered resulting in less adjustment
but also less scope for the net force to push the object away from the grasp.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we presented the integration of an established optical tactile sensing technology,
the TacTip, with a three-fingered, commercial robot hand: the Shadow Modular Grasper. The
sensors were tested for predicting roll and pitch relative to a flat surface and two generic shapes:
a dome and an edge. Finally, we integrated tactile output with the hand control and demonstrated
grasps on three real-world objects, using predicted roll and pitch angles to adjust the grasp for
attaining greater contact surface areas at each finger-pad.
For predicting roll and pitch angles, three linear regression models were compared; simple,
2nd- and 3rd-order polynomials. The 2nd-order model was the most suitable due to its balance of
accuracy and generalisation. A clear limitation was identified when predicting orientations on an
edge, where a singularity was observed for sensing perpendicular to the edge. This constraint is
not limited to the presented hardware or method since it is produced by a physical singularity
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observed in the raw tactile signal.
The Modular Grasper, equipped with the designed tactile fingertips, was able to successfully
grasp and hold a Rubik’s cube, Pringles can and mustard bottle. Additionally, the adjustment
mechanism behaved as designed: to obtain a greater surface area of contact and a more centrally
located pressure, both of which are likely to improve grasp quality.
The work presented in this chapter primarily contributes to the field of robot grasping
and robot touch by demonstrating that the TacTip is easily modified for application with a
fully actuated, three-fingered industrial robot hand, which adds to the other research-based
robot hands which have previously seen modification with the addition of TacTip based devices
[25, 178, 190]. Furthermore, we demonstrate how the high-resolution output of the TacTip enables
extraction of high-level features that are easily interpreted and leveraged in a grasp-control
framework without the need for large quantities of training data. This is contrasted with much of
the literature on tactile hands and robot grasping, where data-driven approaches are employed
with large quantities of training data. For example, Hyttinen et al. (2015) [294], Kwiatkowski
et al. (2017) [206] and Cockburn et al. (2017) [207] demonstrate grasp stability prediction from
low-resolution tactile data using data-driven approaches and extensive in-hand training with
abstract hand-crafted tactile features in [294] and learned tactile features in [206] and [207].
And re-grasp policies are learned, as in Chebotar et al. (2016) [194], where abstract features
were extracted from low resolution spatio-tempotal tactile data collected with three BioTac
sensors attached to a three-fingered robot hand from 50 hours of training data and applied to a
reinforcement learning algorithm.
Grasp success prediction [4] and a re-grasping procedure [192] was demonstrated by Calandra
et al. (2017/2018) using a two fingered gripper equipped with two GelSight sensors. In the former
study, a CNN was used to automatically learn tactile features from over 9000 manually labelled
grasps and, in the latter, a CNN trained on GelSight images was used to predict grasp success of
candidate adjustments from which the most promising actions were selected. The GelSight offers
high-resolution sensing which enables easy extraction of meaningful tactile features, although
the authors chose to automatically learn alternatives from extensive training data. Furthermore,
the two-fingered gripper used in [4] and [192] is significantly less capable than the 9-DOF three-
fingered hand used in this chapter, thus necessitating a distinct re-grasp rather than in-hand
grasp adjustment as demonstrated in the present study.
In the present study, roughly half the trials were able to maintain a stable grasp throughout
the entire adjustment phase. The primary cause of failure was ‘over-adjustment’: forces become
un-balanced between the fingers resulting in the object being ‘spilled’. We selected a time-out
period of 10 s as it provided suitable time for the centre-of-pressure to approach zero in all cases.
To avoid over-adjustment, the time-out could be lowered resulting in less adjustment but also
less scope for the net force to push the object away from the grasp.
The results presented here are mainly descriptive on account of the preliminary nature of
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this work. An important avenue for the progression of this work is to quantitatively asses the
grasp quality before and after adjustment. Roa and Suárez (2015) [301] provide a comprehensive
review of the measures proposed in the literature to evaluate grasp quality. The authors describe
24 different measures of grasp quality broadly categorised as considering contact locations on
the object and/or hand configuration, both of which change throughout our grasp adjustment
procedure. As pointed out in the Literature Review (Section 2.2.3), Chen et al. (2018) [239] also
demonstrate that friction and slip monitoring are important for maintaining stable grasp. We
suggest that for future work, as well as using metrics from [301] to asses grasp quality before
and after adjustment, it may be beneficial to monitor some grasp quality metrics throughout
the adjustment phase in order to modulate the degree of adjustment and thus balance aspects
contributing to successful grasp; e.g., friction vs. balancing forces at contact locations. We propose
that the grasp adjustment procedure could then be integrated into a high-level, modular controller,
similar to the approach taken by Romano et al. [262].
Recently, OpenAI achieved in-hand manipulation with impressive levels of dexterity using
deep reinforcement learning. To aid training, simulation was used, however, this is a challenge for
touch, hence, this modality was omitted from their research. This highlights a need for learning-
free approaches to using touch for application with any hand, without the need for re-training or
simulation.
A key benefit of the presented approach for using touch is that, whilst it requires high-
resolution tactile sensing, it can be easily applied to any robotic hand with the required degrees
of freedom. This is owing to the intuitive output from the sensors (roll and pitch angle) which
can be directly applied to joint angles of the gripper. As a consequence no prior training with the










CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis sought to progress the field of tactile robotics by presenting a set of techniquesbased on theories of human touch. In particular, we proposed that multi-modality is akey aspect for robot touch based on an understanding of the range of schemes of sensory
encoding in human tactile afferents [11, 23, 43]. To this end, we demonstrated two multi-modal
tactile sensors, both based heavily on an established tactile sensor, the TacTip [13], and both
of which are proposed to have sub-modalities which model human tactile channels. We also
presented novel feature extraction techniques and suggest how these may be thought of as
analogous to peripheral encoding schemes of tactile percepts in humans, to the benefit of artificial
perception, in particular, texture discrimination. Finally, we demonstrated how the biomimetic
TacTip sensor could be adapted for integration with an industrial robot hand and how tactile
sensibility can aid robot grasping.
Here we summarise the findings of proceeding Chapters 3-6 (Section 7.1), we then discuss
limitations of the research (Section 7.2) and finally we suggest potential future work towards
developing human-like artificial robot touch (Section 7.2).
7.1 Conclusions
High-Resolution and High-Speed Dual Modal Optical Tactile Control (Chapter 3)
In this chapter, we presented a novel, dual-modal, optical tactile sensor, with a design based
heavily on the TacTip [13]. The sensor has two modes of operation: high-speed mode (mode-HS)
and high-resolution mode (mode-HR).
Mode-HS offered optical statistics at a significantly increased sample rate (2 kHz). We ob-
served that in nature certain tactile modalities offer low-latency which is important for many
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functions. Here, in particular, we relate an application of mode-HS to a possible function of FA or
PC afferents which is contact detection [51]. We also suggest that mode-HS could offer function
analogous to reflex action in animals, specifically for responding to over-exertion of normal force
[31]. Here we proposed that this concept also has potential benefits for robots. We demonstrated
how mode-HS could be used for contact depth modulation, the concept being that, in theory, a
robot can quickly respond to excess pressure via the rapid sampling rate offered by mode-HS.
This chapter broadly demonstrated that cheap optical dual-modality is possible with a TacTip-
like sensor. Importantly, the study also demonstrated that image processing was unnecessary for
mode-HR which has implications for optical tactile sensing as it can potentially aid miniaturisa-
tion and reduce manufacturing cost through the use of smaller pixel arrays.
Artificial tactile afferents from markers and vibrations (Chapter 4)
Here we presented a number of hardware modifications to the TacTip, all of which were targeted
towards developing methods of biologically-inspired artificial texture perception (Chapter 5). We
augmented the TacTip with an artificial fingerprint and markers were arranged in a novel dense
(∼40 cm-2) square (19x19) array. An additional hardware modality, the vibrational channel, was
engineered via embedding a small electret microphone in the TacTip gel. The vibrational channel
was proposed as an analogue of the natural PC channel.
From marker positions we presented two novel feature sets based on marker euclidean
distance and marker speed which we suggest as artificial models of natural SA-I and FA afferent
firing rates respectively. We were able to construct tactile images of these ‘artificial afferents’,
which we suggest may provide spatial codes for tactile stimuli.
The feasibility of these artificial afferents as models of their natural counterparts was exam-
ined in a set of experiments. Notably, we compared ‘spatial response profiles’ (SRPs) of individual
artificial SA-I and FA afferents, when systematically stimulated at positions along sets of aperi-
odic gratings, to similar stimulation in monkey SA-I and FA afferents [112]. Artificial afferents
exhibited interesting similarities with their natural counterparts. In particular, enhanced edge
sensitivity in SA-I afferents and modulation of sensitivity with reducing scales of stimulus dimen-
sions in both afferent types. We use an interpretation of these SRPs presented by Phillips et al.
[112] for estimating spatial resolution of afferents, which we observed as ∼4 mm for both artificial
SA-I and FA afferents. This is greater than natural SA-I afferents and roughly comparable with
natural FA afferents.
We also aimed to understand the capacity for artificial SA-I, artificial FA and the vibrational
channels to mediate information pertaining to texture via dynamic stimulation. We observed that
the artificial fingerprint amplified vibrational amplitudes in all three channels. It was not obvious
how SA-I and FA data might encode texture under dynamic touch. However, the frequency of
peaks and their associated amplitudes observed in frequency spectra of the vibrational channel
were closely correlated with bump spacing and bump diameter respectively, suggesting that
‘harmonic structure’ of induced vibrations may provide a viable cue for texture classification.
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Artificial afferents applied to texture perception (Chapter 5)
Guided by our understanding of artificial tactile channels from the preceding chapter, here we
presented a set of techniques for artificial texture discrimination using artificial encoding schemes
and vibrational cues inspired by those believed to be employed in human texture perception. As
well as developing practical solutions to an ongoing area of research in tactile robotics, we also
wished to use the results of this chapter to further understand how well our artificial tactile
channels model their natural analogues.
Our analysis of the spatial resolution of artificial SA-I and FA afferents from the preceding
chapter suggested that spatial resolution when statically stimulated (pressing) with raised bump
stimuli would be limited to bump spacings <∼4 mm. In fact, artificial SA-I tactile images were
good predictors for textures over the entire range, as demonstrated by the capacity of CNNs to
decode texture class over the entire range. This suggested that (i) tactile images of SA-I can
spatially encode texture and (ii) some non-spatial cue was mediated through SA-I tactile images.
We did however observe that accuracy was improved for textures with bump spacing >∼4 mm,
suggesting that above this threshold additional spatial cues were available. This is somewhat
indicative of static texture perception in humans, the performance of which has been shown to
degrade for increasingly fine textures [57].
Data collected via sliding stimuli relative to the sensor were dominated by shear, suggesting
that frictional rather than spatial cues would be viable predictors of texture. Under sliding
stimulation, the addition of a temporal dimension and use of convLSTM to extract spatio-
temporal features improved accuracy for all models trained on artificial FA tactile images but
did not affect performance when using SA-I data. This result may be indicative of properties
of natural SA-I and FA afferents since neurophysiological readings have shown that FA fibres
respond more robustly than SA-I to dynamic stimulation with a range of natural textures [129].
From the previous chapter we identified that harmonic structure of induced vibrations
collected with the vibrational channel could provide a viable cue for texture discrimination.
Furthermore, in this chapter, we identified that harmonic structure was speed invariant. This
compelled us to use FFT samples for texture prediction in order to mimic the observed speed
invariance of human texture perception [131]. We used 1D-CNNs to learn relevant structural
features from the FFT samples. However, despite the availability of speed-invariant harmonic
structure, this method was unable to learn features that were robust to speed. To counter this,
we provided an augmented training set, where additional speeds were simulated, which greatly
improved performance up to 100 % accuracy on some test sets.
Application to robot hands (Chapter 6)
Here we demonstrated integration of the biomimetic TacTip sensor with an industrial, 3-fingered
robot hand, the Shadow Modular Grasper [27]. We successfully miniaturised the TacTip to create
a set of three tactile fingertips without the need for any additional expensive equipment; e.g.,
miniature cameras.
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We demonstrated how a high-level tactile feature (centre-of-pressure) can be used with simple
regression techniques to predict roll and pitch of the tactile fingertip relative to a stimulus surface.
We integrated predictions of roll and pitch with an existing grasp controller, by mapping roll and
pitch directly to relevant finger joint angles, and demonstrated how these predictions could be
used for adjusting and simultaneously maintaining the grasp in order to increase surface area of
contact on three real-world objects: a Rubik’s cube, a Pringles can and a mustard bottle.
It was suggested that increasing surface area of contact improves frictional forces and
therefore grasp quality. In practice, half the trails were able to maintain a stable grasp throughout
the entire adjustment phase. The primary cause of failure was ‘over-adjustment’ as forces become
un-balanced between the fingers resulting in the object being ‘spilled’. We propose that an effective
amount of adjustment may depend on the object being grasped and by adapting the adjustment
period or joint limits the success rate may be improved.
To summarise, we have demonstrated that the biomimetic TacTip sensor can be endowed with
additional and practical sub-modalities. We have shown that derivations of TacTip marker
positions provide viable models for natural SA-I and FA afferents through comparison with
neurophysiological readings and that these artificial afferents can be used with conventional
machine learning techniques to discriminate texture. The performance of these artificial models
was also indicative of human texture perception. We also demonstrated that high-resolution
biomimetic optical tactile sensing provided by the TacTip is a viable solution for integration with
robot hands. A significant contribution of this thesis is the concept of considering transduction
and feature engineering as analogous to neural codes in humans, which we presented in the
literature review. We feel that this guided our solution for robot texture perception and can have
significant impact in other areas of robot touch.
7.2 Limitations
A range limitations were highlighted throughout the thesis. For the purpose of consolidation,
however, we summarise only the limitations with broader applicability here.
Manufacturing of most research materials was restricted to 3D-printing. Whilst this is a fantastic
tool for rapid prototyping, there is an associated cost in terms of print resolution (depending
on the model of printer). This presented two main limitations. Firstly, the maximum density of
markers in the 3D-printed tip (Chapter 4). This was roughly half that of SA-I afferents in the
human fingertip. By increasing marker density we presumably would have a better model for
type-I afferents. Secondly, we were limited on the ‘fineness’ of textured surface stimuli used in the
texture discrimination task (Chapter 5), where the closest achievable bump spacing was ∼0.4 mm.
We hypothesised that, in accordance with theories of human texture perception, SA-I and FA
afferents may be ineffective for discrimination of fine textures, thus demonstrating the need for
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the PC channel. In practice, we observed that the drop in performance for fine textures was not
appreciable, particularly when using artificial FA afferents stimulated with sliding. We believe
for finer textures, the ability for the TacTip to transduce viable spatio-temporal codes may be
limited both due to spatial resolution of the TacTip skin and sample rate of the camera. In this
case we may see greater disparity between the performance of vibrational channel and that of
artificial SA-I and FA afferents.
Also a consequence of 3D-printing, the detail exhibited in spatial response profiles (SRPs) of the
central artificial afferent (Chapter 4) was considerably less than that of their natural counterpart.
As outlined in Chapter 4, we believe this was a due to skin dynamics, where the 3D-printed skin
was unable to conform to small stimulus gaps. We suggest that with a more conformable skin the
SRPs may show more detail, which is indicative of better spatial resolution.
The approach taken to modelling natural SA-I and FA afferents was to assume a rate code
(Chapter 4): essentially, output at each frame was related to spike count within an encoding
window of a neuron. The assumption of a fundamental rate code is essential for the TacTip because
it does not produce spikes, so in a sense this is a limitation. An alternative approach would be to
use a neuromorphic sensor capable of producing spike based output; i.e., stimuli may be encoded
in precise spike timing. Whilst this is appealing from an academic standpoint, neuromorphic
sensors are considerably more expensive than the TacTip. Furthermore, to leverage the spike
timing of neuromorphic signals requires complex decoders such as spiking neural networks
(SNNs) [302], where there are many open questions in their application, instead we were able to
employ standard machine learning techniques.
7.3 Future Work
The work presented within this thesis, whilst drawn to a logical conclusion, has natural extensions
for which we believe can further progress the field.
Whilst we attempted to model a neural code of natural SA-I and FA afferents using markers
(Chapter 4), we did not do the same for natural PC afferents and the novel vibrational channel,
which was proposed to be analogous to the PC system. The data collected with this channel is
a pure representation of the stimulus vibrations, so to propose a model of afferent firing would
require extracting some cue (e.g., amplitude, frequency or some more complex combination)
from the data, choosing an encoding scheme (e.g., rate or temporal) and generating a model
to map the cue to the chosen artificial code. We stated that, as a novel tactile channel, this
was beyond the scope of the work and chose instead to focus only on looking at viable tactile
cues for speed invariant texture perception. We find that generating an artificial model for PC
afferents is an interesting and logical next step towards creating a full model of human peripheral
somatosensory system.
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We identified that the harmonic structure of induced vibrations was a viable cue for speed
invariant texture perception (Chapter 5) and studies have shown that the frequency response of
skin vibrations was reflected in the frequency of PC afferent response when fingers were scanned
with natural textures. This seems to confirm the plausibility of harmonic structure as a viable
cue, if stimuli are encoded temporally; i.e., within precise timing of individual spikes. To leverage
a pure temporal code would require a spiking output; i.e., some sort of neuron model which is a
potential future direction of the work.
In this thesis, we chose to use controlled artificial textures (raised bumps; Chapters 4 and 5)
because we wished to gain an understanding of the fundamentals of texture perception, e.g skin
dynamics and limits on resolution, for the purpose of identifying viable cues and developing
artificial encoding schemes. However, it is common within the robotics community, and indeed
more applicable to the real-world, to use natural textures. Having gained an understanding of
the underlying mechanisms for artificial texture perception, a logical progression is to test our
techniques on natural textures and evaluate how well the methods transfer.
We sought to gain an understanding of how well our artificial perceptual system reflected tactile
perception in humans (Chapter 5). There were limits on the extent to which we were able to draw
comparison because of a fundamental difference in how the tasks were performed. We chose to
use a classical robotics test, a classification task, whereas, studies into human perception use
psychophysical tasks. For example, two-alternative forced choice (2AFC), where the participant
undergoes a number of trials and on each trial is required to identify a target stimulus out
of two presentations. Between each trial the intensity difference between the stimuli in each
presentation is adjusted [85]. The proportion of correct responses as a function of intensity
difference, known as the psychometric function, is a key tool in assessing perceptual performance.
We wish to generate a framework for carrying out such tasks on a robot, so that robot-psychometric
functions can be produced and directly compared to that of humans.
In this thesis, we have performed studies on three relatively distinct pieces of hardware: a
dual-model tactile sensor for pain and reflex sensing (Chapter 3), a modified TacTip for modelling
discriminative tactile afferents (Chapters 4 and 5) and an industrial hand with biomimetic tactile
fingertips (Chapter 6). We feel, therefore, an exciting and logical progression of the work presented
in this thesis would be the integration of these systems into a human inspired, multi-modal
tactile robot hand. We stated in the introduction of the thesis that we believe “a holistic approach
to artificial touch is required if robots are to achieve human levels of dexterity and control”.
Certainly, this thesis has made progress towards this end, and a single system which brings its












A.1 Robot Nociception (Chapter 3)
A.1.1 Interfacing
A.1.1.1 Arduino Nano - ADNS-3080
Fig. A.1 shows a diagram of the hardware interfacing between Arduino and ADNS-3080.
The four wires are: clock (SCLK), chip-select (NCS), master-out-slave-in (MOSI) and master-
in-slave-out (MISO). The Arduino powers the ADNS-3080 via 5V and ground lines. Reseting the
ADNS-3080 is available via a reset line. SCLK is a a synchronisation reference driven by the
master device (Arduino) it is set to a frequency of 500 kHz. In general, NCS is used for selecting a
slave device. Here we have only one slave device, the ADNS-3080. In this case, NCS is used to
enable the serial port by setting the line LOW. All transactions are initiate by a change in NCS
from HIGH to LOW and are terminated by a change from LOW to HIGH.
For write operations, 2 bytes are driven by the Arduino on the MOSI line. The first byte
consists of a ‘1’ as the MSB, which signifies a write operation, and a 7-bit address for the
ADNS-3080 register. The second byte contains the data.
For read operations, e.g. recording sensor data, an initial byte is driven by the Arduino to the
ADNS-3080 on the MOSI line containing a ‘0’ as the MSB, signifying a read operation, and a 7-bit
address for the register which is to be read. After a short delay, tSRAD= 50µs, the ADNS-3080
responds by driving the relevant data on the MISO line [246].
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Figure A.1: Diagram of data (SPI, enclosed in bold box) and power connections between the
Arduino Nano and ADNS-3080.
Diagrams of write and read operations are shown in Figs. A.2 and A.3 respectively.
Figure A.2: Diagram of write operation with synchronous serial port on ADNS-3080 [246].
Figure A.3: Diagram of write operation with synchronous serial port on ADNS-3080 [246].
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A.1.1.2 Sensor - PC
For the purpose of conceptualising hardware interfaces, the tactile sensor is considered to be
simply comprised of the ADNS-3080 and the Arduino Nano (see Fig. A.4).
The tactile sensor is interfaced with an external PC through an asynchronous serial trans-
mission via the Arduino’s serial port and a virtual COM port on the PC. In practice, an FTDI
chip [303] on the Arduino converts data that comes from its main processor from serial universal-
asynchronous-receiver-transmiter (UART) to USB.
The USB protocol is used to transmit data to a virtual COM port on the PC. This virtual COM
port allows applications to interface with the Arduino as a standard serial device so applications
written for either the PC or the Arduino may treat communication as standard UART. Buffers
exist on both the PC and the Arduino. When applications read or write serial data they are
put on or taken off these buffers respectively, in a first in-first out (FIFO) manner. Data is
asynchronously piped from one buffer to the other where sending of each bit is triggered via an
interrupt handler. The rate at which this interrupt handler is triggered can be adjusted via the
baud-rate.
Figure A.4: Diagram of overall hardware interface. The tactile sensor (left), comprised of the
Arduino nano and the ADNS-3080 is interfaced with the PC (right) via USB.
A.1.2 ADNS-3080 Burst Mode
The Motion_Burst_Mode register (0x50) is addressed and the ADNS-3080 responds after a
short time (tSRAD-MOT = 75µs) with the contents of the Motion, Delta_X, Delta_Y, SQUAL,
Shutter_Upper, Shutter_Lower and Maximum_Pixel registers in that order [246]. A diagram of
this approach is provided in Fig. A.5.
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Figure A.5: Diagram of read-write method for using the ADNS-3080 motion burst mode [246].
A.2 A Novel, Multi-Modal Tactile Sensor (Chapter 4)
A.2.1 Comparison with Physiological Data: Supplementary Figures
Figure A.6: Left: Spatial response profiles (SRPs) for a non-centrally located artificial SA-I
afferents of the smooth tip (green) collected on grating A (black). Right: position of selected
artificial SA-I afferent (green).
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Figure A.7: Left: SRPs for a non-centrally located artificial FA afferents of the smooth tip (red)
collected on grating A (black). Right: position of selected artificial FA afferent (red).
Figure A.8: SRPs of discharge from five seperate FA afferents innervating a monkey’s fingerpad
when indented at distinct locations across the displayed grating (below). From Phillips and
Johnson (1981) [112].
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